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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
OLDER AMERICAN VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1989

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington. DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:00 a.m., in Room
2257, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon.. Dale E. Kildee [chair-
man of the subcommittee] presiding.

Members present: Representatives Kildee, Unsoeld, Poshard, andGrandy.
Staff present: Susan A. Wilhelm, staff director; Chris Jacobs, leg-

islative director; Thomas Kelley, legislative associate; Carol Behrer,
professional staff member; Nita Orr, legislative assistant; JayHorstman, legislative assistant; Margaret Kajeckas, clerk/legisla-
tive assistant; and Lynn Selmser, professional staff member.

Mr. KILDEE. Not so much as a Congressman, but as a former
teacher, we will start right on time.

The Subcommittee on Human Resources meets today to hear tes-timony on the reauthorization of the three Older American Volun-
teer Programs.

These are the Retired Senior Volunteer Program, better knownas RSVP; the Foster Grandparent Program; and the Senior Com-panion Program.
The Older American Volunteer Program, authorized under TitleII of the Domestic Volunteer Service Act of 1973, are among themost popular programs operated by the Federal Government today.
I have often stated that the role of Government is to promote,

protect, defend, and enhance hum in dignity.
Older American Volunteer Programs certainiy promote, protect,defend, and enhance the human dignity of the elderly by offering

them the opportunity to continue to contribute in a meaningfulway to their communities.
Over 400,000 older persons took advantage of that opportunity in

1988.
Through a wide range of volunteer activities, these programs

provide assistance to virtually every age groupin schools, hospi-
tals, homes, and institutions.

Since its inception 20 years ago, the Foster Grandparent Pro-
gram has enabled low-income elderly age GO and over to work 20
hours per week on a one-to-one basis to provide support to children
with physical, mental, emotional, or social disabilities.

(Ii
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Senior companions also work on a one-to-one basis with home-
bound, chronically disabled older persons so that they may contin-
ue to live independently in their own homes.

Both senior companions and foster grandparents receive a small
stipend and reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses while they
are working.

RSVP provides volunteer opportunities to all elderly persons
over age 60.

RSVP volunteers serve in a variety of areas, including youth
counseling, literacy enhancement, long-term care, crime preven-
tion, refugee assistance, housing rehabilitation, and drug abuse pre-
vention.

That is a short list of the various things they are involved in.
I have always been impressed whenever I visit those people.

They inspire and re-energize me when I visit them.
The programs have a dual purpose.
On the one hand, communities benefit from the considerable ex-

perience and talents of these older people.
On the other hand, the older participants find opportunities for

useful participation through community contributions.
Today we will be hearing from program directors as well as vol-

unteers, and also from those who administer the programs here in
Washington.

I want to emphasize that this is the Congressnot Mount Sinai.
Our laws can always be improved.
We welcome your suggestions as to how to improve these pro-

grams.
These programs are dynamic, and we can always find ways of

in-
corporating

responding to the ever-changing needs of our society and n-
corporating the new ideas that we gather as we gain experience
with these programs.

Before proceeding, I would like to recognize other members of
the subcommittee for opening statements.

We have a freshman Member of Congress and a fresh member of
this committee, but not someone who is new to Government, Con-
gresswoman Unsoeld.

Mrs. UNSOELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to express my delight at being on this committee

and being able to work with you and my pleasure at being able to
learn from all of you who on a day-to-day basis are the ones who
are working with these issues and with these problems.

I am really looking forward to this hearing.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much.
I have always said that these hearings often are the equivalent

of a masters degree and I still say that.
I am on the Budget Committee now and those hearings are like

getting a Ph.D.
Working on that committee and this committee really brings the

two together because we know there are budgetary implications in
all the programs.

Mr. KILDEE. Our first witness is Ms. Donna Alvarado, Director of
the ACTION ager,c,, which administers the Older American Volun-
teer Programs.

Thank you for your cooperation with this subcommittee.

6
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I am also very grateful to Nora Manning back there who has
been very, very helpful to this committee, very cooperative, coop-
eration along with Nancy Denholm.

You have good ambassadors on the Hill for you.
You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF DONNA M. ALVARADO, DIRECTOR, ACTION; AC-
COMPANIED BY JANE A. KENNY, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, ACTION;
ROLAND A. GOODMAN, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR MANAGE-
MENT AND BUDGET, ACTION; AND LOWELL B. GENEBACH, JR.,
PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT OFFICER, ACTION
Ms. ALVARADO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to appear before the subcommittee today to discuss

the reauthorization of the Domestic Volunteer Service Act and to
share with you some of the exciting contributions that volunteers
are making in our Nation's efforts to respond to critical needs of
individuals and communities, arid particularly we will focus on the
contribution of older volunteers.

I would like to introduce my colleagues at the table: Jane Kenny,
the Deputy Director of ACTION; Roland Goodman, the Associate
Director for Management and Budget of the Agency; and Lowell
Genebach, the Director of the Planning and Management Division
within ACTION.

The ACTION agency reauthorization bill for fiscal year 1993 is
currently being reviewed by the OMB and will be forwarded to the
Congress in the very near future, hopefully next week.

Our authorization levels for 1990 will reflect the Reagan Admin-
istration budget submission which includes $114,925,000 for the
Older American Volunteer Programs and $27,875,000 for program
administration with the understanding that those levels are subject
to negotiations with Congress.

From working in the vital area of drug abuse prevention and
education, to reducing illiteracy, to providing much-needed respite
services to family care givers, our Older American Volunteers are
demonstrating that the personal giving of time, of talent, and of
caring can truly make a difference in our communities and in the
quality of lift for the senior volunteers themselves.

A January 1989 report published by the Independent Sector re-ports that 80 million Americans provide a total of 14.90 billion
hours of voluntary service annually.

[Material supplied for the record follows.]

/
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

April 26, 1989

Honorable Dale E. Kildee
Chairman, Subcommittee on Human Resources,

Committee on Education and Lab'r

House of Representatives
Washington,, D.C. 20515

Dea: Mr. Chairman:

I nave already submitted
the corrections of the transcript of

my testimony at the February 24, 1989 nearing. In addition, I

wish to clarify my testimony as to the total nunoer of hours

volunteered by 80 million adults.

In my testimony I stated
that "14.9 billion hours of voluntary

service annually is given". That figure reflects only tne

formal volunteering done annually
and does not reflect the fi./e

billion additional hours which are given on an ad hoc basis.

To quote the Independent
Sector 1988 annual report, "It is

estimated that 80 million adults gave a total of 19.5 billion

hours in both formal and informal volunteering."

As the Federal Domestic
Volunteer Agency, ACTION wants to

expand and include all
volunteering, to encourage giving

service in all ways.

Therefore on page 8, line
156, I would like to have the record

reflect those who also volunteer on an informal basis, and have

the figure of 19.5 billion
hours stand as ..he official number.

Sincerely,

Donna M. Alvaraao
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This underscores the vital role that ACTION, the Federal domes-
tic volunteer agency must continue to provide through its own pro-
grams to meet continuing emerging challenges, as well as to pro-
mote advocate and support voluntary efforts of individuals and pri-
vate organizations.

For these reasons, we are requesting that the Domestic Volun-
teer Service Act be reauthorized for three years.

I would like to highlight some of the accomplishments and dis-
cuss the current status of our Title II programs.

In fiscal year 1988, almost 470,000 volunteers served in AC-
TION's programs. The three Older American Volunteer Programs,
the Foster Grandparents, Senior Companions, and RSVP fielded
approximately 436,000 volunteers, which compromises 93 percent of
all ACTION-funded volunteers.

In 1,144 local projects in all states, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Is-
lands, and the District of Columbia, these older volunteers contrib-
uted over 100 million hours of service to their communities in such
diverse areas as lending managerial expertise to public and private
non-profit organizations and providing traditional tender loving
care to the so-called "boarder babies," infants born with AIDS or
drug addiction who have been virtually abandoned in pediatric
wards and hospitals.

In furtherance of our mission, the agency has actively encour-
aged collaboration with of-,?.r Federal agencies, state and local gov-
ernments, and the private sector.

In calendar year 1987, total non-ACTION funding sources con-
tributed $60.8 million to local projects of the Older American Vol-
unteer Programs.

This amount is an approximate 8 percent increase over calendar
year 1986 and represents the fact that approximately 55 percent of
the Federal funding for Older American Volunteer Programs is
matched by non-ACTION funding.

Within the Foster Grandparents Program in fiscal year 1988, ap-
proximately 26,900 Foster Grandparents in 252 projects across the
country provided their special kind of loving attention to over
68,000 children and youth.

In fiscal year 1989, we plan to fund approximately 10 new
projects with 700 volunteer service years. Foster Grandparents are
found in diverse projects, from tutoring young offenders in deten-
tion facilities to providing encouragement and rewards at a Special
Olympics event. For example, in Grand Rapids, Michigan and sur-
rounding Kent County, Foster Grandparents serve in 22 different
child care settings including elementary and special education
classrooms, Headstart and day care centers as well as group homes.

In December, the agency formally instituted a 6pe:ial program-
ming area when we signed an interagency agreement with the De-
partment of Defense. The agreement is intended to extend Foster
Grandparent services to military dependent children with special
and exceptional needs at a variety of DOD facilities nationwide.
Currently, an estimated 35 Foster Grandparents in 5 installations
are serving such children. With over 60 military installations locat-
ed within the service area of a Foster Grandparent project, the po-
tential for expansion of services is great and we are pleased with
the support this has been given from top leaders of DOD, and we
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hope they will utilize more of their resources in supporting the
Foster Grandparent Program.

In calendar year 1987, approximately $23 million from non-
ACTION sources enabled the program to support 2,500 volunteer
service years. 2.6 million hours of service to approximately 9,000
children, services that we could not provide if we relied on Federal
appropriations alone.

Regarding the Retired Senior Volunteer Program, Mr. Chairman,
older volunteers can do almost anything and the Retired Senior
Volunteer Program proves that. Congressman Tauke, the Ranking
Minority Member of this subcommittee, is particularly aware of
just how capable RSVP volunteers are since his father is an RSVP
volunteer in a Dubuque project. In fiscal year 1988, over 397,000
RSVP volunteers in 750 local projects provided over 72 million
hours of service to approximately 43,000 local organizations. Count-
less individuals, from home-bound elderly and disabled persons re-
ceiving home-delivered meals to veterans being discharged from
medical centers, to school children reaffirming their commitment
to Just Say No to drugs have benefited from the service of RSVP
volunteers.

To illustrate, the RSVP of Louisville and Jefferson County, Ken-
tucky sponsors activities in the two critical areas of homelessness/
hunger and illiteracy: The St. Boniface Church Inner City Soup
Kitchen has expanded its operation since 1983, with the help of
RSVP, from sandwich handouts each noon to providing a sit-dGwn
hot meal every day. With one paid staff member, a core of 15
RSVP volunteers serves over 36,000 hot meals a year to hungry
and homeless persons. Ten RSVP volunteers, assigned to the public
school system, tutor in inner city schools with students requiring
special reading assistance. In addition, another group of volunteers
prepare special introductory math kits designed by a local school
instructor for use in the first and second grades. Over 800 other
volunteers are serving in a wide variety of other activities.

In the intergenerational area, two projects in Iowa represent dis-
tinct approaches, In Cedar Rapids, abused and neglected children
receiving treatment at Four Oaks, Inc. are served individually by
volunteers. In Clinton County, the communities' schools, the police
department, and RSVP sponsor a child watch program to ensure
the safety of children going to and from school.

In an attempt to impact on the growing dilemma of child care,
an intergenerational library assistance project was established
through implementation of an interagency agreement ' etween
ACTION and the National Commission on Libraries and Liforma-
tion Science. One-year seed grants were awarded to 14 RSVP
projects to place 300 volunteers to assist public library staff in pro-
viding services to the increasing number of unattended children
using the libraries during non-school hours.

Another intergenerational approach is in the drug abuse educa-
tion and prevention area. As the committee may know, ACTION is
in partnership with the Just Say Nc Foundation. In fiscal year
1988, 19 RSVP projects received component grants to support over
300 volunteers working with Just Say No clubs in schools, public
housing and other settings.
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Committee members should also know that local RSVP projects
continue to receive overwhelming support from state and local
public sources as well as from the private sector. Non-ACTION sup-
port increased over 13 percent in calendar year 1987 to a total of
$27.1 million. Approximately $5.1 million comes from state govern-
ments. City and county governments provide over 35 percent of
RSVP's non-ACTION funding, and $12.4 million is generated by
the private sector, which represents an increase in the private
sector contributions of 91.5 over a 5-year period, and 325 localities
have allocated $3.2 million from the United Way to local RSVP
projects. Non-ACTION resources equal 88 percent of ACTION fund-
ing for RSVP, truly a great success story in terms of public-private
partnership.

The Senior Companion Program experienced a 45 percent growth
in the number of local projects in fiscal year 1988. Forty-four new
projects with 1,800 volunteer service years were established. Over
30,000 adults received personal care and peer support from over
11,500 volunteers in 142 local projects.

Non-ACTION support for Senior Companions continues to
expand. In calendar year 1987, these sources contributed $10.7 mil-
lion. Over 60 percent is generated by state governments. The pri-
vate sector contributed $2.3 million. Non-ACTION resources
equaled 46 percent of the ACTION funding to senior companions.

I would point out that with Senior Companions and Foster
Grandparents, the required match is only 10 percent. For RSVP
the required match is only 30 percent. So these programs are doing
an outstanding job and great credit goes to the project directors,
the sponsors, the local advisory councils, and to the ACTION staff
who support them in these activities.

Daily these SCP volunteers enhance the capacity of older persons
to remain in their own homes by providing assistance with the ac-
tivities of daily living. The assistance can be dramatic at times.

In Houston, Texas, a 63-year-old Senior Companion provides res-
pite care to an older couple. Through the Sheltering Arms Senior
Companion Program, care-giving is directed to a 66-year-old woman
who has suffered from Alzheimer's disease for 5 years. The volun-
teer assists with feeding and dressing and provides companionship.
Her client's daughter reports that the consistent caring presence of
the volunteer has reduced her mother's episodes of night wander-
ing and agitation.

ACTION and the Veterans Administration executed an inter-
agency agreement on June 23, 1988. This agreement formalized a
close working relationship between the agencies for several years.
Both RSVP and Senior Companions are involved in providing in-
home services to older veterans. A total of 31 Senior Companion
projects with 179 volunteers are serving approximately 65 veterans
and 3 RSVP projects with 45 volunteers received funding to sup-
port in-home services to veterans.

Another partnership initiated during the past two years is with
the Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association,
ADRDA. The partnership has resulted in two-year component
funding for nine Senior Companion Programs with a total of 45 vol-
unteer service years annually. These volunteers are providing criti-

1
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cally needed respite care for family caregivers. ADRDA chapters
assist in training of volunteers and selecting clients.

I would like to close by providing the subcommittee with a per-
sonal observation. In the four years that I have served as Director
of ACTION, I have been very privileged to see first hand the count-
less ways that our older population contributes to the well being of
the less fortunate in our communities. Whether the volunteer is a
disabled nursing home resident nearing 100 years of age who is as-
sisting a fund-raising effort of a local homeless shelter, or an ath-
letic 60-year-old engaged in a foot race with an energetic four--ear-
old, I !lave been continually impressed by the contribution our sen-
iors wake to Americans in all walks of life.

Mr. Chairman, as you mentioned in your remarks, I too have
been personally marked in a very positive way by my experience
with the Older American Volunteers during my tenure as Director
of ACTION. I sincerely believe I have received much more from
them than I have been able to give, and it has been a real privilege
to be able to come into contact with the many volunteers I have
met. The partnerships I have seen in the local communities be-
tween 6:: advisory councils, the local business community, the
project directors, the sponsors, and the ACTION staff, show me
that truly the Older American Volunteer Programs are among the
most successful Federal programs that we have operating under
the auspices of the Government today.

As was recently illustrated by a poster commemorating the Re-
tired Senior Volunteer Program, we firmly believe that "Some So-
lutions are Ageless."

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you for your fine testimony.
[The prepared statement of Donna M. Alvarado follows:]
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OPENING STATEMENT BY ACTION DIRECTOR

DONNA M. ALVARADO

BEFORE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES

Friday, February 24, 1989

I am pleased to appear before the subcommittee today to

to discuss the reauthorization of the Domestic Volunteer

Service Act and share with you some of the exciting

contributions that volunteers are making in our Nation's

efforts to respond to critical needs of individuals

and communities. From working in the vital area of drug abuse

prevention and education, to reducing illiteracy, to providing

much needed respite services to family caregivers, countless

volunteers are demonstrating that the personal giving of time,

of talent and of caring can make a difference in cur ccmmunities.

In FY 1988, almost 470,000 volunteers served in ACTION programs

throughout the country. From Guam to Maine, teens to

centenarians from all races and economic backgrounds daily

demonstrate the tremendous power that individual and collective

voluntary actions help enable communities and individual

Americans to address a wide range of our national concerns

Including child care, homelessness and hunger, illiteracy and

substance abuse, and at risk" persons of all ages.
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A January 1989 report published by the Independent Sector

reports 80 million Americans provide a total of 14.9 billion

hours of volunteer service annually. This underscores the

vital role that ACTION, the Federal domestic volunteer agency,

must continue to provide through its own programs to meet

continuing emerging challenges, as well as to promote,

advocate and support voluntary efforts of individuals and

public and private organizations. For these reasons, we

are requesting that the Domestic Volunteer Service Act be

reauthorized for three years.

At this time, I would like to highlight some of the accomplishments

and discuss the current status of our Title II Programs, which are of

particular interest to tne subcommittee.

In FY 1988, the three Older American Volunteer Programs,

the Foster Grandparent program, the Senior Companion Program

and the Retired Senior Volunteer Program fielded

approximately 436,000 volunteers (93% of all ACTION funded

volunteers) in 1,144 local projects in all States, Puerto Rico,

the Virgin Islands, and the District of Columbia. These older

volunteers contributed over 100 million hours of service to

their communitie- in such diverse areas as lending managerial

expertise to public and private

4
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non-profit organizations, and providing traditional "TLC" to

the so-called "Boarder Babies", infants born with AIDS and or

drug addiction who have been virtually abandoned in pediatric

wards of hospitals.

In furtherance of our mission, the Agency has actively

encouraged collaboration with other Federal agencies, state and

local governments and the private sector. In calendar year

1987, total non-ACTION funding sources contributed $60.8

million to local projects of the Older American Volunteer

Programs. This amount is an approximate 8% increase over

calendar year 1986 and represents approximately 55% of the

Federal funding level.

FOSTER GRANDPARENT PROGRAM

In FY 1988 approximately 26,900 Foster Grandparents in 252

projects across the country provided their special kind of

loving attention to over 68,000 children and youth. In FY 1989

we plan to fund approximately 10 new projects with 700

volunteer service years.

Foster Grandparents are found cradling failure-to-thrive

babies and abused children in hospital wards, tutoring young

status offenders at juvenile detention facilities and providing

encouragement and rewards at a Special Olympics event.



For example, in Grand Rapids, Michigan and surrounding Kent County,

74 Foster Grandparents serve in 22 different child care

settings. Those include elementary and special education

classrooms, Head Start and 3ay care centers, and group homes.

In terms of creative policy, in December, the Agency formally

instituted a special programming area when we signed an Interagency

Agreement with the Department of Defense. The Agreement is

is intended to extend Foster Grandparent services to military

dependent children with special and exceptional needs at a

variety of DOD facilities nationwide. Currently an estimated

35 Foster Grandparents in five installations are serving

such children. With over 60 military installations located

within the service area of an FGP project, the potential for

expansion of services is great.

Contributions from non-federal public agencies, the non-profit

and private sectors continue to be an important element of

Foster Grandparent Program. In calendar year 1987, approximately

$23 million from non-ACTION sources enabled the program to

support 2,500 volunteer service years, 2.6 million hours of

service to approximately 9,000 children.
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Retired Senior Volunteer Program

Mr. Chairman, volunteers can do almost anything, and the

Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP), ACTION's largest

program, proves that. Congressman Tauke is particularly aware

of just how capable RSVP volunteers are since his father is one

with our Dubuque project. In FY 1988, over 397,000 volunteers

in 750 local projects provided over 72 million hours of service

to approximately 43,000 local organizations. Countless

individuals, from homebound elderly and disabled persons

receiving home delivered meals, to veterans being discharged

from medical centers, to school children reaffirming their

commitment to "Just Say No", have benefited from the service of

RSVP volunteeers.

To illustrate, the RSVP of Louisville and Jeffcrcon County,

Kentucky sponsors activities in the two critical areas

of homelessness/hunger and illiteracy:

The St. Boniface Church Inner City Soup Kitchen has

expanded its operation since 1983, with the help of RSVP,

from sandwich handouts each noon to providing a sit-down

hot meal every day. With one paid staff member, a core of

15 RSVP volunteers serves over 36,000 hot meals a year to

hungry and homeless persons.

4
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- 15 RSVP volunteers work with the local Day to Day program,

collecting private food donations from supermarket chains,

drug stores, churches, schools, etc., for a central

warehouse where they serve the needy.

- 75 RSVP volunteers deliver hot meals to the elderly homebound.

Each volunteer delivers 8 to 10 meals a day, averaging

a total of 650 meals a day, 170,000 per year. The RSVP project

works in conjunction with the Visiting Narses Association to

insure that total home care is provided.

- 10 RSVP volunteers, assigned to the public school system,

tutor in inner city schools with students requiring

special reading ---' . In -''a:"--, .-c-"r group of

volunteers prepare special introductory math kits designed

by a local school instructor for use in the 1st and 2nd grades.

Over 800 other volunteers are serving in a wide variety of

other activities.

In the intergenerational area, two projects in Iowa represent

distinct approaches. In Cedar Rapids, abused and neglected

children receiving treatment at Four Oaks, Inc. are served
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individually by volunteers and indirectly through participation

by volunteers on ar auxiliary board and other support

activities. In Clinton County, the communities' schools, the

Police Department and RSVP sponsor a child watch program to

ensure the safety of children going to and from school.

Over the past several years, ACTION has entered into several

Interagency Agreements and public/private partnerships to

enhance and expand RSVP efforts in several areas. In FY 1988,

we concluded a three year effort supported by the Laubach

Literacy Action, the Dayton Hudson Foundation and the

National Association of RSVP Directors to establish an

RSVP Literacy Network. Seed Grants of $2,000 to $5,000

were awarded to 71 RSVP projects to recruit tutors for

adult learners and for other roles such as student recruitment,

public awareness building and administrative support.

Another intergenerational approach is in the drug abuse education

and prevention area. As the committee may know, ACTION is in

partnership with Just Say No International. In FY 1988, nine RSVP

projects received component grants to support over 300

volunteers working with Just Say No clubs in schools, public

housing and other settings.

i
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FY 1988 also saw the initiation of the RSVP "veteran

Companion. Service" implementing provision of our Interagency

Agreement with the Veterans Administration, which I will

detail later. Three RSVP projects with 45 volunteers received

funding to support in-home services to Veterans.

Committee members should also know that local RSVP projects

continue to receive overwhelming support from state and local

public sources, and from the private sector. Non-ACTION

support increased over 13% in calendar year 1987 to a total of

$27.1 million. Approximately $5.1 million comes from state

governments; city and county governments provide over 35% of

RSVP's non-ACTION funding; $12.4 million is generated by the

private sector an increase of 91.5% over a five year period);

and 325 localities nave allocated $3.2 million from United Way

to local RSVP projects. Non-ACTION resources equal 88% of

ACTION funding.

20
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Senior Companion Program

The Senior Companion Program experienced a 45% growth in the

nut )er of local projects in FY 1988. Forty-four new projects

with 1,800 volunteer service years were established. Over

30,000 adults receive personal care and peer support from over

11,500 volunteers in 142 local projects. Non-ACTION support

for SCP continues to expand. In calendar year 1987, these

sources contributed $10.7 million. Over 60% is contributed by

state governments. The private sector contributed $2.3

million. Non-ACTION resources equaled 46% of the ACTION

funding. Daily these volunteers enhance the capacity of older

persons to remain in their own homes by providing assistance

with the activities of daily living.

This assistance can be dramatic at times. In Houston,

Texas a 63-year-old Senior Companion provides respite care

to an older couple. Through the Sheltering Arms SCP,

caregiving is directed to a 66-year-old woman who has suffered

from Alzheimer's disease for five years. The volunteer assists

with feeding, and dressing and provides companionship. Her

client's daughter reports that the consis.ent, caring presence

of the volunteer has reduced her mother's episodes of night

wandering and agitation.
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As I mentioned earlier, ACTION and the VA executed

Agreement on June 23, 1988. This agreement formali

working relationship between the Agencies for sever

Both RSVP and SCP are involved in providing in-home

an Interagency

zed a close

1 years.

services to

veterans. A total of 31 SCP's with 179 Senior Compan ions are

serving approximately 625 veterans. Over the past two

SCP projects have received component funding for a two

period to support 66 volurteer service years annually.

years, 11

-year

Another partnership during the past two years is with th

Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association (AD

The partership has resulted in two-year component funding

for 9 SCP's with a total of 45 volunteer service years

annually. These volunteers are providing critically needed

respite care for family caregivers. ADRDA Chapters assist

in training of volunteers and selecting clients.

RDA).

I would like to close my remarks by providing the

subcommittee with a personal observation. In the four years

I have served as Director of ACTION, I have been very

fortunate to see first hand the countless ways that our older

population contributes to the well being of 'e less fortunate

in our communities. Whether the volvuteer is a disabled

r)2
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nursing home resident nearing 100 years of age who is assisting

a fund raising effort of a homeless shelter, or an athletic

sixty-year-old engaged in a foot race with an energetic four

year old, I have been struck by the contribution our seniors

make to Americans in all walks of life. As was recently

illustrated by a poster commemorating the Retired Senior

Volunteer Program, "Some Solutions are Ageless."
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Mr. KILDEE. We look forward to receiving the Administration's
reauthorization bill next week and we will pour over that and put
our own considerations into that and move a bill out fairly soon.

In the last reauthorization, the Senate put in a provision for per-
mitting non-low-income people to serve as Foster Grandparents and
Senior Companions in a non-stipended capacity, while receiving re-
imbursement for expenses.

In conference, we agreed that the funds for reimbursement had
to come from r on-federal sources. How many non-stipended volun-
teers are currently participating in the Foster Grandparent and
Senior Companion Programs?

Ms. ALVARADO. Currezdy, there are 82 non-stipended volunteers
performing services under this provision.

Mr. KILDEE. How many were participating before this provision
was put into the law? How many were involved on an informal
basis? Do you have any numbers on that?

Ms. ALVARADO. Since it wasn't really legal for them to do so, we
do not have specific numbers on that, Mr. Chairman. We do contin-
ue to believe that this is a good provision, and even though there
are some restrictions on the utilization of these volunteers in the
statutory language passed during the last reauthorization, we feel
that the basic concept underlying the non-stipended pi ovision,
which is to enable older Americans who may not qualify under the
income requirements, but who are motivated and able and willing
to participate, to be allowed to serve. As demonstrated by the fact
that we have come before the committee with constant levels of
funding for the low-income volunteers, it is not intended that this
provision would ever detract in any way from the levels of funding
or from the opportunities for low-income volunteers to serve, but
would rather supplement their activities.

We know that some of the unanticipated benefits from this provi-
sion include older volunteers being able to continue to serve as
non-stipended volunteers when they are no longer able to serve the
mandated 20 hours per week. They also include low-income volun-
teer husbands and wives who are able to serve in the same project
with one in non-stipended status and the other in a stipended
status.

Mr. KILDEE. I think the Senate anticipated a larger number par-
ticipating, than 82 didn't they?

Ms. ALVARADO. We had certainly hoped so, Mr. Chairman, but as
I mentioned, there are certain statutory restrictions which have
had the effect of building in a disincentive if you will, to promoting
the expansion of these numbers. These include the fact that no
Federal appropriated funds can be used to help offset transporta-
tion costs, recognition events and other non-stipended portions to
these volunteers -nd that sends a double message to the projects.
According to some of the directorson the one hand, it is author-
ized, but on the other hand, it is not important enough to authorize
expenditure of funds. They can only use locally generated funds to
support these volunteers. There has been some ambiguity, and I
think this has resulted in the lowering of numbers.

There is a provision requiring that any person in the community
who does not meet the low income level', who is interested in serv-
ing with a child or with an elderly person, must be referred to the
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local RSVP project first and where that project can place such an
individual in those kinds of settings, that is the preferred method.
So it may be that some of these individuals are going into RSVP.

I think that is a positive direction. If they do go into RSVP, we
would like to increase the number of older Americans in intergen-
erational activities no matter what they are called. The numbers
and the involvement is what is important to us.

Mr. KILDEE. I have another question and then I will turn to Mr.
Grandy here.

It has been brought to the committee's attention that the stipend
for Foster Grandparents and Senior Companion volunteers has not
increas -'d in the last few years.

Do you support any increase in the volunteer stipend?
Ms. ALVARADO. We are not requesting an increase in the stipend

at this time, primarily because of budgetary constraints.
We do know that it would take $9.3 million in additional appro-

priations to support a 30-cent increase in the stipend, which would
raise the stipend from $2.20 an hour to $2.50 an hour. If the agency
were required to absorb such a stipend increase without additional
appropriations, it would require us to terminate approximately
4,000 of these low-income volunteers. If such an increase were
given to the agency, it could be utilized to increase the stipend, but
I would point out that such an increase could also be utilized to
support 4,000 additional new volunteers who are low-income, and
we do know that there are approximately 6,000 low-income appli-
cants on waiting lists to participate in these programs.

It is a difficult choice to make between either bringing low-
income volunteers into the program who currently are unable to
serve, or increasing the stipend of existing volunteers.

Mr. KILDEE. You mentioned $9 million, was it?
Ms. ALVARADO. $9.3 million.
Mr. KILDEE. To raise the stipend to $2.50why not put in some

language that if the appropriation reached a certain level, then at
that point it would trigger an increase?

Would that be an acceptable way of perhaps addressing that?
Ms. ALVARADO. I would have to review that, Mr. Chairman. I

cannot respond at this time.
Mr. KILDEE. You can get back( to us on that.
Ms. ALVARADO. Certainly.
Mr. KILDEE. I am not sure what I would went to do on it myself,

so I can't ask you to respond specifically right now.
[The information follows:)
Mr Chairman, my understanding is that there is not a formal proposal in writing

at this time for review However, one concept which has been articulated by the
subcommittee staff is the possibility of establishing some type of threshold of fund-
ing for volunteer activities in the authorizing legislation, which once reached by ap-
propriations levels, would automatically "trigger" any additional appropriations
into a stipend increase for existing volunteers.

First, I must reiterate that due to budgetary constraints, the FY 1990 budget pro-
posal for the ACTION agency does not include additional funding for either stipend
increases or the expansion of the numbers of current levels of stipended volunteers.

Second, in the interest of making a fair and judicious determination of whether it
would be preferable to increase the stipend of existing volunteers rather than to in-
crease the numbers of low-income volunteers in the programs, I would say that such
a determination should be made on the relative merits of priorities vis a vis the pro-
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grams and the participants, rather than enacting an automatic legislative mecha-
nism.

Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Grandy?
Mr. GRANDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Alvarado, let me follow up on something. It is my under-

standing that the administrative levels have been rather constant,
$25 million over the last several years; is that correct?

Ms. ALVARADO. That is correct.
Mr. GRANDY. This year you are asking for a $2 million increase

up to about $27 million.
Could you just explain the need for that in terms of delivering

services at a constant level?
Ms. ALVARADO. Yes. As the subcommittee is aware, the ACTION

agency provides programs to grass-roots organizations that fre-
quently do not have the technical expertise or the ability to com-
pete successfully for some of the larger programs that are available
through such agencies as Department of HHS or through HUD and
some of the other social service agencies.

What is important for us, in order to be able to meet the needs
and to assist these local community organizations, is to have an
adequate level of staff to provide the technical assistance to enable
these individuals and organizations to participate fully in our pro-
grams. Inadequate program support dollars are placing a severe
strain on the agency's ability to effectively administer our pro-
grams during fiscal year 1989.

When 1 came aboard four years ago, we had 511 full-time equiva-
lent (FTE1 positions in the agency. During FY 87 we conducted a
management assessment of what would be the required number of
full-time equivalents to support the agency's programs at that time
and it was 448 full-time equivalents. However, our current situa-
tion is that we have been appropriated $145,412,000 in FY 89 pro-
gram funds, while program support, or administrative funding that
was given to the agency for FY 89 enables us to support only 416.
So we are very much understaffed.

We have been trying to use our scarce resources to fill positions
in the field, which is the front line, but this has resulted in the fact
that now in our agency we don't have enough funds to fill even
critical vacancies, let alone crucial top policy positions at headquar-
ters.

We do not have an Inspector General, a General Counsel nor a
Director of Legislative Affairs. We do not have a Director for our
Drug Program. We do not have an Associate Director for Domestic
Operations, which is a key Presidential appointee.

We have had to cancel the training that we were giving our
project directors this year, and the required monitoring visits that
we are mandated to perform to carry out our oversight responsibil-
ities of one site visit per project per year are not being accom-
plished.

We were c fly able to perform 48 percent of those site visits last
year and are hoping this year to improve that, but in order to do so
we will have to take scarce resources from other areas.

Mr. GRANDY. In terms of the support that you can offer, are we
talking about offering support to communities that are applying for
these grantsin other words, technical - ;sistance to communities

26
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that otherwise would not be able to compete for some of these
grants?

Is that included in that administrative component?
Ms. ALVARADO. That is the ideal situation when we are given

adequate funding. We have provided training to our state directors
and staff so that in addition to their basic mission, which is sup-
porting existing ACTION grantees and developing new projects in
undeserved areas, they also perform in a leadership capacity as em-
issaries of the volunteer agency, but they haven't been able to do
that effectively.

Mr. GRANDY. So am I hearing you argue that increased funding
on the administrative side will in a sense occasion a greater out-
reach and allow more communities to become competitive because
they will have the technical support to make applications and sup-
posedly be more competitive in receiving them?

Ms. ALVARADO. Yes that is an important part of it
Mr. GRANDY. I bring that up becauseyou might be able to edify

me a little about thisI am always concerned about how these pro-
grams are delivered in rural areas.

In Iowa, for example, in Mr. Tauke's district, there is a program
in Dubuque, Cedar Rapids and in Clinton.

In my area, Western Iowa and North Central Iowa, there are
two; one in Sioux City and Estherville.

Are there any barriers which rural areas face at this time in ap-
plying for these kinds of Federal funds that you know of?

Ms. ALVARADO. This was a real concern of mine when I came
aboard the agency. Every time we have gone out with announce-
ments of new funds for programs, we have given special attention
to the needs of rural areas.

Actually, the agency has done very well. We know that, accord-
ing to the 1980 census for the population 60 years and over, 74 per-
cent are living in urban areas and 26 percent in rural areas.

In terms of ACTION's programs in Foster Grandparents, we
have 43 percent in urban areas and 57 percent in rural areas; for
Senior Companions, 34 percent in urban areas and 66 percent in
rural areas; RSVP, 54 percent urban and 46 percent rural. So we
certainly exceed the national average there.

Are there additional barriers to developing programs in rural
areas? Are there additional costs involved? Certainly there are.
Transportation is probably the paramount cost, and we do factor
this in when we are providing new monies or augmentation grants
so that the rural communities are able to have the resources they
need to carry out the programs.

There is no question that it is more expensive to deliver services
in rural areas, but that has not hindered us in reaching forward to
these communities.

Mr. GRANDY. I am curious if in increasing your administrative
budget we are in a sense increasing the option for outreach to
these rural areas as well?

Ms. ALVARADO. We certainly would because one of the impedi-
ments we have had with the limited support budget has been the
inability of the staff to travel. They have only been able to conduct
one monitoring visit for 50 percent of our projects. Fifty percent
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have not been visited, and this doesn't include the necessary out-
reach to areas- -

Mr. GRANDY. I am sure you are aware this is a common problem
that rural communities have hadsometimes not knowing how to
apply and not being as familiar with the criteria for the ,7,nplica-
tion as larger communities. They don't have the support groups in
those communities with the technical expertise.

Mr. Chairman, could I proceed for another question?
Mr. KILDEE. Yes.
Mr. GRANDY. There has been a proposal made to eliminate the

position of Associate Director of the Domestic and Anti-Poverty Op-
erations.

There has also been, I believe, a suggestion that the positions of
Director of the Older American Programs and VISTA be elevated
to presidential appointments.

Is your agency taking a position on this?
Ms. ALVARADO. We are. I will ask the deputy director to respond

to this because if this provision were to go into effect, she would
have 19 managers reporting directly to her as their first-line supe-
rior.

Ms. KENNY. Congressman, the position of the Administration is
that we definitely would be opposed to this provision and I can
speak from first-hand experience what the disadvantages would be.

What I would like to provide for the record to the committee is
an organization chart which shows our current organizational
structure.

Mr. KILDEE. That will be made part of the record.
[The information follows:]
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Ms. KENNY. Also an organizational chart which reflects the pro-
posal as the Congressman just described.

Mr. KILDEE Any submission you wish to make will be made part
of the record without objection.

[The information follows:]
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MS. KENNY. As the chart illustrates, there will be as a result of
this proposal 19 office heads who would report directly to the
deputy of the Agency. I would, in effect, be their first-line supervi-
sor.

From a management standpoint, I believe strongly that this is
not the route to go. That there would be a disproportionate span of
control situation here and the number of subordinates reporting di-
rectly to me would be inappropriate.

As our current structure is set up, the management and budget
operations come under the jurisdiction of the current Associate Di-
rector, Roland Goodman, and I as Acting Associate Director of Do-
mestic Operations handle the operations in the field.

I think that is an appropriate distribution. I think the grade
level of the individuals serving in those positions is appropriate as
it now stands and I would strongly recommend that we retain the
current organizational structure and distribution of authority and
responsibility as it is now placed in the current positions within
the Agency.

Mr. GRANDY. Mr. Chairman, if it is a presidential appointment,
the Senate has to agree to this, correct?

Mr. KILDEE. Yes.
Mr. GRANDY. In other words, I hope you don't have a drinking

problem. [Laughter.]
Ms. KENNY. For the record, sir, I don't drink at all except for

Diet Coke.
Mr. GRANDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KILDEF. Ms. Unsoeld.
Ms. UNSOELD. No questions.
Mr. KILDEE. Another new Member of Congress and new Member

of the subcommitteE,, but not nP?: to government is Glenn Poshard
from Illinois, who served in the State senate there. We are happy
to have him on this subcommittee.

Glenn, do you have any questions or observations? None. I will
go back to my second round and ask another question.

You may be aware that Senator Nunn has introduced legislation
to create a senior volunteer program independent of the ACTION
agency that would provide a stipend of $4 or $5 per hour to volun-
teers, providing many of the same services now provided by OAVP
volunteers.

What do you see as the possible impact on ACTION programs
should this legislation be enacted? Have you been made aware of
that legislation?

Ms. ALVARADO. I have knowledge of the general parameters but I
would like to defer specific comment for the record so that I would
be able to look at that closely and ensure that we were able to
come forward with an appropriate administration response.

Mr. KILDEE. That will be fine with us. As a matter of fact, with-
out objection I will submit some additional questions for you to
answer for the record.

[The information follows:]
The "Citizenship and National Sersice Act of 1989" IS 3,1111.660) sponsored by

Senator Sam Nunn and Representative Dave McCurdy establishes a Senior Corps in
Title II The legislation does not appear to acknowledge any competing programs
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within the ACTION agency such as Retired Senior Volunteer Programs (RSVP),
Foster Grandparents (FGP) and Senior Companions (SCP) Volunteers in the Senior
Corps may receive an hourly wage, yet to be specified, but projected by some to be
five dollars

With regard to the ACTION Older American Programs, RSVP Volunteers devote
their time and energy for no remuneration or stipend FGP and SCP are mean-
tested programs which offer their low-income volunteers a stipend of $2 20 per hour.

Although the Senior Corps does not directly affect ACTION's programs, it has the
potential of drawing from our current and potential pool ofsenior volunteers.

Mr. GRANDY. One more, Mr. Chairman, if I could. This was occa-
sioned by what you were talking about, the problems with trans-
portation in rural areas and specific kinds of problems.

Is that an argument for earmarking any funds? We sometimes
get into this and did when we were reauthorizing the Older Ameri-
cans Act last year.

Is there an agency position on earmarking funds for special em-
phasis areas and what effect would this have on existing programs?

Ms. ALVARADO. We would be opposed to earmarking specific em-
phasis areas or specific geographical distributions. We feel as the
statistics would indicate that we have done a goo' job in ensuring
good geographical distribution. That will continue to be a priority
for the agency, and therefore feel it is unnecessary and counterpro-
ductive to have specific set-asides directed within the legislative
process.

Our basic philosophy, and the important ingredient in what has
made the ACTION program so successful at the local community
level, is that we believe as much flexibility as possible should be
given to the local communities to identify what their priorities are,
whether it is in programming literacy, drug abuse prevention,
homebound eiderly needs, these communities know what their pri-
orities are better than we do. So we would advocate giving them
the flexibility to determine that.

At the same time we recognize that a large number of individ-
uals and organizations have been very concerned about the prob-
lem of illiteracy, about the problem of substance abuse, about the
problems of homebound elderly, and at the national level, the
agency has reinforced their capacity to addre:-:; these needs by pro-
viding appropriate training to project directors.

We anticipate that, with the levels of funding we are requesting
for 1990, the agency would be able to carry that out. But earmark-
ing special emphasis areas, I feel would be detrimental to the flexi-
bility we NNIuld like the local communities to have to address their
needs.

We give technical assistance and training in those areas of great-
est concern to the nation at large. We feel that is a role for the
& CTION agency to perform, but we do not recommend specific ap-
propriations set-asides because the needs are constantly changing.

Mr GRANDY. Could you comment a little bit about the eligibility
of applications what the criteria are when you make a grant to the
ACTION agency? Is there a standard application when an organi-
zation wants to apply for funds? Is there a kind of standardized eli-
gibility, certain things that you require when an organization
makes one of these requests?

Ms AIN/ARAM). I will ask Ms Kenny to respond in more detail,
but the answer is yes. We do have standardized applications We do

96-999 0 - 89 - 2 r ,
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have regulations which mirror the legislative intent and param-
eters in the Older American Volunteer Program.

Mr. GRANDY. Could you make those available for the record?
Ms. ALVARADO. Yes.
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OMB Approval #3001-0069
Expires December 30, 1989

PROJECT GRANT APPLICATION*
OLDER AMERICAN VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

For use by prospective and existing sponsors of all OAVP programs including
Foster Grandparent Program, Retired Senior Volunteer Program, and Senior
Companion Program. Please follow instructions in the appropriate Operations
Handbook available through ACTION State Program Offices. Please prepare
a signed application and 2 copies for your submission. The submission of
a grant application does not assure the receipt of a grant award.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Thu it standard farm used he Applsants as required factsheet for pi...applications and applications submitted in acturdance cub OMB (Artois!.
A-I01 It will be used by Fedet al asentio to obtain applicant certifit abort that States sehtth have established ereciere and comment praeisre to
re,pnn..ru Executive Orde 12372 and have selected the program to be intluded in their pm.. have been ant an upportunitv to rote. the appli
cant submIssIon

APPLICANT PROCEDURES FOR SECTION 1

Applicant will complete all item., in Section I with the exception of Box 3 State Application Identifier If an item, i, not applicable
If additional space is needed insert an aserlsk and use Section IV An etplanation follow; for each pan

Item
I Mark appropriate Sc, Prespplication And a,splicatron are described

in OMB Circular A-102 and Federal agent> Program insts.tions
Lse a 0113 form as Nuts e of Intent is at Soan ipton Fed. r al
agencies do not require Notices of Intent

24 Applw ant S our control number f desired

2b Date Section Ii, prepared ha applicant A °rein

3a Number auverried by State

3b Date assigned by State

4.-4h Legal nor, a applicant came a puma, or sanitational unit s hw h
.111 undertake the assistance AMIN. compiee address o apph
cant and name end telephone number of the emree, who t ar, pro
side further information about this request

5 Erep'oter Identification Number iElsi of applitant as ass anoi bs
the Internal Bet enve Service

6a use Catalog of federal Dorn/nag Assotano CDF Ai no nn, at
signed to prvrsm under which assistarse is mooted If more thin
one pretrial" ie g runt funding/ check multipb and etplain in
Section lB If unknown tire Public Law or t S Code

6b Pros-ram mle (um CFDA Abbret late if necessary

7 Use Section IV to provide surnmary descoptton of the proton'
appropnate I prefect affects Particular sites as tor ,car'p'e
tonetnxson 1,1 property prOnty attach a Map 31Nrarla lii prnI
ect IxAtton

B City includes town township o other municipalat

9 List only largest and units it/slot...I ouch am State twow ,
10 Estimated number ef persons direct!u bers,itteg from proem

11 Check the tsp., nt osistance rpoested

A Baste Grant -anor'Onilneuueclttrfcdcratfur,dc

B Supplr,tital ltr 3/At -4 rt ass st In increase. bass g'ant
she, the lob appl tdut c int sor.Pit rniered

menhir g sneer if the bast Fodsrdl program cc gtAsils
aided by the Appalwhian kritnonal lommissesi . pro, de

the applicant a matchins tharm

E Other Fsplain in Section lb

12 Am ant row, , .0 be onrbuted in, itc foot for 1
II, bud, t period ho each contribuo r B alt,, it in kind rontribir
tions should be mrluded If t:e anon I) a rhanse In doll. anis,

MA'

0,1 01 an existing 033(4 reviI3on Or auamlentalion under morn lit to
data or is the am hint of the change For decreases enclose the
mount in parentheses If twth haag arid supplemental 4r/1.n:sere

intluded breakout in Section IV For multiple program funding use
totals and shore program breakouts in Section I% 12a amount re
quoted frern Federal Csternment 12b-amount applicant .111 con
tribune 12c -amount front State if applicant is not eState Ild-

frog lofal gtst eminent. aP,licant is not a local go ern
tent 12e-amount from any other ....row eep.inin Section IV

135 The distrtctis, .here most cl action .ork soil be accomplished If
rib side or State aide catering several &strums Orion ccc wide
cr State

14 A Nes A submittal for profsvc not previously funded

II Renewal Art extension for An aodit tonal funding budsrt period
tor a prenect haling no protected ownpletion date but fur . huh
Federal suF par. must he renewed each year

C llcncionmfl modification to protect nature Of scope shish mat
result in funding change tmnoreacn or decrease,

O Continuation An estens on for an addition./ funding budget
pergst tor a prniect soth a protected completion date

E Augmentation A requirement for additional funds for a Pont
nor pre,131331, awarded funds In the sanw funding budget perled
l'otect nature and scope unchangeo

IS Apploornate date prohet espected to Inginiusualls associated with
eoirnated date of as adatilits of turd,,,

16 tstirnah.d number c f month, to complete Pi oetl
3, asallatilr

1' Cur, its. ',Iv fur ray 1131,1 1St' or ausernertatirnsitem lSet

In Ibtr fouppisa nappwaii tn mud be wibmit,nd to Ftederal aoncv
in older to be .1,2ible for fundins cenndoltion

and id1 the F00K31 agents to shich this 'eq.'', is
it l,'O,marcucut.altcac pissihlr the to, of hit off., to

shit h th application sill be drInerod
20 F %nuns Ecidenci swant ntification drawl ,t thin rot 3 nr,

revue 0nd directlt ou tit. to a pro tiod edrral action 00, r.ise
write s.A

21 t k appopriati not shit, r sot lb if form ntains
roItt and or adeldn .01 remarks art Ind.:0 1

APPLICANT PROCEDURES FOR SECTION II

AfPlgsrstes will al.., omplete either item 22a or 226 et ten', 22, and 21b

22a LiimPlete aPPIgatirn subtst ii Eosuoi Order 1217_ .sr tr 1.:tt Pt tte I pp., nil n sotto to Lit 12172
review and comment/ 23a tnd e duthnrqed ,pro ,artl Hi, rt 1,311 aplicant

FEDERAL AGENCY PROCEDURI S FOR SF ('TION III

Aspl cant comphdes unit Seonns 7 and II heston I 0o,np'utcil lii Ste".rel 'sew,
26 Cr. no dent," acad aito,nr
27 L' t :Section lb tu aroplift when apt ropri

28 Amosint to tecentr beet duties the Ili, tundinsbulset 21

ratn tantrdwito B aue nI n kind iuntrinu, nc ll ire
lithe soon is a hence in chllar amount of on r Knit, ar in'
res sumo, ausmertation undi r dem 1 1 indsatt onto the amount
ache,. F, decreases so in-c PI,ArKrIrl to parnttswo It train
bas c and uFplemental an odds Are ,Ar lode! brII1a, 31,
It For n13:0ple program fundmg use totals end Ahrx
brrakou.s in",' on I% 20a amr1r11 yrs Ardr,l,r, Fed, rail.,
men! Zb -amount a,plitard sill tor tribute 1, -en our t

Oe if tsplitot rec ,''ltc 2,1 in, ont Irem I y01 go, err
,f ,3,133r 1 sal dot o Noir, 2te- inintint bum ant

cwt., on in `este, lb
03I, sac taken on thit bus.,

sn Its i funds .
o in..,

in. rm vino iisndris rhn J.S1,
12 1, itt od sill no I .nso tie .011.5. r .blistoun

be, dpisoo to as a 1. the, sob. n Ii 4 tom m contains
O.O, u coo, 2n1 nt of idetdon .1 re ear.
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PART II
PROJECT APPROVAL INFORMATION

Item I.

Does this assistance request require State, local,
regional, or other priority rating'

Yes No

Name of Col...in:lig Body
Priority Rating

Item 2

Does this assistance request require State, or local ad Name of Agency or
msory, educational or health clearances' Board

Yes No (Attach Documentation)

Item 3

Does this assistance request require State, local,
regional or other planning approval'

Yes No

Name of Approving Agency
Date

Item 4

Is the proposed project covered by an approved eom Check one State
prehencive plan' Local

Regional
Yes No Location of Plan ....

Item 5

HJI tne assistance requested serve a Federal installation, Name of Federal installation
Yes No Federal Population benefiting from Project

Item 6

Wilt the assistance requested be on Federal land or
installation'

Yes No

Name of Federal Installation
Location of Federal Land
Percent of Project

Item 7

Wilt the assistance requested have an impact or effect
on the environment'

Yes No

See instructions for addtional information to be provide d,

Item 8

the assistance requested cause the displacement of Number of
individuals, families, businesses or farms' Individuals

Families
Yes No Businesses

Farms

Item 9.

is there other related assistance en this project
previous, pending, or anticipated'

Yes No

See instructions for additional information to be provided

:3 8
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PAGE 5

Part II

Negative answers will not require an explanation unless
the Federal agency requests more information at a later
data Pros ide supplementary data for all "Yes" answers
in the space provided in accordance with the following
instructions

Item IProvide the name of the go, erning body
establishing the priority system and the priority rating
assigned to this project

Item 2Provide the name of the agency or board which
issued the clearance and attach the documentation of
status or approval

Item 3Furnish the name of the approving agency and
the appros al date

Item 4Show whether the approsed comprehensise plan
is State, local or regional, or if none of these,explam the
scope of the plan Gs e the location where the oppressed
plan is available for examination and state whether this
proje_ is in conformance with the plan

Item 5Show the population residing or working on the
Federal installation who will benefit from this project.

Item 6 Show the percentage of the project work that will
be conducted on federally-owned or leased land. Give the
name of the Federal installation and its location

Item 7 Descnbe briefly the possible beneficial and harm
ful impact on the environment of the proposed project.
If an ads erse environmental impact is anticipated, explain
what action will be taken to minimize the impact Federal
agencies s ill provide separate instructions if additional
data is needed.

Item 8State the number of individuals, families.
businesses, or farms this project will displace Federal
agent re will provide separate instructions if additional
data is needed

Item 9Show the Federal Domestic Assistance Catalog
number, the program name, the type of assistance, the
status and the amount of each project wherc there is
related previous, pending or anticipated assistance Use
additional sheets, if needed.

C 0



PART IIIRUDGET INFORMATION

SECTION A -BUDGET SUMMARY

Grant Program, Function
or Activity

Federal
Catalog No

(10

Estimated Unobligate,.
Federal

(c/

Funds
Non .ederal

(d i
Federal

tei

2.

3

L $
5 TOTALS

SECTION BBUDGFI CA ft CORD'S

Federal

6 Object Class Categories
Vol Suppt Vol Meer Vol Suppt

Expenses I Flip( nu Expenses

a Personnel

b Fringe Benefits

Trasel

d Equipment

e Supplies

f Contractual Sersices

g Construction

h Other

Total Ihrect Charges

j Indirect Charges

k TOTALS

7, Program Income

IM=MIIIMM111111111

Nev. or Resised Budget
Non Federal Total

(A (.0

Non Federet

Volunteer

Expenses
Total

I



SECTION CNON.FEDERAL RESOURCES

Grant Program
8

(10 APPLICANT

$

(e1 STATE

$

9

10

11

12 TOTALS

di OTHER SOURCES

$

lei TOTALS

13

15 TOTALS

16

17

IS

19

20 IOTAIS

SECTION I)FORECASTED CASII NEEDS

Total for 1/4 Year 1st Quarter
S

$

2nd Quart 1er 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

SECTION EBUDGE'r ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT

(a) Grant Program
FUTURE FUNDING PERIM/S(YEARS)

fb/ FIRST 101 SECOND

$

SECTION FOTHER BUDGET INFORMATION

21 Direct Charges
22 Indirect chows a Indirect rele type

Provisional Predetermined h. Bred
b. Attach current necotiated agreement with name of Federal
agency and date
c Based on SAW I ADC Bare Rate
23 Remarks

1k we.% AdJaponol,h,e4t Not nue yi

PART IV PROGRAM NARRATIVE (Attach per instruction/

41

61/ THIRD

$

le/ FOURTH
$

$
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PART III, BUDGET INFORMATION

General Instructions

In preparing the budget, adhere to existing ACTION guidelines which prescribe how and whether budgeted amounts
should be separately shown for different functions or activities within the project For some projects, ACTION may re-
quire budgets to be separately shown by function or activity For other projects, breakdown by function or activity may
not be required Sections A, B, C and D should include budget estimates for the whole project except when applying
for assistance which requires Federal authorization an annual or other funding period increments In the latter ease.
Sections A, B, C and D should provide the budget for the first budget period )usually a year) and Section E should pre
sent the need for Federal assistance in the subsequent budget periods All applications should contain a breakdown
by the object class categories shown in Section B Note Section B must Le completed prior to preparation of Sections
A through F of Pam III

SECTION A. Budget Summary

lanes 1-4, Columns (a) n d (5)

In column (a) enter the title of the ACTION program
for which you are applying, as listed in the Catalog of
Federal Domestic Assistance.such as FOP, RSVP. VISTA,
etc

In column lb/ enter the Federal Catalog number
corresponding to that program If not listed in the Catalog
of Federal Domestic Assistance, lea. e columns ill and (t)
blank

lanes 1-4. Columns (c) through (g)

For new applications. leave Columns (c) and (d) blank
For each line entry in Columns (s) and Pal. enter in Col
lams (e), Ln, and (g)theppropnate amounts of funds need
ed to support the project for the first funding period (usu
ally year)

For continuing grant project applications, submit these
forms before the end of each funding period as required
by ACTION Enter in Columns (c) and (d) the estimated
amounts of funds to be earned over from the current
budget period

Line 5Show the totals for all columns used

SECTION B Budget Categories

NOTE A DETAILED NARRATIVE, IDENTIFYING
FULLY AND JUSTIF1 ING EACH LINE ITEM
AND COST INCLUDED IN THE BUDGET, MUST
ACCOMPANY SECTION B

I VOLUNTEER SUPPORT EXPENSES

A SPONSOR PERSONNEL EXPENSES (Persons
currently employed or to be employed by applicant
organization). Enter the total amount of Federal and non
Federal funds estimated for salaries and wages of each
individual of the applicant's staff who will be charged to
the grant project

B FRINGE BENEFITS List the Prange Benefits and
Total Cost dollars in ratio to the percentage of time spent
on the project

C SPONSOR STAFF TRAVEL. EXPENSES This
item a only for staff as listed undei sponsor Personnel
in A above Any travel in this item must he for the pui
pose of supporting grant activities as described in the ap
plication Any anticipated travel away from the project
site should be explained in full, along with cost calculation

4 2

ed1:7.

D EQUIPMENT Attach itemized last

E. SUPPLIES Self Explanatory

F CONTRACTUAL SERVICES Includes consul
tart's costs

G CONSTRUCTION ACTION grants ordinarily are
not appropriate for construction costs If construction
costs are involved, give full and complete narrative ex-
planation, including itemization of materiel costs

H. OTHER Include the total of all other budget items
not included in A through 0, above Attach itemized list

I TOTAL DIRECT CHARGES Enter total Volunteer
Support Expense listed in A through It

J INDIRECT CHARGES If applicable. enter total
indirect charges applicable to Volunteer Support Ex-
penses Explain rate and base in Section Fend attach sup,
porting documentation for overhead rate

h TOTALS Enter the sum of the Total Direct
Char,,,es plus .he indirect Charges applicable to Volunteer
Support Expenses

2 VOLUNTEER EXPENSES

A VOLUNTEER PERSONNEL EXPENSES Enter
the total cost of Stipends and allowances that are paid di
reedy to volunteers

B FRINGE BENEFITS Enter the eat of Fringe
Benefits such as Volunteer Meals, Insurance. FICA,
Uniforms. Physical Exams, Recognition, etc Itemize the
costs in narrative explanation

C TRAVEL List all volunteer transportation costs
including the costs of vehicles. leased or purchased in
surance, maintenance costs applicable to those vehicles,
and drixers. salaries and fringe benefits chargeable to the
grant Attach an itemized list

I) EQUIPMENT Attach itemized list

E SUPPLIES Self Explanatory

F CONTRACTUAL SERVICES ..if Explanatory

O CONSTRUCTION

II 0113E12 Includes the total of all other budget items
not included in A through G, above include A, ISTA and
IA A voluntei r training in this line 'volunteers training
costs include preiset %ice lodging and per diem in -service
teaming and costs to attend conferences Dots not include
training materials included in 1 R above
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I TOTAL DIRECT CHARGES. Enter total Volunteer
Expenses listed in A through H

J INDIRECT CHARGES. If applicable, enter total
indirect charges applicable to Volunteer Expenses Ex-
plain rate and base in Section F and attach supporting
documentation for overhead rate

K. TOTALS. Enter the sum of the Total Direct
Charges plus the Indirect Charges applicable to Volunteer
Expenses.

Line 7Program Income

ACTION grants do not generate income, therefore.
enter zero on the line

SECTION C. Non Federal Resources

Lines 8-11

Enter amounts of non Federal resources that will be
used on the grant

Column (al Enter the program's titles identical to Col-
umn (a). Section A. A breakdown by function or activity
is not necessary

Column (b)--Enter the total cash and in-kind contnbu-
tions to be made by the applicant as shown in Section A

Colu ma 10Enter the State contribution if the appli
cant is not a State or State agency Applicants who are
a State or State agencies should leave this column blank

Column (d)Enter the amount of cash and in kind con
tnbutions to Jaz made from all other sources

Column (e)Enter totals of column (b). (c). and (d)

Line 12Enter the total for each of columns (b)tel The
amount in column (e) should be equal to the amount on
line 5. column IL Section A

SECTION D Forecasted Cash Needs (Required on') of
new grant applicants)

Line 13Enter the amount of cash needed in total for the
first year and by quarter during the first year

Line 14Enter the amount of cash and in-kind contnbu
tions needed in total for the first year and by quarter dur-
ing the first year

Line 15Enter the totals of amounts on lines 13 and 14

SECTION E lludget Estimates of Federal Funds Needed
for Balance of the Project.

Lines 113-19- Enter in column (al the some grant program
titles shown in column (a). Section A. A breakdown by
function or activity is not required. For new applications
and continuing grant a pplications. enter in the proper col.
umns amounts of Federal funds which will be needed to
complete the program or project over the succeeding fun-
ding periods (usually in years) This Section need not be
comyleted for amendments, changes or supplements to
funds for the current year of existing grants. If more than
four lines are needed to list the program titles,submit ad-
ditional schedules as necessary

Line 20Enter the total for each of the columns (b)(e).
When additional schedules are prepared for this Section.
annotate accordingly and show the overall totals on this
line.

SECTION FOther Budget Information

Line 21 Use this space to explain amounts for individual
direct object cost categories that may appear to be out of
the ordinary or to explain the details as required by
ACTION

Line 220Enter the type of indirect rate (Provisional.
Predetermined. Final or Fixed) that will be in effect dur
ing the fund period.

II Self explanatory

C Enter the type of baseSalary and %ages or Total
Direct Cost, the estimated amount of the base, and the rat.
to be applied.

Line 23Preside any other explanations required herein
or any other comments deemed necessary
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IV. PROJECT NARRATIVE

SECTION A BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1 Briefly describe in general terms the sponsoring organization s purpose and mayor program
activities, if not preciously specified, and, as appropriate, identify the largest unit of
statelocal government or nonprofit multi-purpose organization with which the sponsor isaffiliated.

EXAMPLE The Ntillu cod Bureau of Aging is a subdivision of the Millwood County
Human Resources Administration The Bureau's mayor functions are to pro-
vide coordination and technical assistance to other public and pris ate agen
oes dealing with aging problems, to act as a cleannghouse for information on
aging services within the community and to administer the Title III Nutrition
Grant

Brief decription

2. When u as your organization established'

3 Hou many members are on the governing body'

4 Total financial resources of applicant, if przsate non profit organization

a. Current Annual Funding Lesel

Source of Funds Dollar Amount.

Federal Name of Ageneynest

State

Local Government

Other (Spec:41

Are any of your resources presently pros ided by ACTION'

Will there be a mayor change in your funding Icsel user the next tuelse months' If so,
Please explain

5 Documentation

a NCH Applicationsif ornate non-profit organizatt n

Copy of articles of incorporation
Tax exempt status, either IRS determination or copy of application to IRS for exemption
A statement, certified by a CPA or Public Accountant tdated uithin the Ares sous sex
months) that the organization's accounting system is capable of accurately accounting for
and safeguarding Federal funds

b. Renee Ms

Proof that the charter of incorporation remains sided (non profit onls )
For grants that have been in operation with ACTION ft acting for at least tuo years, cer-
tification by the grantee that their accounting %%stem has been audited within that
period

4 4
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SECTION A BACKGROUND INFORMATION
(Continued)

B. How would your proposed project fill a specific need, one not being addressed by other
Organizations?

Clearly identify the proposed service area(s) in geographic terms, 1 e city. town. county, etc

Include information on approprtate senior population of project sersice area. For FGP. also
include population information on children with exceptional and special needs

Renewals: No submission Ls necessary if no change has occurred. Check box to indicate
no change.

7 List the names of public agencies and prisate nonprofit of ganizations ((huh base espi esst ti
willingness to utilize volunteer assistance New applications attach letters of support from
potential volunteer stations Renewals attach summary of volunteer stations. listing name of
station. number of volunteers to be placed, kind of station, and brief description of solunteer
services provided in each station SCP Attach copies of all current Memoranda of tinder
standing FGP sponsors are requested to identify the kinds of disabditte, to special need, of
the children to be served
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SECTION B PROJECT MANAGEMENT

I Attach a chart which shows all major organizational components of the sponsoring organiza-
tion; include the proposed project staff and its reportirF relationship to thesponsoring
organization For more complex, multipurpose organizations, include separate organizational
charts for the project and the sponsoring organization I Show how the proposed Advisory
Council will function independently of the sponsor's Board of Directors Attach list of current
Board of Directors showing their name, address and organizational or community affiliation
Check here if you have attached the requested charts and list.

2 Attach the job description of the project director, the person who will base the major respon
sibility for managing this project on day-to-day basis Note. ACTION must concur on selection
of the Project Director %I/len the Project Director is nominated, forward the resume to the
ACTION State Office.

Check here if you have attached the job description
Renewals. No submission is needed if position descnption has not changed
Check box to indicate no change EJ

3 Describe plans for the daily supervision of volunteers. (Please do not ose names of persons I
Reno., als No submission is necessary if no change has occurred Check box to indicateno change

4 Describe here, or attach, sponsor plan for volunteer orientation
Rentuals No submission, is necessary if no change has occurred Check box to indicateno change

5
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SECTION B PROJECT MANAGEMENT
(Continued)

5 Identify applicant's plan to meet the transportation needs of volunteers and how these will be
or are being met The full vanety of means should be reviewed with respect to costs and
avadabdlty Consider public transportation, vans or minibuses, school buses, charter buses,
car pools and taxis

6 Explain what pros ision or arrangements the sponsoring organization will make for solunteer
meals and Insurance Describe plans for pros tiling FGP and SCP physical examinations.
Renewals No submission is necessary if no change has occurred Check box to indicate no
change LJ

7 Describe sponsor plans for s reating or ithreasing publu awareness of the project

L
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SECTION C COMMUN TY INVOLVEMENT

I. Identify how potential volunteers, or persons to b ser, ed, of their representatises, %ere in
volved h. the development of this application Re, ewals No submission is necessary if no
change has occurred. Check box to indicate no ch Inge

2 Specify the composition of the project's Ads isory Council Membership should reflect the
population characteristics of this project sees ice area and include solunteers, persons sets ed
or their surrogates and representatises from ethnic and minority communities, the handicap
ped, and community leaders For renewal applications, attach a list of current members show
ing their organizational or community affiliation

3 Describe sponsor plaits for regular appraisal by a s Ads Isar} Countil of the eft. tt% ness of
project management and of the progress of the project in meeting its goals and objethyrs
Renewals Attach a copy of current Adsisory Council es aluabon
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SECTION D PROJECT WORK PLAN

The Project Work Plan outlines precisely what is to be accomplished, when it is to he ac.
comphshed, and an estimated achievement lesel against which progress is to bt measured The
Worn Plan in to be prepared in terms of Goals and Objectis es A GOAL is , our intended annual
achievement level for each major project actisity GOALS must be achies able, measurable. time
phased and generally long term in duration. OBJECTA ES are actions or steps leading to the
achies ement of a goal and must be achies able, measurable, time phased and short term in
duration,

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROJECT MORK PLAN First. idintify youi iioject s specific goals
the quantitative les el of achievement you intend to attain by the end of the funded period

Second. outline on a quarter's basis the interim adorn ements to he attained or exceeded in
order to assure that eacn goal will be met The Project Work Plan should be a tw else month
plan for all of the project actis dies below required bs our program guidelines Other actisiltes
may be outlined in the same manner to serse as a management guide, and for measuring
progress

The format on the following page is to be used in preparing the Project Work Plan. Attach as
many reproduced copies as necessary to fully convey the goals and ohjectises Begin by enter-
ing Goal It in column A. and then enter in column B the date V. hen the goal will be accom
plished Return to column A and list your ohjectis es. and in column B. the dates w hen the objec-
tis es will be completed, usually at quarterly internals throughout the twelve month period begin-
ning with the project funding start date

GOAL SI Volunteer Assignments Plan a sanely of solunteer assignments which are mean-
ingful to the s olunteers and which will address basic human needs of the community through
specific solunteer stations Basic obJectis es would be to la ) contact a Risen number of potential
volunteer stations, tbi explain the program concept and their obligations in support of
solunteers. Ice identifs the basic human needs to be addressed hr each volunteer station and
develop solunteer assignments in response to each of those needs, and id, complete a \lemma
dam of Understanding with each prospee tise volunteer station to define the trot king relation.
ship between the sponsor project and the solunteer station On going projects will need to in
elude on objective for annual update of existing Memoranda of Understanding

Traditional's. ACTION identifies a number of project actis Ales as program emphasis areas
These emphasis areas tcnd to be specific to each OAVP program and may change with time as
national circumstances warrant The ACTION State Offices will provide information on current
emphasis areas for each OAVP program

If volunteer assignments are expected to address any of these areas, the Project Mork Plan
should include specific goals and objectis es relating to number of volunteer stations, numbers of
solunteers to be assigned and solunteer hours to be generated in these areas The Project Mork
Plan may also include deselopmg assignments to meet local "program emphasis" areas such as
transportation needs of seniors

GOAL e2 Recruitment and Placement of Volunteers Speed's the number of solunteers to be
recruited, oriented and plated, consistent with the number of solunteei station assignments
already deselcped as well as those planned to be deseloped Outline specific monilds of
quarterly objectis es Des clop a plan for periodic orientation sessions for ne,I, its rude,'
solunteers, as well as a plan for in-sets ice instruction for assigned solunteels. In addition on
going projects may need to develop goals and objecuses to decrease the numhei of inactive
solunteer, to develop special assignments for retired molt seional. of othei highis d
solunteers, etc.

The objectis es relatin, to On number of solunttei hows to ne geneiated in each ot the
basic human nee" categories should be sho,n II.SA I' only tspeeific Icci ultment ae tis iin stn.
as pre Rrttrrm, nt St.7111Ilars mar also he included
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GOAL #3 Project Advisory Council The evolvement of a representative and is ell-des eloped Ad
visory Council must be one goal of the project. The sponsor should make es ery effort to attract
persons to serve who can help guide the project by providing information and advice on com-
munity needs Continuing objectives of advisory councils are the ma.ntaining of permanent
working subcommittees with regularly scheduled meetings. improvement in the project's local
financial support. appraisal of project management efficiency and inteer satisfaction with
assignments, development of methods for recruitment of low-income and minority persons. ar-
ranging for publicity These are a few of the tasks of the project's ads isory council

GOAL #4 Volunteer Recognition Public recognition ceremonies should he scheduled
periodically to honor volunteers and other persons from the commund} for their services to the
project. Objectives could include setting up an Advisory Council committee to consider where
end when the ceremonies are to be held, determining which persons are to be honored. re-
searching financing and fund-raising sources, scheduling contacts N ith community leadeis and
volunteer stations for their assistance.

GOAL SS Management or Administrative Goals In order for your Project Work Plan to serve
as an efh ctrve management tool, administrative goals may be included relating to

a Public Awareness Include such objectives as contacts with media. National Volunteer %leek
or Semor Citizens Month activities, project newsletters. slide shows. and recognition of special
and disabled children, etc.

b Generation of Local Support both to meet projected commitment and for project epansion)
Includes project and Advisory Council activities as well as requests to local governments
United Way. private foundations, private sector, etc.

c Volunteer Station Relationships On-going projects ma* sash to write objectRes foi impi
ing relations with volunteer stations. dealing wrtL such areas as pro.is._m of assignment
descriptions, training and broader opportunities for *oluntecrs. inci ease in project suppio t.
station visits or contacts by staff or Ads isory Council members.

J 0
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FY'88 SCP NEW PROJECT GRANTS
REVIEW MET

REVIEWING OFFICE:

STATE REGION

BUDGET INFORMATION:

FEDERAL SNARE
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-1-

A. GENERAL CRITERIA

EXCEL GOOD FAIR t+EAN

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1. Exclusive project focus on service
to the homebound elderly.

Comment(s):

2. Project located in areas with ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

concentrations of the homebound
elaerly.

Comment(s):

3. Project applications contain a ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

minimum of two volunteer stations
that contorn to empnasis area categories.

Comment(s):

B. Eligibility

1. The sponsor has prior experience ( ) ( ) ( ) (

with nealth and social service
programs that affect older persons.

Comment(s):

C. Selection

1. Goals and objectives are reasonable, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

feasible and measurable and reflect
written criteria contained in NAFF
(Notice of Availability of Federal
Funas).

Comment(s):
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-2-

EXCEL GC:" F,LIP i+EAF

2. Volunteer station Letters of ( ) ( ) t )

Intent that realistically
reflect the number of SCs
that can be placed,
number of clients served
and appropriate supervisory
arrangements.

Comment(s):

D. SCP Regulation Compliance

1. The Service Area is manageable ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

and accessible in terms of volunteer
recruitment, volurteer acministrative
support costs and the cevelopment
of in-home assignments.

Comment(s):

2. Proposed cost.; are allowable ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Comment(s):

3. Volunteer Direct Btoefits are ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

adequately justified ar:.! 2P at
least 90% of the total Feceral
grant.

C,mment(s):

4. The non-Federal share is at
least 10% of the total budget
and reflects concrete local
support commitments ano plans to
develop acoitional resources.

Comment(s):

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1' P
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3

Tranieortation arrangements
are adequate ano appro-
priate to the service
area.

Comment(s)

EXCL: Fr:r

6. Pre-service orientation
objectives reflect
reasonable and achiev-
able time-frames.

Cor.:.ent(s)

( ( ( ) ( )

7. Realistic tire -names
to recruit ano organize
an Amisor} Council.

Comment(s)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

8. Plans to concoct recogni-
tion ceremonies are
cescribea ano scneduled. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Comment(s)

E. Program Elements

1. Capacity of potential
volunteer stations to
provide meaningful assign-
ments that utilize the
skills, training and life
experiences of volunteers. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Comment(s)
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4

2. Proportionate share or
minority, hancricapped Ana/
or socially isolated oloer
persons in the service area
are fully aiscussed.

Comment(s)

ExCEL GONE it. r.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

3. Appropriateness of home-
bound elaerly assignments
enprasis- areas.

Co--ent(s)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

F. Sponsor Responsibilities

1. Appropriateness of nr.mr,erE
of SCS to be recruited
consistent with tLe lo,..-
income population of tr.e
service area.

Comrent(s)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

2. Reasonaole ana acnievarde
time-frames for recruitment
ana placement of companions. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Comment(s)



G. OVERALL ASSESSMENT

H. MAJOR STRENGTHS

B.20get

Stor:-..,..,:.

Vol untec
As SI ynnent E.

Vol teC
Recr LI anent

53

5

EXCEL GOOD FAIR WEAK

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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Mr. GRANDY. If you want to comment--
Ms. KENNY. I would reference the fact that last year when we

had additional funds provided for the Senior Companions Program
which resulted in the award of 44 new grants, we had a competi-
tive process included in announcement in the Federal Register.

Our state offices provided assistance to all eligible applicants and
there was a standardized application form which put heavy empha-
sis on the professional qualifications of the organizations applying.

There was a three-tiered process we used to ensure that we were
giving very close scrutiny to the services that would be provided
and to ensure that the recipients of the services would receive abso-
lutely first-rate care provided through our volunteers.

Mr. GRANDY. And this is uniform whether you are in on urban
or rural area?

Ms. KENNY. Yes. There is no distinction made.
Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Poshard.
Mr. PO5HARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Forgive my ignorance about the way the program works from

the Federal level to the local, but can a local agency at a communi-
ty level apply for a grant directly to the Federal Government or
are these flow-through funds through state agencies?

Ms. KENNY. It is a combination of both. For a Federal agency, we
have a comparatively small amount of bureaucracy compared to,
say, HHS. We have 47 state offices and they are able to provide
technical assistance, as Congressman Grandy had mentioned, to
local grass-roots organizations.

We have competitive grants that are published in the Federal
Register. We also have unsolicited grants whereby organizations
can apply without going through the competitive process.

Mr. POSHARD. I just completed a round of town meetings in my
district. I represent a rural district in southern Illinois. I was
amazed at the outcry from the senior citizens throughout my dis-
trict, because the Federal flow-through monies that come
throughwe have an agency on the aged in the State of Illinois
and then we have regional agencies which administer the state pro-
grams By the time the money gets to the local level, about 35 per-
cent of it goes to administration.

Is that typical of your program or is your program atypical in
that sense, because these are important programs for the seniors
and especially in the rural areas. They need all of that money for
fundamental operations and 35 percent seems to be a high amount
of administrative fees.

Ms. KENNY. On that point, Congressman, I don't think I could
really comment because we are involved in what I would say is the
final chapter of tne distribution of the funds, not the first chapter.

I can tell you through the data we have as to where monies that
have r( me in through the Older Americans Act have come into our
prcgvarns, but percentagewise in comparison to where else they are
going and what other agencies they are being funded through to
get to 11,e actuai lecipients, I can't comment.

I can comment on ours. We have in appioximately 2-1,860 hours
of Volunteers, we are providing service and long-term care services
at at risk older progi amsthey are directed pi imai ily to chrono-
logically homebound clients affiliated with area agencies on aging.
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For example, the Michigan state agency on aging channeled
$106,000 to the Detroit senior companion pri ject to support respite
services, but the other money I can't comment on.

Ms. ALVARADO. I have heard time and time again from senior cit-
izen organizations and individuals that it is much easier for them
to break into the ACTION arena than with the big departments
that have major block and formula grants where they feel there is
a lot of bureaucracy.

Because they develop a personal relationship with the ACTION
staff person in their state an individual goes directly to them if
they know of a good organization that wants to do good things for
seniors. The ACTION staff encourage them to apply, give them
technical assistance on how to fill out the grant proposal. That
doesn't always happen with flow through funds.

In terms of administrative support compared to program dollars,
at ACTION we have found that the ideal ratio is 20 percent for
program administration to 80 percent program dollars within Fed-
erally appropriated funds.

Currently we are underfunded in the program administration
area. We have about 17 percent and what we are asking for 1990
will get us up to 20 percent. The problem we have had is that fill-
ing vacancies in the states and providing support from headquar-
ters has been hampered because our support dollars have been in-
sufficient.

On the other hand, the problem has been exacerbated because
our program dollars have continued to increase. The number of
grants that we have has continued to go up since I have been there
for four years, while staffing levels have gone clown.

If we don't fix that, we won't have the capability to provide criti-
cal technical assistance. We won't have the capability to provide
that outreach and only the big organizations who have the bu-
reaucracy in place, who read the Federal Register, who have the
money to hire grant writers, proposal writers, will be able to com-
pete for our funds. We think that would be totally wrong and total-
ly inconsistent with the mandate of this agency, which is to serve
the grass-roots level community.

Mr. POSHARD One more question. How is your program translat-
ed in terms of informational activities down to the local level? I
don't even know whether there are any ACTION programs in my
district, for instance.

How would someone in my district know about the ACTION pro-
gram?

Ms. ALVARADO. Well, of course the first line there would be our
state personnel who have the responsibility to be in contact with
senior citizen organizations and with social service delivery sys-
tems within the sU- to Aild within the local communities. But these
offices are very small There are usually four people in them when
fully staffed and they are overextended.

In addition, we have a public affairs function within the agency
which has, again, because of lack of resources, has not been able to
do as much as we would like in that area, but we are able to put
out national posters and informational brochures on our programs.

Finally we can sometimes suffer from something that is at once a
curse, and a blessing the fact that it is important the local organ'-
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nations receive the primary puNicity and community support. The
result can be that RSVP volunteers will frequently think of them-
selves as volunteers for the local homeless shelter, for example,
rather than being an ACTION volunteer.

Certainly we aren't looking specifically for the credit as a fund-
ing source or national visibility as a Federal agency, but we do be-
lieve it is important to increase visibility for our specific programs
such RSVP, FGP, and SCP. The primary ways of getting the word
out are through our state offices with the support of the public af-
fairs office at headquarters.

We do provide a briefing book for each Member of Congress on
projects in their district, and we would be happy to provide you
that and have a member of our Illinois staff talk to your district
staff. Also, we would be pleased to escort you on site visits to
become personally familiar with these programs

Mr. POSHARD. Thank you.
Mr. KILDEE. If in my lifetime a member of my party ever gets

elected President, and I am inclined to leave Congress, the one ap-
pointment I would like would be director of ACTION because I
think it is a very important post and a post where you can really
touch people's lives.

Ms. ALVARADO. Thank you. You would make a great director of
ACTION.

Mr. KILDEE Thank you for your testimony this morning. We will
be submitting some other questions in writing.

Our first panel this morning will consist of Betty Pate Manley,
president of the National Association of Foster Grandparent Direc-
tors, San Jose, California; Dwight Rasmussen, secretary treasurer,
National Association of Senior Companion Directors, Salt Lake
City, Utah; Winifred Dowling, president, National Association of
RSVP Directors, El Paso Texas; and Marian Williams, project di-
rector, RSVP, Dubuque, Iowa.

You may proceed in that order or any order you want.

STATEMENTS OF BETTY PATE NIANLEY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF FOSTER GRANDPARENT DIRECTORS: DWIGHT
RASMUSSEN. SECRETARY TREASURER, NATIONAL ASSOCIA-
TION OF SENIOR COMPANION DIRECTORS: WINIFRED DOWL-
ING, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RSVP DIREC-
TORS; AND MARIAN WILLIAMS, PROJECT DIRECTOR, RSVP

Ms MANLEY. Thank you very much, Congressman Kildee, and
other Members of the committee. I am Betty Pate Manley. I have
been a director of the Foster Grandparent Program in Santa Clara
County, California, for 16 years. I also have the honor of being the
president of the National Association of Foster Grandparent Pro-
gram Directors for the past three years, and we do represent a ma-
jority of the programs in the nation.

I have submitted a prepared statement for you which I ask be
made a part of the record.

Mr KILDEE Without objection, it will become part of the record
and you may summarize.

Ms. MANLEY. I have one more thing that I would like to request
be made a part of the record This is my own program's latest news

C.
o
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letter, and it has articles in it by the foster grandparents telling
what the program means to them and their work with the chil-
dren.

Mr. KILDEE Without objection, it shall become part of the record.
Ms. MANLEY. Thank you.
I will go on then to highlight a few of the matters that I ad-

dressed in my written testimony. You will have to excuse me, I am
a little nervous.

The first matter that I wanted to speak about was the suggestion
that I have made that a provision be included in the reauthoriza-
tion of the domestic volunteer act to mandate ACTION to under-
take public awareness activities. Those activities have decreased a
great deal in the last few years and what we have now is sporadic
and infrequent.

We need posters. brochures, videos, slide presentations that are
specific to each program and that depict our programs directly and
appealingly to the local communities. We are badly in need of
those things for recruitment purposes, for general information pur-
poses to let the community know that we are there.

Another section ona new section, to provide a program that
would be of national significance and that is to place foster grand-
parents with special needs children in day care. There are many
children in day care who do have special needs. We have large
numbers of children who are developmentally delayed, we have
family situations of silence, we have child abuse and neglect, in
general lack of parenting skills, and situations of alcohol and/or
drug abuse.

The grandparents can have a real impact on those children at
such an early age, and I speak from experience. We have some
foster grandparents in Moffet Field Naval Air Station Child Devel-
opment Center in my county and the change in the children in the
children is immediate because they are so young and so malleable.
These are children who will be identified later in school as special
needs children that our foster grandparents are serving in schools.

The third item is the need for a stipend increase. $2.20 an hour is
getting to sound pretty low even to a low-income senior. I have
seen many disappointed faces when I interview people. I try to tell
them all the good things first and save that one. The stipend hasn't
kept pace with inflation.

We have other programs coming along. I have heard of one that
is paying $8 an hour, another in Connecticut paying $10 an hour. I
think that if we do value the work of the foster grandparents as
much as we say they do, and I know we do value it, that they cer-
tainly deserve a stipend raise.

Then the final measure I want to talk about is that we are
asking you in Congress to consider including in the Domestic Vol-
unteer Service Act a mechanism to provide an annual COLA to the
programs. This is a subject that is very dear to my heart.

We have had years and years of no Federal increase until last
year, when Ccngress gave us a COLA, which I thank you for from
the bottom of my heart. And so, with inflation, that has been like a
cut for us every year.

The reason I know that we had no increases is because the
amount of money I gotwas for our program, was $189,281was
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in the pathways of my brain. It never changed. I never had to
change things. That was the good thing about it. I could almost tell
where I was in the year by looking and seeing how much money I
had spent. I would know if I were right on target.

Mr. KILDEE Would you take the 51 percent proposed for Con-
gress?

Ms. MANLEY. Do you know someone in Idaho wrote a letter to
Congress about that and the Foster Grandparents signed it.

Mr. KILDEE. Good for you.
Ms. MANLEY. I was stuck. It made the bookkeeping a little easier.

I was stuck with trying to figure out how to raise money to make
up for this cost, this cost-of-living increase we didn't get because, of
course, as we know, costs do go up.

I know that if we had a cost-of-living adjustment all alongand I
do know there are Federal programs who get thiswe would have
avoided some of the problems that have come from not having a
strong administrative system. For instance, I am not really serving
the entire community. I am serving as I best can with the money
that I have.

We have a number of Foster Grandparents in a school for handi-
capped children. As we move those children out, mainstream them,
they literally beg me to send Foster Grandparents with them.

I did that for as long as I could, but I can no longer do that be-
cause I don't have the administrative structure to do it and don't
have the transportation money to pay for those grandparents going
to many different sites. I place them some place. They can get
there on a bus.

Now, I don't want to deny our responsibility to raise the local
share. I do think that sponsors and directors have a strong respon-
sibility and, of course, the total grants do show that we have raised
a great deal of money ourselves. But you may know that the re-
quired local match is 10 percent for the Foster Grandparent pro-
gram. In my own program at the present time our match is 26 per-
cent; and in the administration, our match is 40 percent. If it had
not been for the COLA, it would have been up to 45 percent. That
is why I am thanking you for the COLA.

I feel so strongly about this and I know how much programs are
suffering. I hear this all the time from other directors.

My term as president will be up at the end of this year. If I can
leave no other legacy, I would like the legacy to be that Congress
would pass a COLA during my presidency of the national associa-
tion.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Betty Pate Manley follows.]

1;2
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for inviting
me to testify today on the reauthorization of the Domestic
Volunteer Service Act. My name is Betty Pate Manley. I am
President of the National Association of Foster Grandparent
Prcgram Directors and Director of the Foster Grandparent Program
in Santa Clara County, California, whose sponsor is Catholic
Charities.

The National Association of Foster Grandparent Program Directors
was formed in 1971. We represent a majority of the programs in
the nation.

The purpose of this organization is to provide a unified body to
deal with the concerns facing older Americans and to work
together toward improvement of the Foster Grandparent Program and
the betterment of life for the Foster Grandparents. I have
inclued with my testimony a fact sheet on our association, and I
ask that it be made ,cart of the hearing record.

As you know the Foster Grandparent Program is nearly twenty-five
years old, having begun in 1965 with twenty-one programs funded
by the Office of Economic Opportunity. The Foster Grandparent
Program is recognized as the first federally sponsored
"intergenerational program," one benefitting both seniors and
children. It is also one of the first "productive aging"
programs which is a new term referring to programs that
recognize and utilize the contributions that older persons can
make to their communities.

The Foster Grandparents Program is much different today than when
it started in 1965 as an income supplement program for low income
seniors. When the first twenty-one Foster Grandparent Programs
were initially funded, groups of Foster Grandparents (35-40) were
placed in large institutional settings where they were assigned
to provide one-to-one, ongoing and consistent relationships with
mentally and/or physically impaired, emotionally disturbed or
dependent and neglected youngsters. This, then, became the
"traditional" type of program and remained so for several years
with the senior volunteers, all of whom are low income, and sixty
years of age or older, serving twenty hours per week, usually
every morning, Monday through Friday. Management of the programs
was fairly simple as a small staff could readily supervise the
seniors assigned as they were in large groups within one or two
volunteer stations.

There have been spectacular and exciting changes in the Foster
Grandparent Program since those beginnings, and there are over
250 federally funded programs in operation today utilizing the
talents and skills of over 18,000 foster grandparents. The
program has gradually taken on a nich broader, community-based
structure. This has enabled foster grandparents to serve
children with a wide range of special and/or exceptional needs

2
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and has also served to demonstrate the true versatility of the
senior volunteers and their ability to adapt to youngsters of all
types, in a variety of setting and exhibiting many levels of
behaviors.

As an example of the above, and using my own program in San Jose
as demonstration of these changes, we currently have 85 foster
grandparents placed in community settings in assignments that
vary and include: working with teenage mothers and their small
children, substance abusers, juvenile delinquents, run-away
youth, abused and neglected children, infants born to addicted
mothers and therefore addicted themselves, non-English speakers,
and other children and youth who are non-literate for a variety
of reasons.

These changes have brought with them many new challenges.
Supervision that was adequate for groups of Foster Grandparents
placed within one or two settings can nc longer b, effective when
that same staff must cover the same, or an increasing number, of
seniors assigned to 6 - 15 settings.

It is important to stress that the provision of good, strong
supervision for the Foster Grandparents is a key element in the
success of these programs. This includes not only giving needed
direction and support to the volunteers in their relationships
with their assigned foster grandchildren, but in also assisting
them in any other way that can aid in enriching their lives, and
providing the support they need as they grow older to continue to
volunteer as Foster Grandparents -- personal and/or family
problems, housing and medical difficulties, legal needs, etc. I

might add that the average age of volunteers in my own program is
now 75 years.

The training needed by the Foster Grandparents must be as varied
as the types of placement utilized. Current program budgets
stretched to the limit and providing minimum supervision contain
no provisions for much needed training of foster grandparents.

Recruitment goals mandated by regulations cannot be met under
present budgets. Because of lack of funds, the tendency of
directors is to enroll into the program people who contact them
on their own initiative. The obligation to reach the hard to
reach thnse most in need of our services - those with lowest
incomes, the isolated, ethnic minorities and the disabled
cannot be fulfilled under present budget constraints.

Program resources are presently stretched far beyond their
limits, and the majority of programs are finding it extremely
difficult to survive and/or to maintain quality operation. The
needs of the programs must be addressed if they are to continue
to provide the very fine services to seniors and children that
brought the Foster Grandparent Program to national prominence.

3
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Foster Grandparent Program sponsors and directors have long
recognized and acknowledged their role in, as well as the need
for, seeking local and private sector support. It is vital,
however, that we all are aware of the fierce level of competition
for such resources and of the fact that the availability of such
funds continue to diminish. Communities are experiencing
cutbacks of their revenue sharing allocations, state and local
agencies have fewer dollars for programs, and private sector
resources can be stretched only so far. Although Foster
Grandparent Programs have been successful in obtaining monies
from the above sources to augment their budgets, no existing
program can continue to operate without the support received from
ACTION.

A graphic example of the difficulties facing programs because of
frozen federal budgets is that my own sponsor, Catholic
Charities, after sixteen years of meeting all COLAs by increasing
their contribution to the program, informed me that for FY 1988,
they not only would not be able to provide a COLA but would also
have to cut their current support by $10,000. The alternative
was that they would have to drop the progi..m.

This is an indication of the extreme financial situation local
non-profit agencies find themselves facing. In talking with
other program directors, I find others who report similar
situations with sponsors saying for the first time and with
obvious reluctance that they <Ire considering whether or not to
continue sponsoring the programs.

With this background, I would like to go on to our suggestions
for legislative change.

1. Deletion of the non Stipend volunteer provision in the
current law. As you know, cur national association opposed this
provision at the time of its legislative enactment on the grounds
there would be a dearth of people who would want to participate,
and this proved to be true. Some programs had done this on a
limited basis before the enactment of the legislation, and we
were not opposed to this. However, we did not want to be
pressured to spend a lot cf time and effort looking for non-
stipended volunteers when Jur experience had taught us finding
them was not realistic. We would like the provision stricken
from the books.

2. Increase in the authorization for the Foster
Grandparent/Senior Comp'anion stipend from $2.20 to $2.50 per
hour. The stipend has not kept pace with inflation. The last
raise was in 1985.

There are now a number of programs providing employment and
opportunity for service to seniors.. It is not unusual for these
programs to pay the seniors $8.00 $10.00 an hour. It is very

4
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difficult for the Foster Grandparent Program to compete with
these other programs.

Since we place seniors with the lowest incomes, they have the
greatest need for an increase in their hour stipend. If we value
so greatly the work they do with the children, they certainly
deserve a stipend raise.

3. A provision mandating that ACTION undertake public awareness
activities to promote the Older American Volunteer Programs.
Current activities are infrequent and sporadic and not helpful to
local programs. We need an ongoing effort by ACTION with such
items as posters and brochures which are specific to each program
and which are designed to depict our programs directly and
appealingly to our local communities.

4. A provision that will encourage the Direction of ACTION to
work with private sector organizations and associations such as
the National Association of Foster Grandparent Program Directors
in their efforts to promote the Older American Volunteer
Programs. Currently, there is a policy discouraging the work of
the associations which needs to be overridden. Our national
association has accomplished such things as spearheading the
execution of a Memorandum of Understanding with the Department of
Defense and raising local monies.

In 1987, 29% of Foster Grandparent Program funds were non-ACTION
funds. These are funds raised by directors who consult and
advise each other on this subject through the association. For
example, in California the Foster Grandparent Program obtained
funds for state supported foster grandparents through the work of
the association with the state legislature. The funding level is
currently $366,000. This has happened also in a number of other
states. We also provide technical assistance to directors. With
the encouragement of ACTION, the association could work with
ACTION to strengthen the program for the greater good of the
seniors and the children they serve.

5. A new section to be entitled: Programs of National
Significance, which would include a new component focusing on the
assignment of Foster Grandparent volunteers with special needs
children in day care centers. This Subcommittee's work on a
comprehensive child care bill underscores Congressional concern
about the child care dilemma in this country. There is a role
that Foster Grandparents can play here. Many of the children
being placed in day care have special needs, such as
developmental delays; others are at risk because of family
situations of drug and/or alcohol abuse, vic .trce, etc.

6. Upgrade the Older American Volunteer Programs Director
position at ACTION to a presidential appointment in order to
highlight national attention and commitment to seliio

5
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volunteerism. Also ensure that there is a separate program
office responsible for each of the three Older American Volunteer
Programs. This hao always been the case until recently.
Currently, the Foste: Grandparent and Senior Companion Programs
are combined with one person responsible for both programs. Each
program has a need for a separate identity. The focus of each of
these programs is very different; each is concerned with a highly
specialized field. There are different recruitment needs and
different training needs. Each program deserves the visibility a
separate head would bring.

7. Four years reauthorization with a 5% increase in funding
levels each year would provide for priority concerns of the
National Association of Foster Grandparent Program Directors
which are:

a. A stipend increase within the four year period.

b. A mechanism to provide a COL increase for OAVP
grantees.

c. A minimum amount of program expansion.

d. Funding for a program of national si.gnificance
involving Foster Grandparents in day care.

To come back to the need for a COL increase, if we had had this
annual adjustment since the beginning, as many federal programs
do, and for some reason we did not get, some of the problems I

have discussed earlier would not have happened. The ability of
programs to recruit, train and support the very low income
elderly has been handicapped because we do not have strong enough
administrative systems due to frozen federal budgets. ACTION has
not given us the administrative support needed to do the job
well.

Many of the concerns I have brought to your attention can be
addressed through these suggested legislative changes. Other
concerns may not include a legislative remedy, but because of
your oversight responsibilities for ACTION's programs, I wanted
to take this opportunity to bring them to your attention. The
National Association of Foster Grandparent Program Directors
stands ready, as always, to work with your Committee, with the
Congress, and with ACTION to seek solutions that will result in a
Foster Grandparent Program that can continue to thrive in the
years ahead.

Thank you.

6 3-

6
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HISTORY
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OPERATION

NATIONAL AGENDA

The National Association of Foster Grandparent Program Directors. Inc ,as
ere ,cd in 1971 in Washington, D C at a meeting of Directors from across the
country attending a national training conference It developed trom a need
felt by Directors to have an organization to address itself to .heir collective
needs and concerns relative to the betterment of the progrz-s and enrichment
of the lives of the foster grandparents Officers were elected and charged
with developing by -laws and operating practices

The purpose of NAFGPD, Inc is to provide through a national lotus
visibility and advocacy for FCP, a network of co-munications among rUP Directors
and proje ,s, a vehicle for expression of majority opinion on behalf of FGP
and old, Americans to Congress, ACTION, the Administration on Agin,- and
other appropriate govertental and national units, to act as a resource and
make available techn zal assistance to FCP Directors and sponsors, ACTIR: and
other community groups as needed and deemed appropriate

Active membership is open to all FCP Directors, coordinators and supervisors.
Active members have voting privileges Associate membership is open to all
non - program staff and to all other interested persons or groups

NAFGPD is operated through a Board of Directors composed of national',
elected officers (President, Vice President. Secretary, Treasurer) and a
Regional Representative elected by the paid members of each ACTIO\ outlined
region The Board of Direc ors meets twice Yearly in Washington. D C

REPRESENTATION for those served by FGP speaking on their behalf before
national government bodies.

ADVOCAGN for older Americans is a national resource

Ca{41..NICATia. on issues ano ideas relevant to FuP

RESOLRCE DEVELOPMENT through networking with both the private ,ester and
public agencies.

PROFESSIONAL DEVFLDFMINI of 1-GP Directors thr,uch ,orkshops and tralnint
programs of technical assistance

SU:kVENC AND DATA liASE. to aid FGP Directors ,anat eleir prol,,ts

For more infor,ation, ont.t

Betty Fate Xunlet, Prcqld,nt
195E 'an Fernando
San lose, CA 95112

,-rance, huticr, t.ashin,t,n ,tett.tntotl,
11b1 '1,1,11am Terris,

Rt,ton, A 22091

(48) 28n-555i (707) 8t,O-9s7o
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MANY WAYS TO MOTIVATE CHANGE

Four years ago when I joined the Foster Grand-
parent Program, I thought it was an
opportunity to help sore kids, to make their
confinement more bearable and to change their
lifestyle. Of course, 1 should mention the
stipend which cones in so useful whenever
1 receive it

Today, after four years, I still eojos my
participation in the program I feel so
happy being with those kids four hours every
day, and when I can't nake it to the bright
Center I miss them no much that I often an
amazed at how ouch I get out of the program
myself.

One day a supervisor told us that she ua
sending one of the girls to spend some tire

with us and cautioned us not to let her out
of our sight. The girl came and sat down
with us looking veri sad. I said to her,
"You do not look very happy Let's play
game or pool." She quietly said,
"Grandpa, I am a bad girl " Then she told
oe what she had done. a said, "Honey, I

think that you are a good girl who did a
bad thing You most think of yourself as o
good girl and try to do only good things."
The look on her face warmed oy heart

There was another girl who wanted to go to
college when she got out. Fvery day she
would talk about going to colrege. One day
I told her she should try to get sore A's
and B's in school to help her enter collar.,
A couple of months after our conversation.
she came to us Fels on a happy note. "Grardp"
1 got an Ar." I was so happy for her and I

congratulated her Just then her friend who
was standing nearoy said to he, "Why don't

Wiz°

o

you tell Grandpa whit you got an A+ in."
Proud'', she replied, "Sex Education."

I encouraged her to pick another subject
and strive for some more A pluses.

Then there was the girl who Was very good
on the video machine She would make
12,000 to 14,000 points while I usually
st,uggled to make 9,000 or so One day
'he made 21,000 points and cooly told me,
'trandea, don't even try." But 1 did try.
Tnen one day I made 24,000. When she
cane with us, I invited her to go with to
and see what the machine had recorded
lately When she saw 24,000 with my
Initials, she was amazed She asked
eicitedle, "Grandpa, how did you do it'"
I quoted H W. longfellow

The heights great men reached
and kept were not attained by
sudden flight but they, while
their companions slept, were
toiling upwards through the
right

Then I pointed out to her. "Whatever
you want to achieve you can, if vou
try hard enough "

Grandpa Leonard Surrey
wright Residential Center

oaR SPECIAL MILLIE

Miliie Eateropoulo is a spe.ial person
in the sight of the }Gs, and we "thank you"
again. Millie, for the Pre-holiday
Boutique roe sponsored for the benefit
et the FrP

We ire deeply grateful for the genet"
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proceeds which mean much to our program

Thanks a thousand times user and ray
God bless you, Millie.

A FG DAY AT DELLA MACCAORF

When asked, "What does a FC do'" My reply

is, "We help children with special needs."
Our day begins shoat 9 15 a m when the

busses start arriving with the child-en
We take the children to their rooms in
wheelchairs The teacher anc aides rhouge
and pectic them. They are given a
then we gather around the table in a circle
and we sing songs.

After morning circle ti, children ha

their exercises. The FCs ruck their children
or take them out for a walk When we pet

back se start feeding then. When then

finisn, then we eat lunch After lurah so-e

of the children go home and so, others
core. Sore of these need to he walked or
rocked And some we just play with Then
Sc go home feeling we have done sot, good to

these unfortunate children

Grandma Sall) lappin
Della Maggiore Center

"Auntie Agnes, chat kind of medicine are
you" ", asked the curl, us tot ""ItilLine'",

Aunt Agnes said in surprise "1es," her

niece replied "Momma 'aid you're a pill "

Jacqueline Schiff

Diner to waiter "I knew this is Oa :ish
of the das -- but what das^"

Dasid harbaugh
in "Cosmopolitan"

When we for our long distance phut, 'ill ut
round tat our daughter had bean -awn', 00
minute calls to a h .friend away at college
From now on," her !at, ' irml, "sour
calls are limited to S minutes "

"Dad, what can I ,as, in 5 minute,'" (achy
wailed "(all r. hick " he anruerad.

lileen C
Dalton, Ill

Pale 2

BEING THERE WHEN I'M NEEDED

I hose peen a FG for the past year. It

his been a pleasure working with ttu
students The needs of the students are
many. They need help emotionally as sell
oa with their studies. My being there
when toe. need to talk to so-cone means so
much to the- The nelp I have given is
appreciated A hug occasionally works
both says

The Young mothers need encouragement and
support The growth I'se seen in the
students is sere rewarding

Bein, a FG has giver re a new way of life --
feclung needed and worthwhile once ag, n.

It IS a pleasure to eventually see the
students graduate, (nosing I had a part in
their acco-plish-ent The love and
consideration shown the FCs by the students
and staff is appreciated I am grateful for
the pleasure of working at Broadway High
School

Grardma Helen Hannah
Broadway High School

A NEW FOSTER GRANDMOTHFR

As a new FG I have been working with the
older boss and girls at McKinnon School
I envoy my student ,cry much He is sery

polite and cooperates with 7C to get things
done

The

re

and

teachers and aides have been very good to

I ,call', onto, r, w,rk a'd the children,

, hope to he Ii re tor a while

Grandma Pauline Brachu
McKinnon School

"What do ,cu lo.e rust about me,"
the scorn ase ed her husband "M)

orrutal beauty or ms gorgeous bod,,'"
Hauhand "lour sense ,f humor "

111 ClIdNI,_e, Bales
0,1 1 .1' I, stores
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FROM BETTY M.ANLEY, DIRECTOR

We can all breathe a big sigh of contentment

and relief for a tre- endous job over and
well done. Fund raising efforts this fall
were enormously successful, raising a
total of more than $1,700 for FG
recreation and for program needs. Of course,
without the tremendous talent and hard work
of Millie kateropoulos we would not have
done nearly so well Millie's boutique
was fantastic A special thanks to her
from re and also to all you FGs who

crocheted, knitted and sewed and baked

wonderful goodies that people bought so
eagerly. Our boutique at John XXIII was
also great Thanks to all of you for your
contributions, to the FGs who worked, and
to all who bought. It was fun end a Job
well done

We are off into a busy December with all
our parties. One of the new FGs last year
said Christ,as was really Christmas for tier
now because there were parties with caring
people sharing with each other.

This year will bring a sad goodbye for
all of us as we wish Lorraine Actor
Godspeed Lorraine will be retiring sore
tire in early 198s After eleven years
with FOP as acid supervIscriprograr

coordinator, Lorraine's contribution has a
salve that will be hard to oaten She
Knows eyer.ythin uncut how °GP wor,s at the
heart of toe action -- there at th, host
site She w.11 be sorely rissed

ANTIS
ana4MARIPT
?MAAR

96-999 0 - 89 - 3

ALL IN THE FAMILY

We welcome back the FGs who have had
surgery, a fall or illness. Art Kenmore,
Barbara Davey, Ann McConachie,

Mary Lach,ansingh, Sol 50,01,
Doris Winget, Lila Newhall, Thelma
McCluskey, Leonard Surrey, Margaret
Dougherty, Charlotte Crawford and
Ruby Pvrro

Lillian Schroeder had an unfortunate
accident and was badly burned. She is
hotoe now and doing nicely.

Christine ward is recovering and
making good progress. We are happy to
know that she is well enough to move
in with friends at Seaside.

Eva Davey and Lucille Jordan, two former
FCs are at Skyline Convalescent hospital
(2065 Forest eve , San Jose) and would
love to have visitors.

Bcil is still recovering from heart
surgery and is e'cpected back soon.

ItS*Mfer

MEET Y I D' LIMA

We vory happily welcomed Viola D'Lira to
s-T Progr., staff in October. A Senior
Co--unite Service Employment Prciect employee
and 0:tidally our Program Assistant, Vi
brings with her a wealth of background in
education and social services in India.
I' addition to teaching, sne was Head-
mistress of a high irhuol for 26 years.
Her activities have included work with the
cub scouts, those ecnom tally and socially
underprivileged, the handicapped, the
abandoned and the aged. She was deeply
involved in Church and Women's issues,
being active in groups in India that help
fight discrimination against women in
Church and society In her words, "(I am)
delighted to he t.re t John XXIII Senior
center and especi !ly in the FGP which seems
n much like a continuation of the work that
gves rey life reanirg
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ANGrLS IN D1SCLISE

It's 4 Years not since I began working at
Juvenile Hall and ! hope in some small way
I've made a difference in the lives of the
young people there. At first 1 wo'ied .n
the boys' units The boys were always kind
and respectful to the iGs. Some of the
younger boys would tell me their problems
and even kiss me when they left for school.
They made me feel so wanted, that when I was
told I'd have to change to the girls' unit,
although I loved doing crafts, I was not at
all happy. I had heard such negative things
about then, and, yes, they do swear a lot
more than the boys but I soon learned they
could be just as nice and even more
affectionate.

Toe other day I fell and hurt my hand while

running for a bus, and oh, what a fuss thcy
and the staff made when I went In to work
"Are vou all right, Grandma" "we'll yet
your chair for you, Grandma." "Sit Grandma
I'll get trout tray " "Please, Grandma, be
careful. Don't run for busses, ro mattcr
what " "We lose you Grandma ',Cc don't

went to lose sou "

Yes, these are the came girls that verities
give the staff a very hard time gut when
you think things over, the/ are really
little women and waren on the whole like
things their own way, be it in dress, keeping
the home or cooking the meals, so it's
natural there will be clasnes with too aft

and each other but with the IGs, this a-,
simply little angels Ma, Cod help and
bless them

crandna Mary lachrinci-gh
Juvenile Mall

Enplovrent agency clerk to job-hintinn
client nave to hignlitht sour i af
Points m

Cl tent "I was fired 15 timos."
Clerk "4-hat's good about that'
Client "I'm no quittir "

Doreen,' Gracev

pc lhi, Mew ra-k

The plumber arrived several hours late for
an emergency call He apologized and
asked "Did you hire any trouble while
you were waiting"
"Oh, n-,," said ,5 5i

_

,cr'ile we were waiting, we taught the
children how to 541 "

margaret Faith
"den, New Jersey

******

S, ,\C MEMORIES TOGETHER

The FGP has a twofold purpose -- to meet the
various needs of cnildren and to give older
people a chance to share their love of
children and keep active and therefore
healthy Cur children are our country's
greatest asset, and our retirees the
greatest link to the past -- a chain that
most not be oroken.

I have been a part at the chain for several
sears -- ter} happy and rewarding ones It

is such a pleasant surprise to meet former
pupils and share rcmories with them. Then
'vu realize hew much you and Your family
are cherished bg they. Little things to NOU
but so important to them It's the greatest
boost to morale you can get

it's a wonderful program, and descries the
cooperation and here of the entire cor,unitv.
1 only hope more retirees will join and
share Our enacerint

Grandpa Al Dolbec
Cnardler Tripp School

Tcmhcr

5tudent

Teacher
student

Tea, hit

Gtudint
-caohir

Stufiet

"Hr. Mane doss are there in
ear'"

"M- mar,, wicks it a is
"52"

"1kw -art' se,,nds arc triers in
a vat'''.

"I:"

2nd, Feb 2nd, Mar

Marian 1,0 F'sser
Iir,uria
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GRATITUDE AND CO'IMITMENT

I al' a FC and I say that with pride. I

have cany reasons to say that, all of
then "Students". This is my third year
at Stipe School and I am looking forward
to many more in the future.

I joined the program at a low point in
my life. My wife had passed away and I

found it very difficult to be alone I

wasn't alcne for very long after gettis
into the program. I met a wonderful grotip

of Grandparents I could relate to and
enjoy their comninionship I enjoy worming
with and relating to the students I am
assigned to All the Grandparents know
the great feeling we all have at the end
of each term, realizing we have contributed

in so-c small way to every student who will
move up to his next class, ready to meet a
new challenge

I an grateful to the program for allowing
me to be a part of it. It is a nice
feeling to be working with tne dedicated
teachers who work at Stipe School, I have

the pleasant task of working with 'Is. Carol
Bish :ho teaches her class with hu-or,
knowledge and compassion tor all her

students.

I Quid like to acknowledge tne help and
direction ve receive fro-. cur Director,
Betty Manley, and her staff.

I regret that many of our senior citizens

who could rake our program ri 'en don't
realize how much r1, her in st.it the,,

would be if they .3,aed us

I close this knowi" tnat the IGP is cnc
of the root pleasant commitrcnts 1 uill

ever rake

Grandpa Art Ftamore
Sch0,1
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010.

ORIENTATION WEEK

I want to write a few words about our FG
Orientation week. It was without a doubt

vae of the best weeks I've spent since coring
into the program My experience was a little
different than cost because I had been
working almost 2 months before I had the
orientation. I took over for a grandfather
when he had to leave. I felt like I went in
the back door so to speak.

I never full,' understood all tne things

about the program I never felt like I
really belonged, or was a part of everything

until I spent the week with the new group

of FGs.

We were a small group, but everyone was so
thrilled to be needed We all wanted to be
doing so-ething useful with our tiro This

week of orientation helped me to better
understand ry 2 ronths previous experience
and to know what to etpect in the future

I hope ry "classmates" will all remain
good friends and keep In touch

Grandra Isma HiddC
Hof:etc held Child Care Center

CAIP,DA9 08

Ixce-ber 9, 1988 Annual Christras Party

Devc-ber 19, 1938 ''ercury Savings Luncneon

ecc-oer 21, 1988 Pre-Christ-as Holiday

Dencrhcr 2b, 1988 Christ-as Poliday



HAPPY YET SAD

Having had n heart surgery and being
off work si ,uly 1, it was a happy
day when the doctor said I could
return to work the 19th of September.

Upon returning and entering my

Intermediate Boys Unit, it was a happy
day when I was greeted with, "Grandra'"

"Grandma, you're back:" "I missed you:"
"Are you all right'"

It did my heart good to know that I had
been missed, and they were happy to see
re back. But it was also sad to know
that some of them were still there and
had not been released. However some
had gore, and others had to n their
places. It is always good to see them
go permanently, whether it's returning

home, going to a foster home, I'm
happy for them.

Grandma Doris Winger

Children's Shelter

HELPING "SPECIAL" KIDS

As I began my 2nd year at Blackford
School I was touched again by the warmth
extended to the FGs by the teachers,
aides and therapists. They make us
feel that we are an important part of a
team, all there for the same purpose- -
to give help, love and support to all our
special kids It is very gratifying to
see the progress each child has made and
to feel that you may have helped if
only a little.

My "special" child this year is a girl
that I probably could not have worked

with last year. Because of the progress
she has made in corrunicating and
because I have grown in the program and
feel norc comfortable, we are able to work
well together, share a few laughs and
each day take a snail step forwar.:
together.

It is wonderful to have a place to 0
everyday where Jou are needed and ,anted
and know that you will be missed if you are
not there

Grande, ihyllis Foster
Blackford School
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',,TAT I HAVE LEARNED ABOUT
ThESE CHILDREN

This is my second year with the FGP and
believe me it's been a very nice
experience. The children I see every day are
hard of hearing but they are very sweet
and nice. Some have big, bright blue
eyes, some have tousled hair, but they
all haye a big smile for all of us.

My little one is only 3 years old but

at times he acts all grown up and helps
take the chairs off the table where they
were left the night before This little
fellow does it on his own, nobody asks him
to do it. When we thank him he just
smiles and ruckers his nose.

These kids are all very special to me.
Each one of them shows his love and
appreciation in his own way for what we
do for them.

The first week I worked with my little
friend he was very shy and didn't
speak at all Later he was able to say one
word (more). Now he is doing very, very
well. It gives me satiaf action to see
the irprosement.

I often sec the little boy I worked with
last year. He always runs up and given
re a big hug that makes me feel warm
inside.

I thank the FGP, also Mrs. Shire, the
teacher. Laura and Donna her helpers
for raking re fee: at ease. I hope to
stay in the Program for as long as I can.

rrandra Fcrmina Olivas
Haman School

.10000E
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A TIME FOR PARTING

I have been In Juvenile Hall over 9
years. When I was introduced in my
unit, the boys were just that, "boys"
with preteen antics, never a dull
moment. I look back with a little
sadness when I recall so many, their
unique personaliti?s, their reasons
for being in our care. How happy I
as when they could return home.

Life is made of changes and so it is
-- no more preteens Our boys are in
their late teens, soon will become
adults.

Once a week we have Adult Education
classes which seem to be beneficial
because of the question and answer
part of the discussion.

Soon they will be leaving Juvenile
Hall because of their age -- never
to return. Each will go his own way
Some, home to their parents, some
have jobs waiting for them and some
have youn' families they have plans
for.

When they leave, all we can do is
wish the= well and hope for the
best.

Grandma Annette Davidsor
Juvenile Hall

***RR*

"Fly do you always go
outside when I sinr"

Husband "So the neighbors Fill
know I'm not hitting 1,ou'"

CHRISTMAS REMINISCENCES
FROM THE FOSTER GRANDPARENTS AT
THE CHILDREN'S SHELTER

Doris Winget: One thing I remember about

Christmas in Missouri is the one room school
house with the big Christmas tree that the
kids decorated. There were candles on the
tree because we didn't have electricity. We
hung our long black stocking at home for
Santa Claus. Dinner was across the field
at grandma's.

W!Ima Miles: We got everything we asked for
(I asked for 2 pairs of shoes, a dress and a
doll) because my father was a rear family an
and he wanted to do for his family of 7
children. A fresh coconut was a treat we had
every Christmas in Texas.

Janet Watson: One Christmas in Oregon we were
very poor because my father had died in the
flu epidemic in World War I. The Salvation
Army gave us a box--we woulan't have had
Christmas witnout it. It had oranges in it.
It was the biggest treat I ever had--I will
never forget those oranges.

Betty Glassman' I was raised in an ortuodox
Jewish home in. Boston. We celebrated seven
days of Channukah. We lit a candle every
night We lined up every night and my father
gave each of us (there were 7) a penney.
The meals we had during the 7 days were gefilte
fish, chicken soup, borsch, potato pancakes
and brisket of beef.

F'an Mantooth: We had a big family Christmas

was 18 feet long. Tah'el arTdehu:lertesbeuarte first,

then the children.

:he Christmas parties at the church in Oroville
California. First we had program where all
the children recited. I always liked to
recite and felt so proud. Then we sang--my
favorite song was "Away in the Manager".
The ladies at the church made tarleton
,teLkIno and filled them with an orange, an
apple, nuts a-d hard candy, and a caudy
care at the top.

on a far in
Le cooked and cookcd for days
beans, chickens, ham. turkey. We had a big
crowd with friends and relative:
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Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Rasmussen?
Mr. RASMUSSEN. Thank you for inviting me to testify.
As noted, my name is Dwight Rasmussen. I am the Senior Com-

panion Project Director in Salt Lake City, Utah, and am currently
the secretary-treasurer for the National Association for Senior
Companion Directors. I am here on behalf of Berryl Thompson,
president of the National Association for Senior Companion Project
Directors. She is recuperating from some recent surgery, and was
unable to attend today.

I appreciate the opportunity to be here. I, too, have submitted a
written statement and ask that it be made part of the hearing
record.

Mr. KILDEE. Without objection.
Mr. RASMUSSEN. I will take a few moments and summarize and

highlight some of those things.
First of all, to reiterate some of the things Ms. Donna Alvarado

spoke about. The Senior Companion Program is one of the fastest
growing and one of the most needed programs in the nation.

We have a dual-purpose role. That is to utilize the low-income
seniors who need to work, who want to work, who want to contrib-
ute in society but without the opportunity of this volunteer oppor-
tunity, they would not be able to. They are placed and matched
with the homebound, with the frail, with individuals who are in
some institutions and they serve these individuals to help them
continue to have some type of independence along with the care of
respite and providing that service to the primary care giver. We be-
lieve that this program is probably the program of the future.

As you are well aware, the population of the elderly is increasing
at a very, very high rate and within 10 to 15 years, we are looking
at almost an astronomical number of elderly. That includes those
who are 60, 70, but it also includes those who are 80, 90 and reach-
ing that 100-year mark. These individuals will need care. There are
a lot of programs, there are a lot of good, substantive programs
that will help care for these people. But I believ. the Senior Com-
panion program can play an integral part in assisting that.

Home nursing services, home health aides, all of those programs
are very beneficial and very helpful One thing that lacks in those
programs is the ability for that nursing aid, that nurse, whoever it
might be, to sit down and visit and to have a socialization contact
with the outside world. That I believe is one of the biggest things
that the Senior Companion Program can provide.

They go in the home once, twice, maybe as many as four or five
times a week, depending upon the need of the individual and they
are there for four hours a day. They do the essential chores of gro-
cery shopping, getting them to and from medical appointments,
those kinds of things that help them stay independent, but they
also have an hour, two, sometimes three to sit and visit and talk
about older times that usually somebody doesn't have the time to
do.

That we believe is one of the greatest benefits of the Senior Com-
panion program That can contribute as much to independence as
all of the other services available.

They also assist with advocacy. It is very difficult for a home-
bound individual to be able to get to social service agen, es or to be
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aware of the other programs that are available. Senior Companions
act in that role as an advocate and help them find out what is all
about medicare, what are all these forms all about.

When it says, when you get 26 copies of something that says
"this is not a bill," that doesn't mean anything to that senior who
is looking at the thousands of dollars after a recent hospital stay.
So they help. They take that to the Social Security office or call the
medicare office for them and they do those kinds of things.

They receive the stipend of $2.20 an hour, transportation and
meal reimbursement, which for someone who is living on, in my
area, $300, $400 a month, if they can get that additional $100, $200,
$300 for reimbursement, that ups their ability to maintain their in-
dependence also.

So I reiterate that there is a dual purpose here on independence.
One, for the client to help them stay independent and out of a
long-term care institution for as long as feasibly possible, but also
the Senior Companion. That is who we can't forget, that individual
who has the ability to contribute and we allow them to do that.

I have submitted to you some recommendations also along the
lines of Betty Manley's from the Foster Grandparents program, so
I respectfully submit these recommendations to you.

First of all, the stipend increase, the deletion of the non-stipend
and volunteer provision, encouragement of the expansion of the
older American volunteer programs through part D of Title III of
the Older Americans Act, increased public awareness of the Senior
Companion programs, a provision encouraging the director to work
with national associations of older American volunteer programs,
the inclusion of a section entitled "programs of national signifi-
cance," upgrade the position of OAVP director and separate pro-
gram offices for the Senior Companion and Foster Grandparents
programs, and a four-year reauthorization.

I would like to take just a few moments and talk about a couple
of those recommendations and expound on them without reading
because I know it is before you.

First of all is the future stipend increase. Yesterday I was able to
attend the Vista hearing. I heard Sargent Shriver talk and every-
one at that hearing spoke very highly of Vita and the kinds of
things that those volunteers do. He related that there is never
enough money to be able to do what Vista can do, what Senior
Companions, Foster Grandparents and Retired Senior Volunteers
can do. He brought together, "Is it more important to put money
into defense and build an extra B-1 bomber or is it more important
to be able to serve the social needs of what we are talking about
here, the elderly?"

I firmly believebeing new, fairly new, this is my fourth year as
a Senior Companion Project Director. these four years have taught
me a lot. I believe we have the national resource as volunteers and
the clients that we need to serve, we can do the job with a little bit
of extra money. that is why we are asking for a future stipend in-
crease. It may not be next year. It may not be the year after. But
when there are funds available, I believe it is important for that
Senior Companion, Foster Grandparents to have that.

As Ms Alvarado said, the decision is tough. Do you put 4000 new
programs in or 4000 new volunteers into other areas? Or do you
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allow those that have the opportunity to continue to serve now an
increase in their stipend?

I submit that we find it for both because of the increase that has
happened the last few years in Senior Companion programs, what
should happen with Foster Grandparents and the continued growth
with Retired Senior Volunteer Program, I believe it is there. I
would like to help and the association stands ready to help you find
that dollar.

In addition to that, I would like to go to recommendation No. 5,
which is coordination efforts. We ask that appropriate language en-
courage the director to work with private sectors and also to work
with the three national associations.

We as directors have been around for many years; myself, again
I am the freshman I believe as a director. But we are there. We are
on the front lines. We want to work with ACTION. We want to re-
alize, make sure that ACTION utilizes our talents as directors of
these programs in working directly with these volunteers that we
feel as though we can have an impact with ACTION and we can
work together.

We realize there are budget constraint. for them as well as for
us. I think a working relationship together can further the efforts
of ACTION, of the individual programs, and of ourselves as direc-
tors and our volunteers and the clients that we strive to serve.

Basically I think if we work together including Congress and the
subcommittee we can have the impact that we need to have on
today's growing elderly and the nation's charge to help serve. I
don't think it is the government's responsibility totally. I don't
think it is the family's responsibility. I think it is everybody's
working together that will allow us to meet this challenge of the
elderly coming up in the nation.

I believe the last thing I would like to say is in recommendation
No. 8, in reference to the cost-of-living increase, in my testimony, it
states that there was a 29 percent administrative support in^rease.
This I believe can be misconstrued in that it was 29 percent of the
total budget of that.

The amount of money that was received by my project directly
for the cost of living was $5000. Tv.-enty-nine percent of that $5000
was able to be used in administrative funds. This amounted to the
amount of $1,218 as tow hat we were able to use for the cost-of-
living increase for support in administrative services within our
program.

In conclusion, we ask that these letters also be made part of the
hearing record It is correspondence discussing the cost of living in-
crease and the complicated system in which it was implemented on
the local level. There was a request by the Appropriations Commit-
tee that it be re-evaluated, which it was, and then again it was sub-
mitted back to Congress, that the restrictions would stand. So we
ask that this be made a part of the hearing record also.

Mr. KILDEE. Without objection.
[The information follows:]
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Congre55 of tbe "Mititeb tates
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Masbiligton,MC 20515

April 22, 1988

Donna Alvarado, Director
ACTION
806 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
washington, D.C. 20525

Dear Ms. Alvarado:
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We want to emphasize the serious concern r.e have about the restrictions placed
on the Foster Grandparent a..1 Senior Companion Project sponsors with respect to
the expenditure of the FY88 cost of living allocation for ?lder Volunteer
Pi,iLars. This issue was raised at cur sab-mmittee's hearing cn April 18 by
Chairman Natcher, and we wish to join with him in requesting that ACTION take

the appropriate steps to remove these restrictions.

The intent of Congress in allocatirg the cost of living increases to the Older
American Volunteer Programs is clearly delineated in the FY88 apprcpriaticns
report language and does not require a complix and complicated system to

implement.

We hope you will review these restrictions which hx.e been 1-posed cn tbe
eypenditures of these ninds, agree with us that they are not necessary and

proceed to remove them.

We look forward to your prompt decision cn this matter.

Sincerely,

(II

LVIO o.ccarE, M.C.
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ACTION
WASHINGTON, D C 20525

May 23, 1988

Honorable Edward E. Roybal
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

419

,3(16,,

JUN C°14 8a

Dear Representative Roybal:

Your letter to ACTION Director Donna M. Alvarado regarding the
allocation of the fiscal year 1988 cost-of-living allowance to
the Older American Volunteer Programs has been referred to my
office for response. Both before and since receiving your
letter, the Director considered a variety of factors in making
this allocation. I appreciate this opportunity to provide you
with the details of the allocation of these funds to existing
OAVP projects.

The House Appropriations Committee's report language serves as
the basis for the Agency's decision on the allocation of these
funds:

" The increase in the Committee's recommendation is
Intended to provide across-the-broad cost-of-living
increases for each of the existing projects in the three
programs. The additional funds will enable these projects
to better meet the needs of the currently-enrolled volunteers.
The Committee recognizes the administrative problems faced
by the projects that have received no Increase in Federal
support in recent years. Thus, the Committee expects that
funding Increases will be allocated to project administration
needs of each project, as well as to increasing
opportunities for volunteer service."

In establishing the policy for the distribution of the ccst of
living funds, two primary factors were considered:

1. The needs of the low income senior volunteers both in the
programs and currently on waiting lists tnroughout the
country; and

2. The needs of the projects to achieve their legislative
mandates to provide opportunities for low income senior
citizens.

In weighing these factors, ACTION considered such things as:

1. Historical data on project costs;

2. Input gathered from both project managers and the
volunteers themselves; and

POSTER GRANDPARENT PROGRAM YOUNG ,.(FLU,TEL PS IN ACT:u SENIOR COMPANION PROGRAM
RETIPED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM OFFICE OF VOLUNTEER LIAISON vOLUNTLI R DRuE, ESL PREvENTIU

VIETNAM VETERANS LEADERSHIP PROGRAM vISTA NATiqNAL CENTER FOR SE

fly
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3. The achievement of parity among the three Older America:
Volunteer Programs after the significantly varied FY 1988
increase had been realized.

With regard to the first factor, .ile needs of the low income
senior volunteers in both stipended programs, ACTION solicited
the views of project directors. The top priorities cited
regarding the needs of volunteers were volunteer transportation
and recognition. These two items were included as priorities in
the ACTION policy guidance regarding the augmentation of the
existing projects.

Furthermore, based on ACTION personnel site visits to projects
around the country, and meetings with low income volunteers, it
was determined that funds for low income volunteers' meals, and
low income volunteers' physicals should also be designated as
priority considerations for additional funding to expand
volunteer services. The income eligibility ceiling for a low
income senior volunteer to serve in an stipended program is
$6,875.00 for a single adult and $9,250.00 for a married adult.

With regard tl the second factor, the needs of the projects _o
achieve their legislative mandates of providing opportunities
for low income senior citizens, again ACTION solicited the
views of the projects. The priority cited was salaries. In
factoring in this need, the Agency considered data regarding
prior expenditures and budget requests for existing projects.
Between FY 1985 and FY 1987, there was a 12% increase in support
monies for the Foster Grandparent Program, 21% for the Senior
Companion Program, and 9% for the Retired Senior Volunteer Program.
All of this was prior to the appropriation by Congress of additional
cost-op-living increases in project supnc-t in the FY 1988
appropriation.

Another significant consideration in the-e deliberations was
the issue of parity among OAVP Programs. In allocating these
new resources, ACTION delioerately sought to equalize the
amount of cost-of-living increases for all OAVP programs.

H 1,2,
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The fiscal program allocations and priorities that were
subsequently established properly weigned the needs of both
low Income senior volunteers and the projects. They also fully
ao, ,....-ed the concerns described above.

Again, tudnn you for the opportun ty to provide tnis
intormatc.... Please do not nesitite to contact me it I may

be or further assistance.

Sincerely,

0.-AA--(1_"...L.-vvt.._ CA,JEJ
Maud ne Klink
Actin ssistant Director
Older American Volunteer Programs



80[-Mr.RASMUSSEN. In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, members of the
staff, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to present this
statement. I do appreciate the strong support of this committee and
as I stated, the national association. stands ready to work with Con-
gress, with ACTION, and with our volunteers to serve this nation's
elderly.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dwight Rasn.ussen follows:]
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INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, members ,Jr the Subcommittee, thank you for

inviting we to testify ',,oay on the reauthorization of the Domestic
Volunteer Service A,'...

:Sy name is Dwight Rasmussen, Senior Companion Project Director
in Salt Lake City, Utah, and I am the Secretary/Treasurer for the
National Association of Senior Companion Project Directors. I am

here today on behalf of Berryl Thompson, President of the National
Association of Senior Companion Project Directors, who is

recuperating from recent surgery.

I am proud to say that in the Association's history we have and
are continuing to further the volunteer efforts and services of
Senior Companion Programs in our communities. With the addition of
the forty-four new programs made possible by COngress in Fiscal Year
1988, we have approximately 7,000 volunteer service years in one
hundred and twenty-four projects across the nation. Senior

Companions provide assistance to over 24,600 frail elderly and other
functionally impaired adults.

PROGRAM INFORMATION

Tne Senior Companion Program is the newest and most rapidly
growing of the three Older American Volunteer Programs funded under
the Domestic Volunteer Service Act. As you are well aware, the

Senior Companion Program was authorized by Congress in 1973 under
Title II of the Domestic Volunteer Service Act of 1973 (Public Law
93-113).

The Senior Companion Program (SCP) offers volunteer service

opportunities for low-income people age sixty and over to provide
personal assistance in daily living activities to older people with
physical, mental or emotional impairments. Through direct health
care providers and social service agencies assisting chronically
impaired older persons, Senior Companions serve those at risk of
institutionalization and persons within institutional settings in

order to help them achieve and maintain their fullest potential for
independent living. Senior Companion Program volunteers provide

services to :

* Nursing home residents;
Homebound elderly persons;

* Acute care patients discharged from hospitals;

* Families needing respite care;
* Victims of Alzheimer's disease;

* Older substance abusers;
* The developmentally disabled;
* Veterans; and
* The terminally ill.

H 6
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Senior Companions assist older persons to remain as Independent
as possible for as long as possible. Typically, volunteers provide
their clients with companionship, help with light household tasks,
transportation to and from medical facilities, food preparation,
advocacy for social services, personal grooming, and assistance with
other needed tasks. Volunteers receive training in how to identify
and solve problems, how to provide minimal first aid care, and howto provide advocacy service.

Senior Companions serve twenty hours per week. In order tooffset expenses, volunteers receive a small hourly non-taxablestipend, transportation and a meal on service days, an annualphysical examination, accident and liability coverage, and
recognition for their activities. Perhaps the greatest benefit of
all is the opportunity to "help someone" - to share their talents
and experiences and opportunities that foster another person'sindependence. An amount equal to ninety percent of the Federalfunds of a project's total budget goes to volunteers as direct
benefits.

When you consider that the average annual cost for nursing home
care is about $22,000 per year, and the average cost for a Senior
Companion Volunteer is about $3,000 annually, the fiscal value and
cost effectiveness of this program becomes unquestionable.

LCGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS

On behalf of the Association, I respectfully submit the
following recommendations to you:

1. Stipend increase;

2. Deletion of the non-stipended volunteer provision;

3. Encouragement of expansion of the Older American Volunteer
Programs through Part D of Title III of the Older Americans
Act;

4. Increased public awareness of Senior Companion Programs;

5. A provision encouraging t}' to work with the
National Association of Older American Volunteer Programs;

6. The inclusion of a section entitled "Programs of National
Significance"

7. Upgrade the position of OAVP Director and separate program
offices for Foster Grandparent and Senior Companion
Programs; and

8. Four year reauthorization.

2
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Recommendation #1:
Future Stipend Increase

An increase in the authorization for the Senior
Companion/Foster Grandparent stipend from $2.20 to $2.50 per
hour is needed.

This increase in the authorizing legislation would allow
for a future stipend increase needed because the stipend ha not
been keeping pace with inflation over the past years. he
Congress is addressing the need for an increase in the num
wage for employees, it is appropriate to also address be need
for increasing support for those low-income volunteers who give
so much.

Recommendation #2:
Non-Stipend Volunteers

We are recommending that the provision in the current law
which allows non-stipended volunteers who are to provide the
same services without reimbursement be deleted. It has not
succeeded in expanding the available pool of volunteers and has
taken precious, limited administrative time from the needs of
the stipended volunteers.

We feel this allowance in the authorizing language strays
from the original intent of Congress to ut)lize low-income
seniors to provide services to others in need of assistance.
The low number of non-stipended volunteers currently being
utilized throughout the country does not justify the additional
staff time needed to recruit and train these individuals.
Projects have found it al,tost iopossible to obtain a twenty hour
per week commitment on the part of these non-stipended
volunteers.

Recommendation #3:
Coordination Activities

We reopmend the addition of a new provision to encourage
coordination between ACTION's volunteer programs, particularly
Senior Companions, and the frail elderly services program
provided through Part D of Title III of the Older Americans Act.

This new provision should allow for expansion of Senior
Companion services to the community while enhancing the Older
American Volunteer Program's role in addressing the need for
oommunity based services. This provision could also open the
door for the development of a Memorandum of Understanding
between ACTION and the Administration on Aging to involve Senior
Companions in Part D ac..ivities at the local level. This type
of cooperation has already been successfully addressed and
implemented with the Veterans' Administration.

- 3 -
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Recommendation #4:
Public Awareness

A provision mandating that ACTION undertake more extensive
public awareness activities to promote the Older American
Volunteer Programs should be added.

This provision would increase community visibility for all
the Older American Volunteer programs while enhancing the local
project's probability of developing a working relationship with
the private sector and increasing our non-Federal funding
support. Some of the kinds of assistance we need include
generic program brochures which are adaptable to local projects;
program posters for placement in the community; pre-recorded
public service announcements; and program videotapes to assist
in both volunteer recruitment and private sector fund-raising
efforts.

Recommendation #5:

Coordination Efforts

Appropriate language to encourage the Director to work with
private sector organizations and associations like the three
National Associations of Older American Volunteer Programs.
This provision will enhance Older American Volunteer Programs
and ensure maximum utilization of program resources.

Currently, the is an ACTION policy discouraging work
the National A.,ociation of Senior Companion Project Director s.
This policy is not conducive to a constructive working
-:latioilship with ACTION'S Aoministration nor to the growth and

Improvement of the Senior Companion Program. If included, thi.,
provision will enhance the Senior Companion Program's visibility
across the country and promote a stronger working relationship
between ACTION and the Older American Volunteer Prcgra7
Association.

In Calendar Year 1986, Project Directors assisted in
securing State and other non - Federal resources of $9,400,000 for
activities and expansion of Senior Companion Programs. In 1987,
37% of Senior Companion Program funds were non-ACTION dollars.
These funds were raised by local Project Directors to help
support their programs.

Recommendation #6:
Programs of National Significance

We recommend the inclusion of a section entitled "Programs
of National Significance". This section is to list new
components focusing on expanding the role of Senior Companion
Program volunteers in the area of respite care and assistance to
the developmentally disabled. We are requesting initial funding

-4-
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of $2,000,000 to be appropriated for each new component. The

recently completed OAVP Family Caregiver Evaluation supports the
critical need and demard for respite services. The need for

respite care has also been demonstrated by ACTION's efforts to
fund grants through the National Alzheimer's Association.

For example, in Salt Lake City we have a Senior Companion
who is helping a family take care of their 88 year old mother, a
victim of Alzheimer's Disease. This relationship is beneficial

in two ways: 1) it provides a Companion to the mother wL1 is
unable to care for herself, and 2) the Companion also prJvidcs a

valuable respite service to the primary caregiver and the

mother's faLiily. The Senior Companion assists the client by
helping with her activities of daily living such as personal
grooming, helping with the noon meal, assisting with walking
exercise when the weather permits, and fulfilling her constant
want for an ice cream treat. Aside from assisting the client,
the Senior Companion has also helped the daughter by providing
respite care to her so that she can get away from her awesome
responsibility of providing twenty-four nour a day, seven day a

week care to her mother. Whenever the client is napping, the
Companion visits with the daughter and answ.,rs questions that
she may have about Alzheimer's Disease and offers suggestions
for coping with her caregivi.g role. The husband and sons have
also benefited by gaining an increased understanding of hands-on

caregiving of a dementia patient. This has also allowed a

greater chance for all the family members to participate in the
care of their aged mother and grandmother, while at the same
time providing a better quality of life for the client..

A new program SEVICuS c.wt.;oneu, that is gaining national

attention is service to the developmentally disabled

population. -enior Companion Programs are providing services to
this group to enhance their independence and self-sufficien:y.

These are two examples of how we envision this new section
furthering the devclogrent of new program ideas which expand the

variety of techniques available to help serve our target

population - those in the community who are most in need.

Recommendation #7:
Older American Volunteer Program Director Position/Separate

Program Offices For Foster Grandparent, Senior Companion Program

Congress should upgrade the Older American Volunteer

Program Director position at ACTION to a Presidential

Appointment in order to highlight national attention and

commitment to senior volunteerism. In addition, Congress should

ensure that there a separate program office responsible for

each of the three 0161 American Volunteer programs.

_ S _
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Currently the Foster Grandparent and Senior Companion
Program offices are combined. We feel very strongly that
although there are similarities between the two programs in
terms of eligibility and benefits, each Program needs to retain
its own Independence and national visib,lity separate and apart
from the other. Due to the recent increase in the number of
Senior Companion Programs in FY-88 and the apparent continued
growth of the Senior Companion Program, we believe that a
separate program office for Foster Grandparent and Senior
Companion Programs is essential to ensure that each program
continues to receive the full level of attention that they
require from ACTION staff. Although there are many similarities
between the two programs, the programs differ greatly in their
purpose, intent, and objectives and they are also diverse enough
to require ACTION staff's undivided attention for the special
needs arising from working with children separate and apart from
the special needs of working with older, more frail adults.

Recommendation #8:
Length of Reauthorization

Thanks to the actions of a sympathetic Appropriations
Committee, Fiscal Year 1988 was the first in many years that
Senior Companion projects received a cost of living adjustment.
While this increase was needed and greatly appreciated, there
were problems in the manner in which the Programs received the
cost of living adjustment. Restrictions placed by ACTION on
these funds limited the amour.} of administrative costs which
could be paid with these additional funds. Only 29% of these
new funds could be used for administrative support.

For example, the Ssnior Companion Program in Salt Lake
County, Utah, with a total grant amount of $275,495, a Federai
share of $202,964, that supports sixty Senior Companion
volunteers, only realized a total of $1,218 for administrative
support costs.

Our experience has led us to the conclusion that we need a
mechanism in our authorizing legislation to provide a minimum
annual cost of living increase to Older American Volunteer
Program grantees. The Association recommends a four year
reauthorization with appropriate increast,s of at least five
percent per year in the authorization of appropriations to allow
these programs to keep pace with inflation, to ensure reasonable
program gradth, and to provide an appropriate increase in tne
Senior Companion stipend during the four year reautnorizing
period.

- 6 -
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CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, members and staff of the Subcommittee, thank you

for the opportunity to present this statement. I appreciate the

strong support of this Committee. The National Association of

Senior Companion Project Directors stands ready to continue to

assist you and ACTION in the promotion and expansion of the Senior

Companion Program.

- 7
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HISTORY

The Nations: Association of Senior Companion Project Directors (NASCPD) was created at
the 1978 National SCP Directors Training Conference. Officers were elected and charged
with developing By-Laws an,: .:perating practices. NASCPD has actively represented the
needs served by SCP nation-wide since that time. The organization is incorporated in
the State of Utah and has applied for 501 (c) (3) status.

PURPOSE
NASCPD provides through a national focus:

. Professional Development of SCP Directors through workshops and training programs of
technical assistance.

. Advocacy for Older Americans as a National Resource.

. Resource Development through networking with the private sector and public agencies.

. Representation for those served by SCP. speaking on their behalf before National
government bodies.

STRUCTURE
Active membership is open to all SC1 Directors. Active members have voting priviledges.
Associate membership is available ,o other SOP project staff and to all other interested
persons or groups.

C7I?1E/Z.WIEC3LS

NASCPD is operated through a Board of Directors. The Board ,f Directors is composed of
the National Officers (President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer and nine Regional
Representatives). The Board of Directors meets at least once a year in Washington D.C.
Regional meetings are held once a year in conjunction with ACTION Regional TrAnings.

SUCCESS AREA OF INVOLVEMENT

Instrumental in preserving the current level of funding for SCP when cuts were proposed.
Bringing about changes in the ACTION re-authorization legislation that enhance the
direction of the Senior Companion Program and the operation of the ACTION Agency.
Played a cajor role in securing stipend increases for volunteers, and significant
general program increases.
Played a major role in securing cost of living allowance in FY 88.
Successful in securing new program funding for 44 new projects in FY 88.

FOR MORE INFORMATION , PLEASE CONTACT:

Berryl Thompson, President
P. 0. Box 1510
Opelousas, Louisiana 70571-1510
(318) 947-1903

Or Frances F. Butler,
Washington Representative
11481 Bingham Terrace
Reston, Virginia 22091
(703) 860-9570
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OLDER AMERICAN VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS
NATIONAL DIRECTORS ASSOCIATIONS

pCstvp) Retired Senior Volunteer
Program Directors

VI Foster Grandparent 5 Senior Companion
Program Directors (INPAMOVS Project Directors

.11_,'

PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

RSVP, Foster Grandparents, and Senior Companions are federally funded Older
Am.,rican Volunteer Programa authorized by Title II of the Domestic Volunteer
Service Act of 1973 and administered by ACTION, the federal volunteer agency In

addition to federal support, many States, ..toca, gove cents, and private sector
organizations also contribute to the support of these successful programs

The National Older American Volunteer Programs Directors Associations are
private, non-profit merbership organizations of project directors working
together to enhance and build the three programs.

P^t'r. rrc Y provides commun'ty volunteer

opportunities for all persons 60 and over RSVP volunteers serve part-tine,

several hours per week In fiscal year 1988, the 16th year of the program, there
were nearly 400,000 RSVP volunteers serving in 745 projects around the cou^try,
assigned to volunteer statiors rang:no fr,. courts, schools, hospices, nosp-tals,

nursing ho -As and other community serv-ce -enters Nearly one -halt of RSVP

volunteers are low-income persons Annual fed ,a1 support for RSVP is in the 530

nillior range

Los.L.Lr_arantP...r.o.2= provides opportLn ,.ice for low-income persons 60 and

over to work with children with special nee= tos,er Grandparents work 20 hours

per week, and receive a stipend of 52 20 per hour for their efforts In fiscal

year 1988, the 23rd year of the program, there were 18,060 Foster Grandparent
volunteers serving in 250 federally-supported projects across the nation, working
with approximately 68,000 children and young people hinder the age of 21) beset
by such problems as abuse and neglect, physical and emotional handicaps, drug and
alcohol abuse, mental retardation, illiteracy, juvenile delinquency, or teenage

pregnancy Federal support for Foster Grandparents is approximately 560 million

annually

aaaia- mn^,anon Prora-a modeled after Foster Grandparents, also provides
stipended volunteer opportunities for low-income seniors Senior Companions work

with those over the age of 21, but particularly with the frail, home-pound

elderly In fiscal year 1988, the 13th year of the program, 7,000 federally-
sponsored Senior Companion volunteers served in 140 projects nationwide, matched

with 21,000 clients Volunteer stations include acute care hospitals /discharge
planning, hone health agencies, senior centers, nursing hones, hospices, and
coerrunity mental health agencies. Federal support for Senior Companions is
approxirately 525 million annually

02 88

France, F Butler Washingion Representative
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Mr. KILDEE. MS. Dowling
Ms. DOWLING. Good morning.
Members of the committee, thank you for inviting us here today.

My name is Winifred Dowling and I am the president of the Na-
tional Association of RSVP Directors and the director of the Re-
tired Senior Volunteer Program in El Paso, Texas.

We have written testimony to be submitted. I would like to sum-marize it here.
Mr. KILDEE. Without objection your entire testimony will be

made part of the record. You may summarize.
Ms. DOWLING. In its 18 years of existence, the RSVP program

has grown to 750 projects with over 400,000 volunteers. Member-
ship in the National Association of RSVP Directors includes 70 per-
cent of those projects. Our essential purpose is to support the im-
provement of RSVP programs and to advocate for older Americansas a vital national resource.

I wish I could describe for you a typical RSVP volunteer. It is
one of the hardest things. When people ask what is a Senior Com-panion or a Foster Grandparents, and we work with both pro-
grams, it is easier to answer; but the 400,000 RSVP volunteers
probably have 50,000 different job descriptions. It is really hard.
One of our board members says, "Well, RSVP is a 400,000-pound
gorilla that can go anywhere and do anything."

I thought I would just give you a thumbnail description of my
project in El Paso just to give you a brief idea. Sixteen-hundred vol-
unteers The minimum age is 60, of course. Our oldest volunteer is
104. People always gasp when they hear that. They work at 121 dif-
ferent sites. Of course, many volunteers do very traditional kinds
of volunteer work like working in hospitals, schools, day-care cen-ters, museums. But there is also some, in my project, in all the
projects, some uniquely designed volunteer roles.

In our city, we have some very complicated rolespeople work-
ing with the police department, with the sheriffs department. We
even had a volunteer for a while who was a cook in the county jail.But we have retired Ph.D.'s that do historical research, and wehave people who haveparticularly because El Paso is on theMexican border, there are people who don't speak English, somewho have never been to school. Yet we have been able to find somereally valuable volunteer opportunities for them.

What is important about RSVP as a purely volunteer program
with no stipend is that we make a special effort to recruit people
who might not otherwise volunteer. That means men who are lessapt to volunteer than women. It means retired professionals who
have maybe a notion of traditional volunteerism.

They say I don't want to work in a hospital gift shop. They think
there is nothing else available.

We have a lot of handicapped people in RSVP. We make a spe-cial effort to involve as many handicapped people as we can be-
cause --e feel that even severely handicapped and frail people still
want to have a chance to be RSVP volunteers.

The association completed a survey recently. We have for the
first time some estimate in incomes of RSVP volunteers. 41 percent
are low income, 49 percent middle income, 10 percent are upperincome.

9 5
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We think it says a great deal about this program that there are
some 160,000 low income volunteers who are willing to serve with
no recompensation at all. And in many cases, out of pocket ex-
penses for themselves.

We would like to go into several recommendations we have for
changes in the Domestic Volunteer Services Act.

First, we would like to see the RSVP purpose clause clarified to
reflect the significant considerations made by RSVP volunteers,
and the benefits to their communities and to themselves.

We also recommend that the entire subsection on nonstipended
volunteers be deleted.

The plan is simply not working. We understand that nationwide
there are currently 82 nonstipended volunteer:. There are many
RSVP projects that alone have 80 or more people doing what
action calls nonstipended w Jrk, foster grandparent or companion
type work.

All three older American volunteer program associations agree
that the nonstipended volunteer provisions is not an effective way
to either expand volun ,eer opportunities or improve client services.

I was glad to hear the director say essentially the same thing
this morning, when she said the bottom line is that Action wants
to have more older Americans in intergenerational programs and
serving the frail elderly no matter what they are called.

Well, that has been our argument all along. All three associa-
tions from the very beginning felt that this nonstipended provision
was something that did not make a lot of sense.

That RSVP is indeed the "nonstipended" program and that we
will continue to make every effort to expand our intergenerational
and frail elderly programs.

Weespecially RSVPare concerned about the lack of national
public awareness support for RSVP.

Public information is particularly essential for RSVP projects
particularly because of our continuing recruitment efforts and be-
cause of RSVP's size and complexity.

It helps a great deal for a local project to have people understand
what RSVP is all about. If we could get more national support,
they would- people would understand better what RSVP was, par-
tirularly since RSVP makes up 84 percent of all Action volunteers,
and the amount of time and effort that public affairs puts into sup-
porting Action with public relationship is very, very small.

There is no cohesive national policy to support RSVP. We hope
that that will change.

To try and fill the void in the meantime, the National Associa-
tion of RSVP directors has designated P. national promotional
theme.

Last year, the publicity that we had during 1unteer week re-
sulted in over 300 newspaper articles. National I. V coverage, and
dozens of local TV and radio stories.

This year the theme will be hats off to volunteers. We will also
honor the 22 volunteers who are over 100 years of age.

I wanted to add concerning long terms care, we applaud you,
Congressman Kildee, in taking the initiative in the new part D of
title 3 providing in -horse services for the frail elderly.

iC)
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As you know, RSVP volunteers were already widely involved in
all kinds of friendly visiting, companion type programs for the frail
elderly.

They helped, but in some cases they substitute for other home
care. We feel that in providing long terms care alternatives, there
should be a formal role for volunteers. We are very happy to work
with senior companions in this capacity.

We believe that Action should be encouraging the work of pri-
vate sector organizations and associations that promote serior vol-
unteerism.

A case in point is our own association.
I would just like to briefly tell you some of the things we have

been doing in the last couple of years.
We have been responsible for two significant public private part-

nerships.
The .first was in collaboration with Laubach Literacy Action with

the Dayton Hudson Foundation and Action and the second was
with EXXON and Action. We were responsible for getting those
two partnerships underway.

We published a how to manual for the RSVP project, developed a
national awards program.

We are providing, training sessions at state and national aging
conferences.

We are entering into an agreement with the AARP talent bank
to recruit skilled volunteers. We have been especially active in the
last year in addressing national issues in the areas of volunteerism
and aging with the Red Cross with the Public Health Service, the
White House Conference on Aging, among others.

The association supports individual RSVP projects by offering 37
different kinds of recognition items, something very important for
volunteers who don't receive pay.

We offer computer software and volunteer management books
and tapes. We are a member of the Leadership Council of Aging
organization and many national aging organizations.

We feel that despite all these positive activities, that Action still
has a policy of not approving the use of Action resources to facili-
tate project directors meetings.

I'm not talking about money, but just supporting us in giving us
the time to do it.

This is the kind of policy that does not further the goal of achiev-
ing the best possible RSVP projects.

We thank there needs to be a congressional mandate to preclude
policies lil e these and overturn the present restrictive policy.

As part of RSVP's ability to respond to urgent community needs,
the associa-ion recommends the authorization of three programs of
national significance in the areas of literacy, respite care and li-
brary programs for latchkey children.

In terms of literacy, we collaborated as I said before on the very
successful national RSVP literacy project.

However, it was discontinued by Action on December 31st of last
year.

As we believe the tremendous need for programs in adult liter-
acy should continue to involve RSVP volunteers, and we should
build on the clear success of the national RSVP literacy project.

96-999 0 89
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Respite care is an area where volunteers can very uniquely serv-
ice.

The National Association worked with Action on the recently
completed evaluation of family caregiver services.

We very much agree with the general conclusion that using vol-
unteers in respite care is something that should be increased.

We also support a much expanded involvement of RSVP volun-
teers working with latchkey children and and libraries.

We would like to recommend an authorization level of $2 million
for each of these three national initiatives.

We estimate that the full authorization would enable RSVP
projects to add another 66,000 volunteers.

In one respect, we would like to see Action go backward. I am
referring to the staffing of the older American volunteer programs,
as Donna Alvarado said, 93 percent of volunteers in the agency are
older Americans and yet the staff of OAVP has beenas OAVP
has continued to grow, OAVP standing for Older American Volun-
teer Programs, the staff has been cut back.

We would like to see the OAVP director position reelevated to a
presidential appointment, and the reinstatement; of three separate
positions for foster grandparents, senior companions and RSVP.

We recommend a 5 percent annual increase in funding levels. I
did want to address something that Mr. Grandy and Mr. Poshard
were asking about.

You were asking from a rural point of view how can yourhow
can some of your nonprofit organizations get Action grants.

The fact of the matter is that for seven of the eight years of the
Reagan Administration, the administration never asked for any in-
creased fundings, so that the onlyfor seven of those eight years,
not including the last year, the only increase in funding, therefore
the only increase in availability of grants, has been through Con-
gressional support.

But even with that, there have been very few new projects
except for thesenior companions.

There are 44 new projects in senior companions. It doesn't
matter how many Action people you have in Chicago or Des
Moines, the chances of somebody in your district getting a new
Action grant is virtually nil at this point.

There is no money.
RSVP projects have had real hardships over the past decade be-

cause Action grants have no mechanism to deal with inflation or
with the growth of project.

I can tell you that, for instance, my project has grown from 500
to 1500 volunteers in the last six years with only one little increase
last year from the Federal Government, but nationwide in the last
eight years, RSVP has grown by 100,000 volunteers, from 300 to
400,000 volunteers with virtually no increase in federal funding.

I think that's terrific.
RSVP projects did receive a 3.4 percent increase last year after

more than a decade without any inflationary increases.
We feel there needs to be a provision built into the authorizing

legislation to insure that grantees receive a minimal COLA each
time their annual grant is renewed.
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I am also so proud to be associated with RSVP. I enjoyed so
much what you said, Congressman Kildee, about the possibility of
being a director of Action.

I feel I have one of the best jobs there is, too. I also have lived in
several countries. I know that particularly in the Western Europe,
for instance, social services are often frankly ahead of what we
manage to do here in the United States.

But when it comes to volunteerism, particularly when it comes to
senior volunteerism, we are so far ahead of the rest of the world, it
is extraordinary.

I really am proud to be part of something that is such a national
movement, that is just barely beginning to be part of other coun-
tries' aging programs.

I would like to thank you, especially Congressman Kildee, for
your awareness of the great national resources we have in olaer
people.

We are very grateful for your commitment and for your legisla-
tion that encourages the increasing involvement of senior volun-
teers.

Thank you, Congressman Kildee, Members of the Committee, for
the opportunity to appear here today on behalf of the National As-
so"-iation of RSVP directors.

[The prepared statement of Winifred Dowling follows:]
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Congressman Kildee and Members of the Committee, thank you for lnvitlrg us to

present testimony on legislation to reauthorize the Domestic Volunteer Service Act.

My name is Winifred Dowling. I an President of the National Association of RSVP

Directors and the Director of the Retired Senior Volunteer Program in El Paso. Texas.

In its 18 years of existence, the Retired Senior Volunteer Program nas grown to

750 projects with over 400,000 volunteers. Membership in the National Association of

RSVP Directors includes 701 of those projects. Our essential purpose is to support

the improvement of RSVP programs and to advocate for older Americans as a vital na-

tional resource.

I wish I could describe for you a typical RSVP volunteer. But the scope and

range of their activities is so great tnat it is impossible tv provide a capsule de-

scription. One member of our Board has described RSVP as a "400,000 pound gorilla

that can go anywhere and do anything." We no work with RSVP volunteers have no doubt

they can go anywhere and do anything.

Perhaps a brief outline of the RSVP project it El Paso. Texas, can give you some

ideas of the wonderful complexity of RSVP. There are 1,600 RSVP volunteers in Fl Paso,

ranging in age from 60 to 104 years old. Although most of the volunteers are in their

60s and 70s, close to 200 are in their 80s and 90s.

Their backgrounds include retired truck drivers. college professors, retired mil-

itary, housewives, nurses, accountants, farmers. teachers, secretaries, cooks, execu-

tives. etc.. etc. Their education can range from PhDs to people who have had no formai

schooling at all. The volunteers work at 121 different sites, including nursing homes.

senior centers, schools, museums, and day care centers. Volunteers often work in less

traditional ways, for example, with the Police Department, building nousing for the

homeless, acting as role models for teenaged parents, helping organize a model program

for long-term care, acting as a watchdog for °ealth care costs, doing historical re-

search, tutoring illiterate adults, and so or.

That same story could be repeated 750 time, with a breathtaking variety of volin-

teer job descriptions The RSVP program Is meant to provide meaningful opportunities
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for volunteer service. We do not just fill slots, but rather try to fashion the best

job for each volunteer. We make a special effort Cr recruit those who might not other

rise volunteer That includes trying to involve more older men, more m;norit, volun-

teers, more retired professionals, more handicapped people It is not well known that

RSLP volunteers can be in wheelchairs, or use wcikers, they can be blind or deaf, they

can be homebound or nursing home res,dents. Even severely handiccppcd and frail el-

derly still want an opportunity to contribute, and RSVP is that channel.

I have only briefly touched upon the major aspects of RSVP, but I think you can

see how difficult it is to explain who RSVP volunteers are and what they do. One

thing is clear: RSVP volunteers do not belong to the "Me Generation."

The Association completed a survey recently and we nave, for the first tine, some

estimates on incomes of RSVP volunteers According to the survey, 41Z are low income,

49% middle income, and 10% upper income It says a great deal about the volunteers

and the program itself that 160.000 low-income neople are willing to volunteer their

services without recompense and, in most cases, at some cost to themselves.

With the greatly increased interest in national service, the National Association

of RSVP Directors urges that older Americans be given an appropriate place in any plan

to expand volunteer opportunities.

The National Association of RSVP Directors is grateful for the consistent support

of RSVP from Congress. de have several recommendations for changes in the Domestic

Volunteer Service Act that we believe will enhance the opportunities for volunteer

service, respond to pressing community needs, and take into account the increasing

numbers of older Americans.

We would like to see the RSVP purpose clause clarified to reflect the significant

contributions made by RSVP voiunteers and the attendant benefits 'cc their communities

and to themselves.

There have been a number of mojor studies that attest to the health benefits of

volunteering--both comparing volunteers and non-volunteers and comparing beginning

02
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and long-time volanteers. Many evaluations point to the cost savings to agencies and

non-profit organizations where RSVP volunteers serve But to KrIOW RSVP at its best

is to hear stories that all RSVP directors can tell. .1 think of the retired execu-

tive in deep depression until RSVP gave him a new lease on life; the retired truck

driver whose management skills blossomed by running a senior center, the woman crip-

pled by arthritis who started a rhythm band at a nursing home; the volunteer with

cancer who served until the last day: nt her life. Every RSVP director in tne country

could give similar examples of the capacity of RSVP to tap the human potential.

To address specifics in the Domestic Volunteer Service Act, we recommend that the

entire subsection on non-stipended %olunteers °e deleted Our view has been that the

notion of non-stipended volunteers in the Foster Grandparents and Senior Companion

programs is simply duplicative of what RSVP projects already are doing or could do. It

places unnecessary administrative borders on roster Grandparents and Senior Companions

projects. The plan has simply not worked. We understand that nationwide there are

currently only 80 non-stipended volunteers. There are many RS,? projects that alone

have more than 80 volunteers doing Foster Grandparent- or Senior Companion-type ser-

vice. All three Older American Volunteer Program Associations agree that the nor-

stipended volunteer provisio .s not an effective way to expand volunteer opportuni-

ties or client services.

Regarding the promotion of the Older American .olunteer Programs. we would en-

courage ACTION to make a significantly greater Etiort to promote, support, and coor-

dinate the OAVP programs it the national level.

We are concerned about the lack of national public awareness support for RSVP.

Although RSP volunteers make up 80Z of all ACTION volunteers, it would be generous

to say that 202 of the time, money, and materials available to ACTION Public A.fairs

is actually spent on RSVP. During the past Jew years there has been no policy of

placing articles about RSVP volunteers in national publicat.ons, :Lie last RSVP film

was made in 1979; the last RSVP TV spot WiS aired fou- weirs ago, there have been no

1 3
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new RSVP flyers or brochures for se,,eral years; the Older American Volunteer Program

pudlication has been discontinued, and RSVP is scarcely mentioned esen in ACTIOA's

in-house newsletter.

Public iiformation is essential for RSVP projects, particularly because of our

continuing recruitment efforts and because of RSVP's site and complexity. ACTION rec-

ognizes this and encourages as much public relations as possible on the local level

Nonetheless, RSVP can be a much more effective program with . strong national identi-

fication, and ACTIOl has not lent .ts public affairs etforts towards this goal.

To try and fill t'sis void, the National Association of RSVP Directors has des-

ignated a nationwide promo tonal theme every year to recognize RSVP volunteers. last

year the publicity during Jolunteer Week resulted in over 300 riwsnaper articles,

national TV coverage and d,zens of local televlsior and radio stories. This year the

theme will de "Hats Off To Volunteers" and we will also honor the 22 RSVP volunteers

who are over 100 years of age.

The National Association of RSVP Directors recommends the coordination of 1,1.-

term care iritiatives and the frail elderly service program of the i1dor America,s

Act. This is the kind of coordination that denefits all participants.

We applaud Congressman Kildee in taking the ilit.ative in the new Part D of

Title lIT providing in-home services for the frail elderl' . RSVP solunteers arc I:-

ready widely involved in services to the frail elderly, volunteers can perform ser-

vices whicn augment--or in some cases. substitute for--other home care. tie fee, tl It

in providing long-term care alternat.ves, there should be a formal role for volunteers

Further, we believe that a defined working relationship shauld be established hetaccn

the Administration on Aging and ACTION to promote interaction between these two pm-

grams.

WE believe that ACTION should be encouraging the work of private sector ,rganiza-

tions and associations that prEmote senior volunteerism. A case in point Is our rwr

RSVP Directors Association. The Association has been responsible for twi igdificant
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puolic/private partnerships--the first in collaboration with Laubach Literacy Action,

Dayton Hudson Foundation and ACTION and tne second with Exxon Corporation and ACTION.

We have published a how-to manual with the Pmerican Association for International

Aging to show interested persons around the world how to start an RSVP program. We

deseloped a natioral awards program to honor both ACTION employees and private organ-

izations whn support RSVP; tne Association provides training sessions at state and

national aging conferences, such as the Delaware Conference on. Aging and the National

Council on the Aging.

We have entered into an agreement with the American Association of Retired Per-

sons Volunteer Talent Bank to recruit skillcd volunteers. We have addressed national

issues in the areas of volunteerism and aging with the Public dealth Service, Year 2000

Health Objectives Consortium, the American Red Cross Volunteer 2000 Conference, the 1991

White House Conference on Aging, among others. The Association supports individual

RSVP projects by offering recogr4tion items, computer software and volunteer management

books ana tapes. We are a member of the Leadersi_d ,:cJncil of Aging Organizations.

Generations United, the Long Term Care Campaign, Advocates Senior Alert Process, and

the National Association of Families Caring for their Elders. We work closely with

AARP, hCOA, American Association for International Aging to name a few.

Despite all these positive activities by the National Association of RSVP Di-

rectors, ACTION has a policy of not approving the an of ON resources to facilitate

Project Directors Association meetings. This is :II( king of policy lac does not fur-

ther the goal of achieving the best possible RSVP pro, ctn. There ^eeds to be a

Congressional mandate to preclude policies like th,se and ,,/erturn the present re-

strictive policy.

As part of RSVP's ability to respond to urgent community needs, the National

Association of RSVP Directors recommends the authorization of three "Programs of

National Significance" to include components that further involve RSVP volunteers in

literacy programs, respite care, and library programs for latch-key children. Many
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RSVP projects have experience in these areas, but it is not an exaggeration to say that

every one at the 750 projects could successfully
match volunteers with positions in

literacy, respite care, or latchkey programs

In terms of literacy, ACTION collaborated
in the very successful National RSVP

Literacy Project in partnership with the
National Association of RSVP Directors,

Laubach Literacy Action and the Dayton Hudson Foundation. This notably popular project

(over 60Z of RSVP projects asked
to receive information through joining the RSVP Lit-

eracy Network) was discontinued on December 31, 1988. de believe the crushing need

for programs in adult literacy should
continue to involve RSVP volunteers, and we

should build on the clear success of the
National RSVP Literacy Project.

Respite care is an area where volunteers can uniquely serve. It is recognized

that the need for help to family caregivers has increased beyond the community's

ability to respond. The National Association of RSVP Directors wcrked with ACTION on

the recently completed evaluation of family caregiver services. heartily agree

with the general conclusion of the study that "ACTION's family caregiver services are

much needed, high-return volunteer activities,
warranting both appreciation and ex-

pansion,"

The third national initiative is in the area of intergenerational programming.

We have discussed the library after-school
program with Congresswoman Olympia Snowe's

office, and we support the wide involvement
of RSVP volunteers working with latchkey

children in libraries. RSVP volunteers have been working with a variety of programs

with latchkey children and ACTION has just launched a library after-school program at

13 RSVP project sites.

Ve are r,commending an authorization
level of $2 million for each of the three

national initiatives. We estimate that the full authorization would enable RSVP pro-

jects to recruit as many as 66,000 additional RSVP volunteers.

We are very much in favor of elevating
the position of Director of the Older

American Volunteer Programs (OAVP) to a Presidential appointment and of reinstating

1 C
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three separate positions to direct RSVP, the Senior Companion, and the Foster Grand-

parent Programs. In the early years of ACTION, the OAVP Director position was a

Presidential appointment. It would certainly enhance the program to return the

position to this level, and it would provide for core focus. It is equally true that

each of the three OAVP programs de,o'ves an individual chief to direct the national

efforts.

The National Association of RSVP Directors recommends a 52 annual increase in

funding levels. There are now over 400,000 RSVP volunteers, but there are 35 million

Americans eligible to join RSVP. The cost-effectiveness of RSVP is undeniable.

fielding one volinteer for an entire year has a federal cost of $91. We would like

to ask for a percentage increase higher than 52, but given the realities of the budget

we will keep our re,ommendation at 5Z.

RSVP projects have had real nardships over the past decade because ACTION grants

have no mechanism to deal with inflation. Congress tried to relieve some of this

pressure by allocating a one-tim COLA for FY88. Thus RSVP projects received a 3.4Z

increase last year alter more than a decade without inflationary increases. We feel

there needs to be a provision built-in to the authorizing legislation to insure that

grantees receive a minimal LOLA each time their annual grant is renewed.

We are proud to be associated with RSVP, and we look forward to working with you

as you develop your legislation The very notion of senior voluntarism has only

emerged in the last 25 years. It stands on the threshold of much greater influence

in retired peoples' lives. It is ironic that the enthusiastic promoters of national

volunteer service have overlooked the vast contributions of older volunteers.

We would like to thank you, especially Congressman Kiidee, for your awareness of

this great resource. We are very grateful for your commitment and for the legislation

that encourages the increasing involvement of senior volunteers.

Thank you, Congressman Kildee and members of the Committees, for the opportunity

to appear here today on behalf of the National Association ot RSVP Directors.
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RSVP
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RSVP DIRECTORS. INC

The National Association of RSVP Directors, Inc. was created in 1976 in
Chicago, Illinois, at a meeting of interested RSVP Directors from across
the country. Officers were elected and were charged with developing by-
laws and operating procedures. The organization is incorporated in the
State of Indiana and has 501(c) (3) status.

PURPOSE

The purpose of NARSVPD, Inc. is to provide visibility and advocacy for
RSVP; to encourage a network of comuunications among RSVP Directors and
projects, and to be a vehicle for expression of majority opinion on be-
half of RSVP and older Americans to ACTION, the Administration on Aging,
Congress, and other appropriate governmental and national organizations.

STRUCtURE

Active membership is open to all RSVP Directors. Active members have
voting priv,'eges. Associate membership is available to other RSVP pro-
ject staff aid to all other interested persons or groups. NARSVPD, Inc.
is operated through a Board of Directors. The Board of Directors is com-
posed of nationally elected officers (President. Vice President, Secre-
tary, Treasurer) and nine Regional Representatives. The Board of Direc-
tors meets twice a year. The fall meeting is held in Washington, D.C.

NATIONAL AGENDA

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF RSVP Directors through workshops and training
programs of technical assistance.

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT through networking with both the private sector and
public agencies.

ADVOCACY for older Americans as a national resource.

COMMUNICATION on issues and ideas relevant to RSVP.

REPRESENTATION for those served b, RSVP, speaking on their behalf before
national government agencies and ,ther national organizations.

MANAGEMENT of RSVP' to aid in RSVP project management through he devel-
opment of surveys and data bases.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT.

Winifred Dowling, President
2 Civic Center Plaza
El Paso, TX 79901-1196
(915) 541-4374

trances F. Butler, Washington Rep.
11481 Bingham Terrace
Renton, VA 22091

(703) 860-9570
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RSVP DIRECTORS ASSOCIATIONS ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Developed public/private partnership with B. Daltun Booksellers, Ladbach Literacy Action,
and ACTION to fund RSVP components in adult literacy.

Developed public/private partnership with EXXON and ACTION to recruit more men into RSVP,

Developed and published "how-to" nanuals with the American Association for International

Aging to show interested persons around the world how to start RSVP. Supported
the "sirter cities" concept of RSVP projects in Mexico. The first was estab-
lished in 1988.

Assists Directors across the country in securing State and local funding of RSVP. In
one State, Alabama, the State Directors Association is the recipient of State
funds for allocating to projects.

Promotes the Older American Volunteer Proglams during National Volunteer Week, with ac-
tivities such as tle national balloon launch organized in 1988.

Developed nationwide agreement with the Volunteer Talent Bank of the American Associa-
tion of Retired Persons.

Developed national awards programs, such as the annual award to an exemplary ACTION
employee.

Presents training sessions and workshops at annual corferences of volunteer and aging

organizations, such as the Delaware Conference on Aging and the National Council
on the Aging.

Addresses national issues in the area of voluntarism and aging in the Public Health Ser-
vices Year 2000 Health Objectives Project, the American Red Cross Volunteer 2000
Conference, the 1991 White House Conference on Aging, among others.

Conducts association surveys to improve programming, such as the surveys on computeriza-
tion of projects, salary and benefit levels, and information on volunteers and
sponsors.

Supports individual projects with recognition items, computer software, and public rela-
tions aids, including press releases and radio spots.

Members of the Leadership Council of Aging Organizations, Generations United, The Na-

tional Association of Families Caring for their Elders, Yea]. 2000 Health Objec-
tives Consortium.
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much for your testimony. I think
volunteerism in this country probably finds its roots back in the
barn raising type of attitude we had as a pioneer country.

Most of us probably have rural roots. I know I do, although I was
born in the big city.

It is a very strong phenomenon in America; volunteerism is part
of our greatness.

I am glad you mentioned part D for the frail elderly. I think that
is one of the greatest accomplishments of this subcommittee, that
part D.

I wish the appropriations committee would fully fund that.
It was a great accomplishment. It was absolutely bipartisan. We

had support on both sides in this committee and on the Floor, too.
I am glad you mentioned that.
Ms. Williams.
Ms. WILLIAMS. This is a great honor, to be here. I think Congress-

man Tauke for assisting and thank you, Chairman Kildee, for
having me here.

As you know, I am Marian Williams, from Dubuque, Iowa. I have
been with the Retired Senior Volunteer Program for 15 years. Con-
gressman Tauke's mother Ilsther was real active in this field of
aging and helped start and was on my advisory council for many
years.

You mentioned that hisCongressman Tauke's father, Joe is
also a volunteer at the law enforcement center.

In my 15 years with RSVP, I have seen him change both in the
direction and concept of volunteering.

At one time volunteers were recruited to help with meal pro-
grams, do mailings, and other things, and it was set up to help full
the needs of the senior volunteer.

As a Member of the National Association of RSVP Directors, I
feel this group has helped change the concept of volunteering.

We are recruiting the handicapped. One lady in the nursing
home does phoning regularly to remind people of meetings and to
remind them for the YW that their membership is expiring, et
cetera.

Another volunteer had a stroke last year, was very active and is
now confined to a wheelchair. Quite an alert man. Fortunately, the
stroke did not affect his speech. So heI talk with him. He was
quite depressed. About the same time I was talking to a middle
school principal. He said .Ae had a need to have some books put on
tape for some of his students with reading disabilities.

So Carlton jumped at the chance. He is now doing a lot of that
from the home. He can do it in between his therapy and it is just a
tremendous opportunity.

A lot of times we have to go out and create these volunteer op-
portunities, but it fills certainly the community need as well as the
volunteer need.

The senior volunteers have as diversified backgrounds as any
other group. They include the retired professionals, the blue collar
workers, the low income, the middle income, the upper income, as
was brought out earlier. men, women, minorities, handicapped, the
educated and the uneducated.

I have a problem with "un" or "non." I feel like a nonperson.
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We have such a wide variety of volunteer opportunities and a
wide variety of volunteer needs from the community. So we are
able to place most all volunteers, the widowed men are interesting.

My testimony I presented earlier, which I would like put on
record- -

Mr. KILDEE. It will be made part of the record.
Ms. WILLIAMS. I talked about two men whose family members

had called me. They were very depressed. The one man gave the
shells of his gun to his daughter so he would not kill himself.

The wife had taken care of everything. The other man was in
mental health. Now they're volunteering together. They patrol the
grounds of the hospital because they were having a lot of trouble
with vandalism. They have cut vandalism 70 percent.

They stay at the hospital. They have supper at night together,
and they have also joined support groups and they are helping
bring in other men.

They have brought in three other recently widowed men to vol-
unteer. So it is really a great experience and the man is out of
mental health.

RSVP have given many volunteers a new beginning in life. They
are helping in the parks with natural resources, crime prevention
in museums, in schools, hospitals.

A lot of the men are visiting nursing homes, playing cards with
residents in nursing homes. A few years ago, you couldn't get a
man to go in there except to visit a family member.

Now we have them doing it regularly. As we all are aware, Mrs.
Bush is concerned about feeding the hungry. Without RSVP in
many areas, and the senior volunteers, this would be almost impos-
sible to accomplish.

Volunteers are helping in the meal programs. In food pantries in
Dubuque alone, they are feeding almost 100 a day to a sit down,
hot dinner that is prepared strictly by volunteers.

It is just a tremendous thing. I stop in and eat with them occa-
sionally and I think it is so nice to see the volunteers sealing one
on one with the hungry and there's families that come in. Many of
them are homeless, this is in conjunction with a mission so they
always can stay ; here.

There are about 300 volunteers in the Second Congressional Dis-
trict of Iowa, giving respite care. This is not necessarily 20 hours a
week, but it is several days a week. They are giving time to the
primary care giver. So they can leave the home. They can go gro-
cery shopping. They can get their hair done, whatever. They are
helping with the cancer patients, through the cancer mound group
and so forth.

They are helping with other debilitating diseases. This is keeping
this patient possibly out of a nursing htme for a longer period of
time because the primary caregiver can have the opportunity to
get out and away from it.

The retired senior volunteer program, contrary to some thoughts,
some people's thoughts, is not a wealthy person's program. Volun-
teers as well as directors come from all walks of life.

There's no income guidelines to be a volunteer. They do not re-
ceive a stipend. In many of our cases, they are not receiving reim-
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bursement, because there is not enough money to reimburse them
for their mileage or transportation expenses.

This is very sad. As I said, we are recruiting persons from all
walks of life, but we do make a special effort to find the low
income, the handicapped, minority persons. If we have the senior
companion program or foster grandparents program in our commu-
nities, we make the referral, the same as they make a referral to
us.

In our case, we do have a foster grandparents program, but
many times they will work 10 to 15 hours a week. They do not
want to commit to the fiveor the 20 hours a week because they
don't want to give up their quilting group at church or something.

Funding is a concern. I was so careful when I did my written
report for watching typos, I made a major one. I put in there 4.3
percent COLA increase. It is 3.4

Mr. KILDEE. We will make that correction.
Ms. WILLIAMS. Thank you. Of all of them I could have done- -
Mr. KILDEE. It is better to err that way.
Ms. WILLIAMS. That is our first increase from Action in the last

ten years. Currently we are trying to maintain our programs which
is being done with great difficulty. We feel there is a need to be
growing. There is a need for additional programs and additional
money could help the existing programs expand into other commu-
nities.

Mr. Grandy asked before, as did Mr. Poshard, about going into
rural communities. In my area I have had to close two other coun-
ties near me because of lack of funding. We are touching five coun-
ties. I would love to be able to go into all five of then. But there is
no money in those and these small communities could not give
local support to it.

It was one of the most difficult things I have ever had to do. The
one was able to continue on their own. The other one just closed up
their volunteer program.

With very minimal monies, we could expand into other commu-
nities with satellite programs.

In Iowa currently, we are covering 35 counties out of 99. That is
a sad ratio. I understand that that is about the same ratio as it is
nationwide. One-third of the c.ounties have a retired senior volun-
teer program in them.

The cost of RSVP, I feel, is quite minimal. Other ones are getting
the same amount of the grant as I am.

So I think we could do so much more with expansion if there
were monies available.

We really would like to offer our volunteers reimbursement and
we try to reach the low income and offer them reimbursement for
transportation.

But we are never sure who is low income because we have no
income guidelines to be a volunteer. It hardly seems fair, because a
lot of the other volunteers are going out three, four, five days a
week and helping and we don't have it in our budgets.

The RSVP programs a very flexible and we wee the program as
having a large growth potential.
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It would be nice if we could say in five years we will cover two-
thirds of the counties. We identify the need and we see volunteers
as the solution to many of the community needs.

I thank you for allowing me to speak today and if you find the
money, I would be glad to expand into other counties.

[The prepared statement of Marian Williams follows:]
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Congressman Kildee and Members of the Committee:

I'm Marian Williams, Retired Senior Volunteer Program Director from Dubuque, Iowa.
Thank you for inviting me to give testimony on legislation to reauthorize the Domestic
Volunteer Service Act. I have been working with the Retired Senior Volunteer Program
for fifteen years and have held the position of Director since 1975.

Congressman Tom Tauke's mother, who is deceased, served on the Advisory Coun-
cil of the Dubuque Retired Senior Volunteer Program for six years. I had the pleasure
of having her as a fiend and also a person I could call on for help and advice as
needed. Esther was instrumental in promoting volunteerism in the area as she was
working in the field of aging.

The Retired Senior Volunteer Programs are helping many communities in interesting
ways. Congressman Tauke's father, Joe, has been an RSVP volunteer at the Dubuque
Law Enforcement Center for many years. He currently volunteers at the information
desk and assists staff with other duties as necessary, including writing notices for delin-
quent parking tickets, filing, and helping people fill out information forms.

Volunteers are also working with law enforcement personnel in crime prevention for
older persons. Door and window locks have been installed for elderly and hand-
icapped families. These devices are being installed at low cost or no cost. Home
safety is important, and volunteers help with home repairs such as repairing hand rails,
windows, installing smoke detectors and other things to make people feel safe. Many
times these simple repairs enable people to remain in theirown homes a little longer
and put off the necessity of entering a nursing home coo soon.

Retired Senior Volunteers prepare and serve meals at the Rescue Mission in
Dubuque seven days a week to between 50 to 100 homeless and hungry individuals
and families. The volunteers also work at the Food Pantry and Salvation Army, helping
prepare and distribute food boxes to needy families.

In Cedar Rapids, Iowa, the Public Library and the Retired Senior Volunteer Program
have launched an after school program for childr6.1 age nine and older. PROJECT
ASK (After School Kids) brings RSVP volunteers together with children who need assis-
tance with homework, reading or writing skills and research projects. Senior Volun-
teers, trained in library skills, work individually with children to help them learn to use
library resources. The library is staffed by Senior Volunteers Mondaythrough Thursday
afternoons from 3 to 7 p.m Many of these young people would have to return to an
empty house because parents are still at work

Literacy is a proolem we are all concerned about. Many hundreds of Retired Senior
Volunteers are assisting with literacy counseling in cooperatiun with community
colleges and other agencies. Currently one Senior Volunteei in Dubuque is teaching
three students. Through volunteers, we are finding more persons needing literacy
counseling.

Many Senior Volunteers in Dubuque have been trained in financial counseling
through the County Extension program These volunteers are helping families and in-
dividuals plan budgets and are making referrals to other agencies, if necessary.
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About a year and a half ago a lady called my office concerned about her father, Ed,
who had recently been widowed. He was threatening suicide and was very seriousabout it. She brought him to my office for an interview and I found that he would really
like to volunteer in the hospital in which his wife had died. As he had knee surgery
several months previous, he felt that walking could be good for him. I contacted the
maintenance department of The Finley Hospital and as the hospital is located near ajunior high school, there had been some trouble with vandalism. Ed consented topatrol the parking ramp and grounds every weekday afternoon.

Six months later I received another phone call from a lady who was concerned abouther father-in-law having recently been widowed He, too, was seriously consideringsuicide. I talked to Ken and introduced him to Ed. They formed their own supportteam and are now helping five days weekly at the hospital. They are also taking part ina support group and are participating in other community activities. This is really a partof suicide prevention.

The Retired Senior Volunteer Program volunteers can and often do the same type ofvolunteering that is done by Foster Grandparents and Senior Companion Programs.The Retired Senior Volunteers do not receive any stipend, however

Retired Senior Volunteers are helping in schools on a regular basis. Almost ten yearsago, Lela came to the RSVP office to inquire about volunteer opportunities. After she
completed the registration form, we discussed various ways volunteers were needed
One pressing area was in an elementary school helping students with learning disabil-ities. Her trepidation was great, as she did not have a degree nor had she ever taughtschool. After the principal and I explained that it wasn't necessary, she consented totry one morning a week. Within a month, Lela had changed her personal calendar andwas helping four mornings a week. She continues to do this yet; the children love her,
and she is having a meaningful experience in life. She does not receive a stipend forher work with these learning disabled children.

Another area of assistance to children is the "Every School Telephone Help Line."This is a point of contact for information and/or support for children when home aloneor without adult supervision. The youngster may call the Senior Volunteer daily from 3
to 7 p m., just to tell a happy story ofsomething that happened at school. The volun-teer provides some positive reinforcement

or encouragement. Sometimes the child willcall because he is frightened or someone is at the door or maybe it is a windy day andthere are different noises in the house Many times the children are just lonely. About
150 calls are received monthly in this program in Waterloo, Iowa.

The Retired Senior Volunteer Programs, of course, recruit for the traditional volunteer-
type opportunities; however, many of the volunteers are helping with non-traditional
work. One of these areas is providing respite care. This enables the primary care giveran opportunity to leave the home for short periods of time to do grocery shopping,
doctor appointments, hair or barber shop trips, or possibly just give them a chance tobe alone. In the second congressional

district of Iowa, there are about 300 fam,lies
receiving ..espite care from Senior Volunteers

Mary has been a volunteer for many years, She is now 85 years old and hasn't beenslowed down a bit. Currently she is helping the Red Cross, American Cancer Society,Dubuque Museum of Art, Greater Dubuque Development Corporation, Hillcrest Family
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Services, United Way, and is willing to assist as needed and when called by our office
She give between 30 and 40 hours weekly. AU of this work is outside her own home
and she walks to most of the assignments.

Telephone Reassurance Programs are also a help to people wanting to remain in
then vwn homes. In cooperation with The Finley Hospital, sponsor of RSVP in Dubu-
que, Iowa, the program is staffed by volunteers in the Emergency Department At a pre-
arranged time daily, a volunteer calls the persons to assure their well being. If the
recipient has a health complaint, a nurse will call later to ascertain if medical help is
needed. In the case of no one answering the phone, emergency procedures go into
effect. This includes contacting a neighbor or relative and, rf necessary, the police.
Many Retired Senior Volunteer Programs have very similar programs to help the elderly
remain independent. One case is a couple Irving alone--the man was wheelchair bound
and quite senile, so his wife always answered the phone. On this particular day the hus-
band answered and the volunteer was not able to talk to his wife. He stated that she
couldn't come to the phone at the time The volunteer persisted and finally he said she
way lying on the floor and couldn't get up An ambulance was called and she was
taken to a hospital for the necessary care.

Another program instituted by Retired Senior Volunteer Program Directors is BABES
(Beginning Alcohol Basic Educaticn and Studies) This is substance abuse prevention
work with puppets to promote living and self concepts for children. Retired Senior
Volunteers go to schools and day care centers with their puppets and script and assist
in helping young children understand the problems and prevention methods. It has
been very successful in many areas across the nation.

When Don came to the office he really was interested in getting involved as a volun-
teer. His hobby is woodworking. That was perfect, as a school for severely and
profoundly handicapped needed some equipment that was cost prohibitive for them to
purchase. They gave Don a picture of the items and he proceeded to make chairs to fit
two children with a special need He also made a conveyor to help with sorting cans
and bottles This is a dexterity exercise for these children These special students now
have equipment that may not have been possible if an RSVP volunteer hadn't
responded to the need

Many programs provide services to senior citizens, and Retired Senior Volunteers pro-
vide community service Where there is a need, there is a Retired Senior Volunteer

Alberta retired a few years ago as an executive secretary to the superintendent of
schools She wanted to volunteer, but not too often. She said there were only so many
walls to wash, cabinets to clean and other housework to be done. But, again she
reminded me that she didn't want to get tied down to volunteer work. One half day a
week would be enough and maybe more than enough I asked her to help at the
United Way office with some typing and she consented but said, "I don't want to be tied
down " A month later she phoned to say that she was back in the world of the 'wing
again and was volunteering two full days and a half day weekly.

Senior Volunteers also help with VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance). This invol-
ves essisting older persons in filling put their income tax forms. Volunteers receive ex-
tensive training to accomplish this assignment
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A big problem Retired Senior Volunteer Program directors are having is fundraising It
seems we are spending as much time trying to raise money to maintain the program as
we are trying to find volunteers to fill the community needs. Not only do we want to
maintainBUT--we want to grow and that is becoming more difficult on the limited
monies available. Fund raising is a very genuine concern for us. Last year RSVP
received a al% COLA increase, and this was the first ACTION increase in the past ten
years.

RSVP recruits and places volunteers with agencies in a variety of opportunities Al-
though we have Memorandums of Understanding with these agencies, and we request
them to keep records of volunteer hours, many times the agencies take ownership.
They call them "their volunteers' and tend to forget that they were onginally recruited
and placed by a staff in the Retired Senior Volunteer Program. Although we do site
visits regularly, there just isn't enough staff to accomplish additional visits.

It appears there Is a misconception that RSVP is a wealthy persons' program. Direc-
tors and volunteers come from all walks of life. Ever though there are no income '
guidelines to b9 a volunteer, many volunteers are low-income persons. The Retired
Senior Volunteer Program provides opportunities for low income persons as well as
providing services to assist them to become more independent and remain inde-
pendent. We need to clear up the myth - -RSVP SERVICES are TO and FOR LOW IN-
COME INDIVIDUALS,

There IS a need for funding of additional Retired Senior Volunteer Programs. In Iowa,
only one new full-time program has been instituted since 1981. RSVP has grown by its
own efforts. We have had to be creative and innovative with the very limited resources
available. if additional monies were made available, I'm sure that most of the RSVP
programs could expand and meet other needs in our community as well as in new
communities.

Our reimbursement policy is to offer out of pocket expenses to all volunteers. Many
of the RSVP's have had to offer it only to those volunteers we know are in the low in-
come category and needing the transportation reimbursement. This hardly seems fair
but with our budget limitations, there just is not enough money.

Although we seek out low-Income, handicapped and minority persons for involve-
ment in the community, there is also a need to find volunteer opportunities for the
recently-retired persons RSVP can be, and often is, a real life saver for the new retiree
These persons have a wealth of knowledge and need to keep utilizing their time and
skills.

The Retired Senior Volunteer Programs are flexible and help to meet the cot munity
needs RSVP not Only identifies areas needing help but helps create volunteer oppor-
tunities People need to be needed. Volunteering gives the Senior Citizen an oppor-
tunity to contribute to the community and fill both community and personal needs.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to present testimony on behalf of the Retired
Senior Volunteer Program Many people see retired people as a problemRSVP
sees retired people as a solution to many of our community problem,
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Ms. Williams. I appreciate your testimo-
ny I will start with a few questions here more directly on the
foster grandparent and senior companion programs.

How big a role does a stipend play in enabling low income people
to make a 20 hour per week commitment to serving in these pro-
grams?

Ms. MANLEY. Our peoplethe foster grandparents really need
that money. They really do not have the money to get out each day
to be a volunteer. Much as they would like to, many times they
will say to me, I would love to be able to do this, to say that I
would do this, even if I didn't get the money, but the truth is, I
have to have that money to survive.

The income limits are quite low, as you know. I consider it very,
very important. I testified on this before the Senate at the time
that Action was proposing the nonstipended clause in the law.

Our people are volunteers and they talk about themselves as
being volunteers. But they are always proud of this little job and
their is notI feel really good when payday comes. I feel as though
I have earned it. They feel the same way.

I think that it is very, very important.
Mr. KILDEE. Dwight.
Mr. RASMUSSEN. I think I can reiterate that somewhat. I think

anybody who is paid any kind of reimbursement feels somewhat
more of a commitment to do the job, but to do the job well, because
there is some financial reimbursement riding on their ability to
complete that job.

I believe that it also helps with the 20 hour a week commitment,
that that is said to them in the very beginning.

This is the commitment we are making to you with the reim-
bursements, and the financial ability for us to reimburse you on
this.

Now we expect that you will commit yourselves to the full 20
hours a week.

Sometimes that is difficult for someone who is 75 or getting close
to 80 years old, but if they know that going in up front, that that is
a commitment they are making on the 20 hour work week for the
financial reimbursement, that is going to hclp them and their life-
style somewhat.

I think it all works together and does pull that commitment into
a strong frame. We du have those individuals who do get ill. They
are not able to work that full 20 hours a week for a short period of
time, but knowing that their volunteer commitment kind of de-
pends on their ability to come back and work 20 hours pulls that
all together.

So I believe the stipend does have an awful lot to do with that.
Senior companions I believe have a bit more turnover than foster

grandparents. We are in the private home setting. We are seeing
very sick, very frail, senior elderly individuals. That can sometimes
be difficult to deal with on a four hour basis, when you are in that
home along, with that individuals.

In the foster grandparents setting, they have staff around some-
times in the institutions. I think that is very important because
they work with some very difficult clients also. But when you are
home alone or in that private home setting with someone who may
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be bed-bound or terminally ill, I think that financial stipend canhelp pull that commitment together.
As a director, it is our responsibility and our sponsoring agencies

and our volunteer stations to make sure we try to watch the burn-
out effort and that we place them with other clients that there is
always a kind of uplifting experience for them, too. Maybe someone
90 or 95, but still sharp as a tack and wanting to get out who needs
a little bit of assistance.

We all have a responsibility to that.
Mr. KILDEE. What I have seen going around my own district, the

five counties I represent, is that very often that ability to earn
some money for themselves enhances their own dignity as they are
out trying to promote the dignity of the other person they are serv-
ing.

There is a dual dignity lifting here.
Do you find that rather common out there?
Mr. RASMUSSEN. Very prevalent. I believe I said that in my oral

remarks.
The obligation of that senior companion or the foster grandpar-

ents it contributes to the independence of both the client as well as
the volunteer. They have something to get up for in the morning.
They have someplace to go, and the biggest thing they are doing is
that they have someone to help.

Most of these people have been in the helping role all of their
life anyway, especially the women. Now we are seeing a fairly high
influx of men who have worked all their lives. Now they haven't
had that chance to help somebody. We are seeing that grow some-
what. It is exciting to see the male, the senior male get involved in
wanting to help an Alzheimer's patient or someone who is termi-nally ill.

The assignments are so varied that there is plenty for everybody
to do. It does contribute to the independence of both.

Ms. MANLEY. Along these lines, we value work in this, society.
The person who is productive is the person who gets the most re-
spect. The paycheck is an indication of a productive individual.
They respond in that way. It means they are worth something.

Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Grandy.
Mr. GRANDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me begin by apologizing. I have to leave in about five or ten

minutes to catch a flight.
Let me ask some questions about two topics, the nonstipended/

stipend discussion and the cost of living adjustment.
In the nonstipend program, do you have any data that indicate-;

how many nonstipend volunteers were at one point stipended? How
many switched over?

We are talking about a small universe anyway, of, what, 80 in
the entire program? How many of those were originally stipended
and stayed in the program as nonstipended employees?

Ms. MANLEY. I cannot give you any numbers. I have anecdotal
information of directors who have told me about nonstipended
people they had, and it was interesting, they usually were in statehospitals.

It would be a spouse who could not get the stipend, who would go
with the two, the married couple would go together and one would
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work as a nonstipended volunteer with the husband. I did get a
lady, a spouse, and she lasted for seven weeks.

Mr. GRANDY. I was just intrigued by something that was in Ms.
Dowling's testimony, saying 41 percent of the RSVP program arelow income, which has no stipend at all.

You just reimburse for expenses, is that correct?
Ms. DOWLING. If we can.
Mr. GRANDY. Then we have a study here that I guess was con-

ducted by Action which you may know about which says that non-
stipended volunteers worked cooperatively at many volunteer sta-
tions, many nonstipended volunteers had served on a stipended
basis for many years before advancing age cut back on their ability
to commit a full 20 hour week.

If we assume what Mr. Rasmussen says is true, and if we are a
rapidly aging society, won't there be a market for some of these el-
derly folks that cannot fulfill a 20 hour work week but could per-
form on a lesser role who could move from a stipended category to
a nonstipended category?

Isn't there a need to perhaps maintain those folks as well?
Ms. DOWLING. I will give you the example of what we do in El

Paso.
If there are people who can no longer serve full time with FGP

or SCP, foster grandparents or senior companions, they becomeRSVP volunteers.
Mr. GRANDY. You move them into the nonstipended?
Ms. DOWLING. Exactly. They are still covered by insurance which

is an advantage. When we can, we reimburse them for transporta-
tion and meals.

It is a very sensible transition. Our position always was that thatis what nonstipended volunteers are, RSVP.
Mr. GRANDY. I grant you that. But is there always an RSVP pro-gram to go into?
Ms. DOWLING. That is true, but almost always there is, very veryrarely will you find a situation where there is not.
Mr. GRANDY. In rural areas I think that is probably more true

than in urban areas.
Are you maintaining that there is an administrative burden in

recruiting these nonstipended volunteers and it is not worth the
cost?

Ms. MANLEY. There is an administrative burden, definitely. I
have always made it a practice to overand if it was not legal to
have nonstipended volunteers before, I was never aware of that. I
know other directors who were not aware of that.

I have always offered that. I have not been able to get anyone todo that.
But the more people you have, were I to have recruitedsucceed-

ed in recruiting some, then I would have more people to train,
more people to supervise, and more people to offer support to. allkinds of support that we offer them.

It definitely is an administrative burden, the more we have themore work there is.
Mr. GRANDY. How much effort is put into recruiting the nonsti-

pended volunteer? Is that a significant portion of your administra-
tive overhead?
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Mr. RASMUSSEN. Currently I believe in my project very little is
added into our administrative costs for recruitment or training or
anything of that sort, Mr. Grandy.

But the intent of the language says to us, "You are encouraged
to do that." Whether or not we do that, is that going to be a diffi-
cult problem for us?

The encouragement we feel in there is kind of a drawback to us.
If I might respond to the first part of your question in reference to
the number of volunteers that were once nonstipended and then
the language came in and assumed that, I am aware of one project
that probably had seven or eight prior to the language, after the
language, then there were also maybe seven or eight.

Mr. GRANDY. I guess in terms of administrative costs, the nonsti-
pended volunteer is not really obligated to fulfill a 20 hour work
week and is then not obligated to fill out time and attendance
sheets.

So there is no enormous administrative bookkeeping and over-
head for these volunteers. I wouldn't think they would cost the pro-
gram a lot of money at this point.

Mr. RASMUSSEN. That is difficult for me to answer, because I have
not utilized them nor do I at this point have an Interest. I realize
there may be a pool there. I guess I am lucky enough that I have an
allocated RVSP program, and it is very close to me, and I can refer to
that.

I believe the intent strays fromor itit strays from the intent
of Congress in the low income.

I feel like there are other ways to utilize those individuals and
their talents, rather than pull them into what no,. traditionally
been the low income stipended program.

I think you also have some controversy, I have heart this with
some of the programs, where you have someone who is getting a
stipend and someone who is not. If they get into in-service training
together, that that has caused some frictivn.

Mr. GRANDY. I can understand that point. I'll go back to the pos-
sibility that there may be those nonstipended formerly stipended
employees who want to stay in the program just because they have
a commitment to service, that they believe in the volunteer compo-
nent of this program. I am not sure that that is a worthwhile en-
deavor, to cut those individuals off.

That is my concern. Again, we are talking about a pitifully small
amount of people. I am wondering what the big deal is in terms of
getting rid of it or keeping it. It does not seem to cost a lot either
way. I do think we should be trying to encourage as much volun-
teerism as we can.

I have just one more question.
Regarding the COLA, the five percent increase that you would

like to see, that would go to your administrative budget in the
field; is that correct?

Ms. MANLEY. If it was five percent of the total budget. Some of
that could go for the needs I am describing.

Mr. GRANDY. You are talking about a five percent cost of living
adjustment for the grant every year, an ongoing five percent in-
crease?
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Would that include the salaries of the people who work in the
program as well?

Ms. MANLEY. Foster grandparents or the stipend?
Mr. GRANDY. The five percent cost of living adjustment would in-

crease everything, would it not?
Ms. MANLEY. Right.
Mr. GRANDY. It would give you the flexibility to decide?
Ms. MANLEY. Well, we would have to work out the wording of

the legislation to see exactly how that would work.
Mr. GRANDY. You don't want us to pass a five percent cost of

living adjustment and say you cannot use it for salaries, right?
Ms. MANLEY. Are you talking about staff salaries or foster grand-

parent stipends?
Mr. GRANDY. Staff salaries.
Ms. MANLEY. No, no, I don't want you to do that.
Mr. GRANDY. I didn't think so.
But here is what I am asking. We are looking at these needed

cost-of-living adjustments supposedly in a time of tighter dollars
and kinder and gentler discussion with leaner and meaner budgets,
and it occurs to me, seeing as how in Mrs. Alvarado's testimony we
have seen that there is a very strong participatory element from
the private sector kicking in funds here, would it be conceivable to
devise a cost-of-living adjustment that would be contingent upon
your ability to get the organizations in your community to help you
underwrite your programs to kick in half of it?

In other words, if we came in with 2.5 percent, it would only be
happening if it was contingent upon a 2.5 math by the people that
underwrite you privately.

Ms. MANLEY. We have raised money locally and we have reached
the end of our rope.

Mr. GRANDY. You are saying the communities themselves--
Ms. MANLEY. That is right. My own agency cut back our United

Way funds by $8,000 this last year, plus the fact that there were
COLA adjustments to make, so it made a cut of about $14,000 in
our program and that was because they are hurting so badly with
all of their programs.

The money is simplythere are so many people going after that
private dollar and I think we have shown that we have been able
to get that money, but the rubber band is stretched awfully far atthis point.

Mr. GRANDY. Do you find the same thing, Mr. Rasmussen, in
terms of soliciting the communities for funds?

Mr. RASMUSSEN. In a very large sense, but I also believe that we
do have a responsibility to do that. The problem is, and where the
line is drawn is that the money is easier to get when it goes direct-
ly to the volunteer. When you are able to say, "We can add four
foster grandparents or two senior companions to serve 10 more in-
dividuals," they will listen more and buy into the proposal.

But if we ask them if we can use a certain percentage of that
money to increase our salary or to add one staff member for five
hours a week to help us recruit those five, then the dollar becomes
tighter because they are concerned about the administrative costs
as well as everybody is.
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I get $20,000 from a hospital corporation on a yearly basis. Every
bit of that money is tied to add five c,...:ditional Senior Companions.
They have bought into the program. They like us, they like the
staff because we do a fairly good job, but if I was to ask them for
$25,000 and say, "We would like to use $5000 of that for adminis-
trative costs," I don't think I would get it and I think I would jeop-
ardize the relationship that I have there. That is the difficulty.

Ms. DOWLING. I agree it is hard to raise money, especially in
rural areas. I know from RSVP that it is a lot harder for rural
RSVPs to raise money than urban. However, I do think that we
have a responsibility too, that we shouldn't just be here with our
hands out saying we would like more money, wouldn't that be nice.

I suggest that maybe we continue, that it might be tied to the
way the grants are now tied, that is for AFGP-SCP that it is a 90/
10 match and that for RSVP it is a 70/30 match. Maybe that would
be a possibility, that the additional monies would depend upon a 30
or a 10 percent match depending on the program.

Mr. GRANDY. This question comes up time and again when
people come before committees asking for increased funding. I
would like part:cularly in an area like this, where there has been a
private sector commitment to this, to in a sense hold their feet to
the fire as well, because some of these adjustments are inevitable
regardless of what the budget figures are. But the constant Federal
exposure is I think the wrong message to send to the private sector.

Ms. DOWLING Keep in mind that except for last year we have
had no kind of COLA for 10 years. Really the Leal areas do not
have the feeling that all this largess is coming from the Federal
Government. There is a commitment there. What do you think of
the idea of the 90/10 or the 70/30?

Mr. GRANDY. In other words, if there is a 5 percent increase we
provide 90 percent and the community provides 10?

Ms. DOWLING. Yes, because it would " ontinue the commitment on
both sides.

Mr. GRANDY. I wasn't here when those 90/10 formulas were
agreed. I sit on this side of the aisle and that seems like increased
Federal exposure, which is usually something I do not support. I
would consider some kind of cost sharing agreement.

Thank you.
Mr. KILDEE. Ms. Unsoeld.
Ms. UNSOELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wanted to thank the because even the best of st .stics

and reports there is a special impact when we hear from people
who have been actually doing the job. So thank you very much for
coming.

Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Poshard,
Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of

the committee. Forgive me if I am stepping on forbiddeu territory
here, but I couldn't help but notice some of the nonverbal reactions
of some of you folks when the previous panel was speaking.

Within your written testimony there is an obvious adversalal re-
lationship here of a sortmaybe it is -.ot as bad as I think it is,
between your programs and ACTION, What is under the table
here, the hidden agenda?
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Ms. DOWLING. Because I worked for ACTION for 10 years in
Washington, I feel very comfortable about dealing with ACTION.
But it is nice to have seen both sides.

The problem is not at allwhen we have been saying ACTION, I
think we are talking really about national policy. We are not talk-
ing about individual ACTION staff or the support that we get in
most cases, tremendous support, and I am sorry if I didn't really
make that clear, that there are some marvelous people in ACTION,
totally dedicated, smart and able, and willing to, after 15 years, to
get out there every day and work hard for our programs and see
them expand. They are great people.

I guess you could say in a nutshell that there are a number of
things that we haven't been happy about in the leadership.

Mr. POSHARD. Does anybody want to elaborate on that or am I off
base here, Mr. Chairman?

You have in your written testimony that there are policy consid-
erations that you are not satisfied with. What are those?

It seems to me that all of you are in the same boat, so to speak,
in terms of the constituency that you serve and that we ought to
have cooperation instead of divisive policies.

I am a freshman; I don't know whether I am asking the right
question or not.

Mr. KILDEE. There are no wrong questions here.
Mr. RASMUSSEN. As one freshman to another, I too remarked also

in my oral remarks about that type of relationship and I am, as I
said, I am four years old and the first project director that I came
to in 1985 here I heard the word ACTION family, welcome to an
ACTION family, a lot. I was proud to be a part of that and still am
proud to be a part of the ACTION family.

But there are variances and differences and I will give one exam-
ple, that when it comes to a regional or state training the national
associations that we have come together to form are not allowed
time on the agenda to work together and to network and to talk
about the things that we would like to see happen with the pro-
grams.

We are to meet after or before or any of the time during the
agendas. To me that seems that there is that barrier there. So in
my oral remarks, as a new officer, I would like to tear that barrier
down.

I believe that we have a lot to offer ACTION as people working
with the volunteers. We have a lot to offer them as well as they
have a lot to offer us.

I have a wonderful working relationship with our state office
people. I c.n call them at any time and ask them for anything. It
just seems as though on the national level that the associations
and individuals like ourselves are not utilized to our fullest capac-
ity, and I think that is what I would like to see a betterment for so
that we are working for the same cause.

I hope I elaborated enough on the fact that if we all work togeth-
er more of those seniors will be served and we will use more of
those seniors to help fill that community need.

Mr. POSHARD. Have you articulated those concerns to the
ACTION director?
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Mr. RASMUSSEN. The short period I have been involved with the
national association and attended two meetings with the staff here,
some of those concerns have been articulated.

Mr. POSHARD. Why would ACTION want to retain any barriers
between the organizations?

Mr. RASMUSSEN. I don't believe I have an opinion on that, sir. I
can't see a reason for it to tell you the truth, in my judgment.

If I might say one additional word, I believe that there is in some
sense a willingness on their part to utilize project directors. I was
invited back in November to be a part of the new director training.

When they brought all 44 projects together they invited three of
the Senior Companion directors back to assist in that training, and
I think that is a point to start and to continue with in national
trainings where they utilize our expertise and come to the associa-
tions and say, "What do you think about this?"

Tom Linhart did a wonderful job of putting that orientation to-
gether and he utilized three individuals who had been in the field
for 12 to 15 years and myself as th freshman, four years, so I
think that is a start, and I would like to see that expand.

Mr. POSHARD. One other comment, if I may. On the suggestion
that you made in terms of the cost share basis, I certainly favor
that sort of thing. I have been a cat ...L'ul observer of senior pro-
grams in my area and I have watched those programs almost be
demeaned to the point where it is sickening sometimes.

Many of our senior groups raise money through bake sales and
raffles. Every week it is something else just to come up with what-
ever amount of money they have to come up with to get he match-
ing funds from the state or Federal programs. It has alcost gotten
to the point where you can't go any further.

We don't have any big United Ways or big cities. I think the big-
gest town in my district is 15,000 people. El Paso has all kinds of
things that maybe help senior citizens; the rural areas of this coun-
try do not. They have to beat the bushes for money.

I would hope that a 90/10 could work to our advantage in the
rural areas in terms of maintaining quality of these programs.

Ms. DOWLING. At the same time giving people an opportunity to
contribute something. It gives them ownership.

Mr. POSHARD. That is right.
Ms. DowLINc You asked about the relationship with ACTION.

RSVP has really had a problem in these last few years because we
have been pretty much ignored. It was hard when you consider we
are 84 percent of the entire ACTION program.

One specific thing that happened in October is that ACTION said
they didn't have enough money to provide regional training in the
spring. Nolir ally ACTION trains twice a year for project directors.

So the associations together offered to do the training, and
ACTION just rejected it out of hand. Not only did they do that, but
then when they sent out a letter to the regions and the state offices
saying what would be allowed, they specifically said that it
shouldn't have anything to do with an association meeting, so natu-
rally we feel rebuffed.

Mr. POSHARD Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Poshard. You are no longer a fresh-

man.
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I want to thank the panel. It has been excellent. You people are
in the field. You serve the people. You have brought us a great
deal of information, insight, some new energy, too, and I appreciate
it very much. We will be in contact with you.

Mr. KILDEE. I really appreciate the patience of our last panel. I
will ask them to come forward now.

Joseph Nicholas, Senior Companion Volunteer; Edith Wells,
Foster Grandparent Volunteer; Jennie Walke., Retired Senior Vol-
unteer.

,,, Mr. Nicholas, do you want to start?

STATEMENTS OF JOSEPH NICHOLAS, SENIOR COMPANION VOL-
UNTEER; EDITH WELLS, FOSTER GRANDPARENT VOLUNTEER;
AND JENNIE L. WALKER, RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER

Mr. NICHOLAS. Mr. Chairman, Members of the committee, thank
you for th. opportunity to testify before you today. Good morning.
My name is Joseph Nicholas. I am a resident of the District of Co-
lumbia. I am an SC volunteer, working in the program sponsored
by the Institute of Gerontology, University cf the District of Colum-
bia.

I am currently working at the D.C. Village Nursing facility. For
seven years I have helped those who cannot help themselves. For
four hours per day, five days per week I care, share and give of
myself by expressions of love, concern and compassion.

I have three clients assigned to me. I help them in whatever way
I can, such as escorting clients to the various clinics and programs,
talking, cheering up and any other tasks that contribute to the
comfort and well-being of the clients.

One of my clients is bedridden. Every morning I have to have
prayer with her. The prayer sessions seem to help her cope with
the pain and suffering. In addition, there is renewed interest in
life.

This experience has given me a great sense of accomplishment
and pride. Working in the SC program has given me the joy of
going out of my home, preventing me from sitting around nursing
my own problems. I got involved in the program because I believe
that those of us who are not limited should take care of those who
can't take care of themselves. The SC program allows me to do
this.

Being an SC myself, this work helps me to maintain my physical
and mental health. The information I receive at the monthly in-
service training sessions is beneficial to both the client and SCs.

For example, at a recent training session we had, a presentation
was made on available energy services and cost-saving ideas. The
services and ideas passed on to the senior companion and subse-
quently to the clients will surely reduce the strain of our limited
income, especially those residing in homes or apartments.

The stipend provided has enabled me to maintain a reasonable
quality of life. Without it, I probably would have to seek employ-
ment elsewhere and apply for aid from the D.C. Department of
Human Services. I thank God for the strength and knowledge to be
able to help someone and pray that the program will be available
to me as a client when I can no longer care for myself.
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Thank you.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Nicholas
Edith Wells from Richmond.
Ms. WELLS. Mr. Chairman and the committee, good morning, or

afternoon. It is a pleasure to be here today to testify on this com-
mittee or to say a few words about my duties.

It has been a pleasure for me to be a Foster Grandparent, as I
am a grandparent and a great-grandparent. I work with the first-
graders in school, and during my time of work thereI have been
there four years, and I also have a lot of little children that I have
to contend with every day, and sometimes they can be very, very
upsetting and then again they can be making you very happy with
the things that they do. But during my time of being there, I have
found that the service that I am rendering has been more inspira
tional to the children and helpful as it has been to myself.

There are a lot of little children that come to school that they do
not get attention at home. They do not have the love and attention
that they really need. And when you see that you can make a child
happy or you can see a smile on their face, it means so much to
you, because I ki-Jw how my grandchildren are when something
goes for them, and they brighten up and the sal-1,e thing happens to
those children in the classroom.

I have certain duties that I perform with the children. Some of
the slow learners in the class, if they don't know their math or if
they cannot read, I have a round table that I sit, I take them to
myself while the teacher is working with the other class, and I
work with them.

For the last four years I have had about five children that were
either slow in reading or math, and I have helped them to accom-
plish what they needed to so they could pass their grades at the
end of the year. And that has made me feel real good, because I
know I have been of some help and I know the parent, if ,,iiey
knew what was going on, they would appreciate that.

During the time that I am in the classroom, the teacher feels
confident enough that she can leave the class with me and go out if
she needs to go, and the children will listen if I say, "Be quiet,"
and et cetera.

I have really enjoyed being a Foster Grandparent and as a volun-
teer. Of course, there are a few things that don't go your way all
the time and they are exactly as you expect them to be, but what is
going right in life all the time? We have our ups and downs so we
have to make the best of whatever. We would like things to be
better for us. ?am

I am a mother of five sons. I have 21 grandchildren. I have four
great-grandchildren. I have a handicapped son that I have to look
after each day, but during the morning hours while I am in school,
he has a personal care nurse to come in in the morning and this
gives me a break that I can get a way from that diversion. When I
leave school, I go back to that. But being in school, it helps me and
I am helping someone else also.

So I say to anyone that feels like they want to help someone,
work with the little children because they are very appreciative. If
I miss a day out of school, the next morning when I hit the door,
"Ms. Wells, where were you yesterday? We missed you." That
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makes you feel good if you have done something to help someone,
even a little child.

The Bible says "a little child will lead them," and if you watch
out, they will. I hope I can continue this program until I can't do it
and I mean that from the bottom of my heart.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you Ms. Wells. Very good.
Ms. Jennie Walker.
Ms. WALKER. Congressman Kildee, other Congress Members, in-

vited guests qnd my director, Dr. CoF y, good afternoon or good
morning, whichever. I am Jennie L. Waiker and I am here to speak
on the RSVP Volunteer Services which is sponsored by Family and
Child Services, Washington, D.C.

I have worked with Meals on Wheels, which was organized by
Ms. Sara Tollington at New York Avenue Presbyterian Church. I
worked siv years after the orientation meeting. I enjoyed serving
these people. They were so happy to see me, each day they would
come and ask me why I was so long getting back. I didn't work
every day, but maybe two days a week. They had other volunteers
for other days.

I would have a li:.Lie chat with them, and always tried to leave
them in a good feeling, smiling or what have you. Because I had
other meals to serve, and we tried to serve them so they would be
hot for the other peopleon my route I had a blind lady. She was a
darling. She could not see anything, so she asked me to help her
sign her check. That was the day that they have to pay. I was also
collecting. And I told her, yes, I would be glad to help her.

Then I would sit close to her and tell her where to start her pen,
and then I would say quietly to her, "You're doing fine. Now don't
move the pen. Just go straight along. Oh, that's good. Come down
just a little." Then she gets it done and I compliment her for her
effort in signing her check, and she was very grateful to me and
thanked me so many, many times, even gave me a Christmas
present that year.

Another stationI worked at Freidman's Hospital. I helped pa-
tients with reading material from the library, writing letters, and
listening to people tell of their situations and let them talk. I also
received patients for appointments to the doctors.

I then moved to Howard Hospital where I helped visitors and
families find their way through the new hospital. At the communi-
ty service at Simon Hamlin Methodist Church, here we were help-
ing the young people, young ladies and men, to find a job or stay in
school, and we had fairly good success with doing that. And Family
and Child Services, I helped with the mailing, writing, and babysit-
ting. Sometimes there were 10 children at a time.

But I hed a neighbor who was lonely and wanted something to
do, so I asked her if she would like to join RSVP. She said, "Well,
maybe. I'll go with you sometime." So she went with me one day
and enjoyed it. We both love children. That was Mrs. Montague,
and we are sorry about her passing last December.

RSVP has made it possible for us to go on trips, to moves, and we
were invited to the recognition programs where we received certifi-
cates as appreciation for our work. The luncheons and Christmas
parties were very enjoyable. Everyone was very happy, and we had
a good fellowship there.
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Now, the finance. The donation we receive is a small amount for
us. Of course, we don't hold back because of the amount. We stilldo the work. It is a small amount, because we are all on small in-
comes and we have our regular bills to pay, food to buy, and
clothes. Everything has gone sky-high now, as you know. In that
light, I feel that we should be given more.

I also worked with the American Diabetic Foundation and dowriting there. Through RSVP we are shoppers, office helpers,
friendly visitors, sales persons, thrift shop helpers, and we can help
handicapped people, and we have one that I visit who cannot walk,
and of course she cried about three months after she lost her hus-
band wanting to go home, and it is a sad situation.

We also have the deaf, the mentally retarded, and we can be hos-
pital aides or tutors. Through RSVP, we have made new friends,
helped in community problems, forgotten our own worries by help-ing others

We can be officially recognized by Action and our local RSVP.We might even find a second career. We feel with thismay I
leave this little point with you?we feel as a motto, "Others, Lord,
yes others, let this our motto be: Let us help others that we may belike thee."

It has been a pleasure working with the volunteers and I am
grateful for being invited here today. Congressman Kildee, I re-
ceived your letter, and it was very nice.

When we go to see these people who are so shut in and when we
go there and see them hoping to give them some consolation, theygive us consolation. We are so happy when we leave them.

So I thank you.
Mr. KILDEE. The you very much. I thank all three of you.
This has been the best panel; no disrespect to the others. I think

we agree it has been very good.
I have to philosophize a bit. My staff has probably heard this

before. I am a father of three teenagers, one in college, two in high
school.

When I came to Washington, they were four, five and six. Rais-ing my own children, my wife, and I also, felt it was very impor-
tant they have a good feeling about themselves, that they have a
sense of dignity and self worth. That is very important.

People have to have that good feeling about themselves. I tell the
story of my sixteen year old son, Paul. When he was about seven
years old, I was tucking him in bed one night, and heard his pray-
ers.

After he finished his formal prayers, he said "I love God, I love
Mommie, I love David, I love, Laura, and I love me."

That was very important. I went downstairs and told my wife,
that kid is going to make it. That's very important; that you really
respect yourself.

Obviously, in delivering services, whether it be math, shopping
services, or whether it be meals on wheels, or helping somebody,
praying with them, whatever, in doing that, if you can make themfeel a little better about themselves, that child who has not had
success before and feels he or she cannot do it, you can help themdo it.
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Or the person who feels life is just nothing, but you can bring
them joy by coming in there, or talking to someone with meals on
wheels as you deliver the meal, by also delivering a nice, kind word
to make them feel they are worth something.

I think that is really important. I think it is extremely impor-
tant. Maybe starting with you, Mrs. Wells, on how do those chil-
dren feel. The rest of you can join in if you have ideas on this. How
do they feel when you show them they can be successful in math?
Does that help them as a person, too, beyond just the skills they
have gained?

Ms. WELLS. They feel real good becausefirst, they didn't think
they could do it. When you continue to tell them just take a little
time, well, you add, you try to put your marks down. I have blocks
or soft counters at school, and you let them use those so they will
know how to do these things.

When they find out that they can do it, they are very proud they
are able to go back with the regular class and can perform with the
class, with the teacher, teaching them, that they don't have to be
with me to do this.

They love to be with me. But when they know they can go back
and perform with the class, it makes them feel real good, because
they they get a better mark on their report card.

It's a better grade average for them and everything.
You try to teach them how to take the words apart, pronounce

the words, recognize their alphabets, their letters, et cetera.
They feel real good.
Mr. KILDEE. It pains me very often when I go into a supermarket

and you see maybe a mother saying to her child, "You never do
anything right." That's child abuse, really. It really is. It's probably
more abusive than physical abuse. That child begins to feel that I
am not as good as others. I can't get things right. That's a terrible
thing to tell a child. I think that's really abusive.

Mr. Nicholas, in cwaling with the people you work with, can you
see that you are able to uplift them and make them feel a little
better about themselves?

Mr. NICHOLAS. I really do, Congressman. They get a joy out of it
and also, so do I. It is a wonderful feeling when you can help some-
body else that is less fortunate than you are.

I myself am 77 years old, and I can enjoy helping someone that
can't do for themselves.

Mr. KILDEE. Very good.
Mrs. Walker, can you talk about some experience perhaps where

you were able to feel someone felt better about themselves?
Mrs. WALKER. Yes, I can. This was at school. The young lady

well, a little over her age class, we decided to have this program,
and she was asked to recite a poem. Her mother said to me, you
can't put Margaret on the program because she won't speak. She
will in ybe start, but she will cry. I said why? She said oh, I don't
know. I said, okay, thank you. I will try and take care of that for
you.

So I gave Margaret a poem and she said to me, Oh, I don't be-
lieve I can do that. That's too long. I said that's not very long, Mar-
garet. You are a big now and you should be doing these kind of
things; and I said your mother told me that when you started
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speaking, you would always get up and cry. I said why are you
crying?

She said, Oh, the people make me nervous. I said well, we won't
do that this time. I said I'm going to be back there. I guess I can
say in the wings, and your mother will be out front. Your father
will be out there. All of the friends. I said you are going to speak to
them. And I said now, we are not going to cry and I don't want to
see you start from that platform, coming down and not say this
piece for me. We rehearsed, went through it.

The night came. Oh, it was beautiful. She did it and everyone
was so happy. Of course, I was bubbling over.

Mr. KILDEE. That is wonderful. You know, I am going to pass on
to Mrs. Unsoeld in a minute here, but when I first got elected
about 25 years ago to the State Legislature, I was in charge of the
prison budget, the prison authorization. I used to visit Jackson
Prison, in Jackson, Michigan, the largest walled prison in the
world. I visited the prisoners a great deal. I began to discover that
most of the prisoners there really did not think much of them-
selves. They didn't really think they had great worth or that they
had any dignity. You know, if you do not think you are worth any-
thing, then you certainly don't think other people are worth any-
thing.

If you don't think you have worth or dignity, it is much easier to
steal the other person's property because they have no worth, di&-
nity or importance; and even take their life. If I am not important,
their life is not important. If you respect yourself, you are much
more likely to respect someone else. If you think you have worth,
your self has dignity, you are more likely to respect the worth and
dignity of someone else.

I concluded most of the people there could take someone else's
property or life because they didn't respect themselves and there-
fore did not respect the other person. If we can help pc..ple respect
themselves, not only are they better, but also society is better.

I think you are doing a tremendous job in doing that.
Mrs. Unsoeld.
Ms. UNSOELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
What a pleasure it was to have you here today to tell us about

your experiences. As you indicated, Mrs. Wells, there are so often
children today who do not have anyone who are really giving them
that little encouragement and lift. What you all do, the other
people who are doing what you are doing, is so important. You
never know when it is that little bit of encouragement that is going
to have somebody make a major choice in where their life eventu-
ally goes.

Also, the sharing at other moments in our lives, sometimes not
so pleasant, but to have somebody to share it with so the burden is
not so great.

Thank you so much for coming today to help inspire us so that
we pick up and do our job better and with more enthusiasm and
thank you for sharing your joy in what you give to others with us.

Thank you.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mrs. Unsoeld.
Mr. Poshard.

I r, r)
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Mr. POSHARD. Well, I think all of you exemplifyone of the pray-
ers I always grew up with was Saint Francis of Assisi, when hesaid "For it is in giving we receive; for it is in understanding that
we are understood; it is in loving that we are loved."

I think all of you exemplify that. When I look out across our soci-
ety today and see all the people that are out there that are kind of
in the shadows of life, the homeless, the dispossessed, the disabled,
and the way some people tend to look at that part of our society
and those people as being almost drawbacks, almost dredges upon
society, to tax our resources and our energies and everything else. I
think you people, as all of us, should kind of look upon those folks
as real opportunities to validate ourselves. I think the Lord does
give us those folks, not just to help them, but to help us so that we
understand a little more about what life is really about.

I think you people do that very well, more than any of the rheto-
ric. I just thank you.

Ms. Wells, I'll tell you, as Chairman Kildee said, I have a 15 year
old and a 21 year old now. I missed half their lives being in this
business. I would have loved for you to have been their teacher.

Ms. WELLS. Thank ,5ou. I wanted to say something else. It has
given me a great pleasure to be here today. This is an opportunity
that I have never had, and I know I will probably never have it
again. So I want all of you to know it was well appreciated, and
thank you so much for the invitation.

Now I can go back to Richmond and tell them what wonderful
people I met. May God bless all of you. I wish you just all the best.
You all pray for me that I may continue to do what I am doing. I
am asking the Lord to use me where he needs me, because I don'tknow what his intentions are for me. As long as I am able, I am
going to continue to go on.

Thank you so much.
Ms. WALKER. May I say one thing? I am so happy to be here also.

I have not been to one of these sessions. I guess I thought it is all
right for me to go. When I told them yes, like I do always whenthey call me for any other thing, you just forget the word no, Ithink. But this was very beautiful. I am glad to have met all of you
wonderful people.

Thank you.
Mr. NICHOLAS. I just want to say I thank you, too, because this is

my first experience of this. It has been a wonderful experience.
Thank God for it.

[Applause.]
Mr. KILDEE. Let me say this. The proceedings of this hearing will

become part of the archives of the United States. They will be
printed up and permanently kept in the Library of Congress. As a
matter of fact, in case we do not have the wisdom to keep the
peace, which I pray to God we do have the gracc, to keep the peace,
we even put extra copies of the archives of the United States, in-
cluding what has been said here today, your very words, buried in
the mountains in Maryland. So a thousand years from now, histori-
ans reading those records, can read something about this society.They are going to read that Joseph Nicholas and Jenny Walker
made Washington, D.C. a better place in which to live and that
Edith Wells made Richmond, Virginia a better place in which to
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live and that all three of you made this world a better place in
which to live.

Thank you very much. God bless you.
The hearing stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, subject to

the call of the chair.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]
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COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
U S HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

320 CANMOM MOOSE °MCI W t.0M6

WASHINGTON OC 20515

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES

February 27, 1989

Ms. Donna M. Alvarado, Director
ACTION

806 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20525

Dear Ms. Alvarado'

14,GOARY

tWOMS .1 ?ay. qw
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Thank you for your testimony at the Subcommittee's February 24, 1989 hearing
on the reauthorization of the Older American Volunteer Programs. In order to
further complete the hearing record I would appreitate your answering the
following questions.

1) During the 1987 reauthorization of the Older Americans Act, a new Title
III, part D was included to provide in-home services to the frail elderly.
Have any efforts been undertaken to encourage state agencies on aging to
involve Senior Companion and RSVP volunte,cs in providing services to
the frail elderly under this provision'

2) Can you provide the Subcommittee with any information conesrning
partnerships developed on the local level that involve fetnior Companion or
RSVP volunteers in the new part D program'

3) Please explain the interagency agreements that currently exist between
ACTION and other federal agencies. When ACTION enters into agreements
with other agencies, do the other agencies contribute funds to support
volunteers?

4) Could you describe how the public/private partnerships between ACTION and
B. Dalton Booksellers, and ACTION and Exxon came about' Have these issue
specific initiatives been successful'

5) In its FY 1990 budget submission, ACTION requests funds for communication
purposes: $20,000 for the Foster Grandparents program, $20,000 for the
Senior Companions program, and $43,000 fat RSVP. How will these funds be

used'

Why are these funds being requested from the program account rather than
the administration account as it has been In previous years,
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Ms. Donna 11. Alvarado
February 17,, 1989
Page 2

' If these funds come out of the program account will this result in fewer
volunteers,

6) Since the challenge grant program was initiated, how =any such grants have
been made? What have they been for, Do these initiatives continue once
the challenge grant has run out' In cases where the initiative is
continued, where does this funding cone from,

' ) What is the current administrative structure for RSVP, Senior Companions
and Foster Grandparents, Does each program have its own director, If
not, why not,

8) RSVP received a $225,000 dollar increase for FY 1989. How have these
funds been allocated' If they have been allocated, please provide for the
record a breakdown of where these funds were allocated, and in what
amounts.

9) The Poster Grandparent program received an additional $1.484 million in
new funds for FY 1989. How have these funds been allocated' If they have
been allocated, please provide for the record a breakdown of where these
funds were allocated, and in what amounts.

10) The Senior Companion program received an additional 02.014 million
increase for FY 1989. How have these funds been allocated' If they have
been allocated, please provide for the record a breakdown of where these
funds were allocated, and in wnat amounts.

11) Please provide the Subcommittee with information detailing the amount of
federal funds awarded to granrees on an individual basis each year since
1982 and the amounts allowed for administrative expenses at each project
for each of :hose years.

It would be greatly appreciated if you would respond in writing to the
following questions by March 14, 1989. Your cooperation in providing this
information is greatly appreciated. This letter, your written response and
any additional information you provide will be made part of the printed
hearing record.

Sincerely,

Dale E. Kildec
Chairman

tk
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WASHINGTON, D C. 20525

March 15, 1989

Honorable Dale E. Kildee
Chairman
Committee on Education and Labor
U. S. House of Representatives
320 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In response to your letter of February 27, 1989, I am pleased

to provide the enclosed responses to your eleven questions.

Sincerely,

c917."--"-er- )21, 62412-cete4

Donna M. Alvarado

Enclosur

FOSTER GRANDPARENT P-1GRAm YOUNG VOLUNTEERS IN ACTION SENIOR COMPANION PROGRAMRETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRA, OFFICE OF VOLUNTARISM INITIATIVES
VOLUNTEER DRUG USE PREVENTION PROGRAM

VISTA NATIONAL CENTER FOR SERVICE LEARNING
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House Subo....limittee on Human Resources - Follow-up Question

Question 1
Mr. KIldee: During the 1987 reauthorization of the Older

American Act, a new Title III, part D was
Included to provide in-home services to the frail
elderly. Have any efforts been undertaken to
encourage state agencies on aging to involve
Senior Companion and RSVP Volunteers in providing
services to the frail elderly under this
provision?

Ms. Alvarado: The 1987 Older Americans Act Amendments
appropriated $4.8 million for in-home services
for the frail elderly. AOA allocates these funds
among State Offices on Aging through formula
grants based on census estimates of the 60 +
population in each state.

ACTION has coordinated implementation through
efforts of its regional offices. As a result,
state funds totalling $200,945 have been
awarded through AAAs to SCP projects in Michigan,
Alaska, Washington, and Oregon for respite care
and other services. Idaho SCPs have received $8,944
in Title 3A AOA respite care funds, and $30,000
in state revenue sharing funds is utilized by
Florida SCP projects for respite care.

1 '
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House Subcommittee on Human Resources - Follow-up Question

Question 2
Mr. Kildee: Can you provide the Subcommittee with any

information concerning partnerships developed on
the local level that involve Senior Companion or
RSVP volunteers in the new part D program?

Ms. Alvarado: State revenue sharing, AOA categorical grants
and state appropriated funds have been channeled
to SCP projects in several states for respite
care activities. Examples include:

1) $30,000 in State revenue sharing to SCP
projects in Florida.

2) $8,944 in Title 3A AOA respite care funds
to Idaho SCP projects.

3) $94,945 in State funds through AAAS in
Alaska, Washington and Oregon to SCP projects.

4) Michigan State Agency on Aging has
channelled $106,000 to the Detroit SCP to
support SCP/Respite Care services in the area.

Also, 24,860 RSVP volunteers are providing
3,800,000 hours in long term care services to
at-risk older persons. These are directed
primarily to chronically homebound clients
affiliated with Area Agencies on Aging.

F
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House Subcommittee on Human Resources - Follow-up Question

Question 3
Mr. Kildee: Please explain the interagency agreements that

currently exist between ACTION and other federal
agencies. When ACTION enters into agreements
with other agencies, do the other agencies
contribute funds to support volunteers?

Ms. Alvarado: ACTION currently has three interagency
agreements with other Federal agencies
involving one or more of the Older American
Volunteer Programs.

The Agreement with the Veterans
Administration, signed June 23, 1988,
promotes the use of Senior Companions and
RSVP volunteers to provide in-home services,
including respite care, to veterans.
Currently 179 Senior Companions are serving
625 veterans in 31 projects. Eleven of
these projects received two year seed grants
from ACTION. Three RSVP projects received
one year seed grants and are presently
recruiting and placing volunteers.

In December 1988, ACTION and the Department
of Defense signed an agreement to facilitate
expansion of FGP volunteer service to
handicapped and special needs children on
military installations co- located with
existing FGP projects. Several projects
have been placing volunteers in such
settings for several years. We anticipate
that expansion will be supported by local
DOD facilities funding resources.

ACTION and the National Conon ssion on
Libraries and Information S' ?rice entered
into a Memorandum of Understanding (MU) in
March 1986. Specific OAVP activity was
developed in April 1988 to imnlement the
MU. The RSVP Intergenerational Library
Assistance Program places RSVP volunteers to
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Ms. Alvarado:

(Question 3 continued)

as.ist library staff to develop and implement
programs for the increasing number of unattended
school children using the library during after
school hours. Fourteen RSVP projects received
one year seed grants from ACTION to demonstrate
this concept. Over 250 volunteers are currently
serving.

The three current agreements do not involve a
transfer of funds between agencies. Several
agreements in the past, including Head Start and
Office of Juvenile Justice Delinquency
Prevention, did involve the transfer of funds
from these agencies to ACTION.
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House Subcommittee on Human Resources - Follow-up Question

Question 4
Mr. Kildee: Could you describe how the public/private

partnerships between ACTION and B. Dalton
Booksellers, and ACTION and Exxon came about?
Have these specific initiatives been
successful?

Ms. Alvarado: ACTION/B Dalton Booksellers

The ACTION Office of Voluntarism Initiatives
awarded a demonstration grant under Title I of
the Domestic Volunteer Service Act of 1973, as
amended, to support the use of existing private
sector programs and generate new volunteer
resources for the expansion of quality literacy
services in urban areas. ACTION's contribution
was $250,000 which was matched with the B.
Dalton's $100,000 and Gannett's $150,000. The
funds were used to make awards to Laubach for the
two-fold purpose of (1) providing literacy seed
grants (subgrants) to RSVP projects on a
competitive basis and (2) providing technical
assistance to all RSVP projects interested in
adult literacy.

Over the three-year period of the RSVP Literacy
Project, Laubach awarded 94 subgrants ranging from
$2,000 $5,000 to 71 RSVP projects throughout
the country. The RSVP subgrantees generated
3,363 volunteers working in adult literacy. The
volunteers tutored 4,265 adult learners.

Laubach also developed the National RSVP Literacy
Network as a means of disseminating information
about adult literacy. Sixty-three percent of
RSVP's 750 projects (469 projects) chose to
participate in the Network.

1 r)
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(Question 4 continued)

2

In connection with this, as well as sending out
regular mailings and providing telephone
technical assistance, Laubach:

o Wrote the Literacy Guidebook for the National
RSVP Literacy Projects, a 60-page manual based
upon the problem-solving experience of RSVP
project directors involved in adult literacy;

o Developed (and revised annually) tLe National
Literacy Resource Directory for RSVP Projects;

o Produced "Making a Difference", a 14-minute
video orientation tape for RSVP literacy
volunteers.

Laubach also provided literacy training at 19
ACTION Regional and State OAVP training events;
and made presentations regarding the RSVP Literacy
Project at 11 nationally-based conferences.

Beyond the specifics of adult literacy, however,
this collaboration has demonstrated how
creatively and constructively public and private
resources can be whe, applied to an area of
shared national concern.

ACTION/EXXON - ACTION has encouraged RSVP project
directors for several years to expand the
recruitment of male volunteers through a greater
number of volunteers stations needing highly
skilled volunteers. As a result of discussions
with the National Association of RSVP Program
Directors and the New York City RSVP Project
Director, a joint effort was initiated to match
ACTION funding with that of the Exxon
Corporation to conduct a pilot study to test
various approaches to recruiting large numbers of
male volunteers. The Exxon Corporation provided
$30,000 and ACTION matched the sum for a total
$60,000. Subsequently thirteen RSVP projects
received funding for this effort. The final
report from the sponsor will be submitted to
ACTION shortly. Preliminary data indicate that
over 1,000 male volunteers were recruited and
placed.
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House Subcommittee on Human Resources - Follow-up Question

Question 5
Mr. Kildee: In its FY 1990 budget submission, ACTION requests

funds for communication purpose: $20,000 for the
Foster Grandparent Program; $20,000 for the
Senior Companions Program; and $43,000 for RSVP.
How will these funds be used?

* Why are these funds being requested from the
program account rather than the administration
account as it has been in previous years?

* If these funds come out of the program account
will this result in fewer volunteers?

Ms. Alvarado: Prior budget submissions included the
communication totals in the line item "training
and technical assistance". For the FY 1990
submission, the Agency decided to display these
amounts in two categories, "training and technical
assistance" and "communications."

Items included in the communications item are
program specific recruitment materials, flyers,
posters, films, and videos. Funds are utilized for
the design, production, duplication and
distribution to local projects. Such items have
always been requested from the program account.

The communication item is estimated prior to the
beginning of the fiscal year and monitored
throughout. Funds are not diverted from the
grants item, unless they are identified as
unexpended funds due to slow start up of new
projects, staff turnover, etc. Direct support of
volunteers is not reduced.
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House Subcommittee on Human Resources - Follow-up Question

Question 6
Mr. Kildee: Since the Challenge Grant Program was initiated,

how many such grants have been made? What have
they been for? Do these initiatives continue
once the Challenge Grant has run out? In cases
where the initiative is continued, where does
this funding come from?

Ms. Alvarado: As of FY 87, a total of 59 OAVP challenge grants
have been awarded. Each OAVP challenge grant
has been awarded for a three-year period. At the
end of the second year, each grantee is required
to have raised 50% of the total ACTION award.
For the fourth and succeeding years, each grant
is expected to be supported totally with
non-ACTION funds.

In FY 1988 14 (three-year) FGP challenge grants
were awarded with approximately $503,400 in
program funds.

In FY 1987 the following challenge grants were funded:

1) FGP - 32 grants $1,280,000

2) SCP - 13 grants $ 681,500

These grants will be completing their second year
of operation this fiscal year. A survey of their
accomplishments will be conducted at the end of this
fiscal year.

All challenge grants are awarded to existing
projects that are expected to generate local
funds to support the grants when ACTION funding is
terminated at the end of the third year.
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House Subcommittee on Human Resources - Follow-up Question

Question 7
Mr. Kildee: What is the current administrative structure for

RSVP, Senior Companions and Foster Grandparents:
Does each program have its own director? If not,
why not?

Ms. Alvarado: In 1987, the Agency staff was realigned in order
to be able to absorb a reduction from 511 FTE to
448 FTE. At the same time, headquarters staffing
levels were further reduced in order to fill
critical vacancies in the field. Efficiencies
were therefore realized across the board in
headquarters staffing. Within the OAVP Division,
the three branches of FGP, SCP, and RSVP were
combined into the two current branches of RSVP
and FGP/SCP.

The direction of the two stipended programs by a
single Program Officer is effective because the
administrative structure of both programs is similar
and many administrative policy determinations cross-cut
both programs.

The programs have operated as efficiently as
before, as well as producing fiscal savings as a
result of the elimination of a third distinct
branch. This factor is especially significant in
view of continued reductions in headquarters
staffing subsequent to the 1987 reorganization,
due to constrained program support budgets in
FY 88 and FY 89.
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House Subcommittee on Human Resources - Follow-up Question

Question 8
Mr. Rildee: RSVP received a $225,000 dollar increase for FY

1989. How have these funds been allocated? If
they have been allocated, please provide for the
record a breakdown of where these funds were
allocated, and in what amounts.

Ms. Alvarado: The $259,000 increase in RSVP in FY 1989 will be
allocated to finance new volunteers in currently
underrepresented geographical areas in Region IV
(Southeast U.S.).

rti
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House Subcommittee on Human Resources - Follow-up Question

Question 9
Mr. Kildee: The Foster Grandparent Program received an

additional $1.484 million in new funds for FY
1989. How have these funds been allocated? If
they have been allocated, please provide for the
record a breakdown of where these funds were
allocated, and in what amounts.

Ms. Alvarado: The total amount of additional funding will be
used to support approximately 10 new FGP projects
in FY 1989.

Seven new grants have already been awarded in the
1st quarter. 'The remaining grants should be in
place in the 3rd quarter.

The Agency targeted allocation of these new frnds
to Region IV and VI (Southeast and Southcentral
U.S.) which have been underfunded in FGP. Prior
to this funding increase, Region IV was 5.3% and
Region IV 1.5% below their shares of national
funding based on the Resource Allocation Formula.

With the additional funding allocated to these two
regions in FY 1989, Region IV is now only 2.1%
under, and Region VI remains the same.
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House Subcommittee on Human Resources - Follow-up Question

Question 10
Mr. Kildee: The Senior Companion Program received an

additional $2.014 million increase for FY year
1989. How have these funds been allocated? If
they have been allocated, please provide for the
record a breakdown of where these funds were
allocated, and in what amounts.

Ms. Alvarado: The increased SCP appropriation will be used to
fund at full annualized level the 44 new SCP
projects started in FY 1988. The amount required
for full annualization is $1.871 million. Plans for
the use of the remaining $159,600 are now being
developed.
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House Subcommittee on Human Resources - Follow-up Question

Question 11
Mr. Kildee: Please provide the Subcommittee with

information detailing the amount of Federal
funds awarded to grantees on an individual
basis each year since 1982 and the amounts
allowed for administrative expenses at each
project for each of those years.

Ms. Alvarado: Attached you will find a listing of grants
by program for fiscal years 1984, 1985, 1986,
1987, and 1988. The column entitled "Support"
represents administrative expenses, and the
column entitled "Budget" equals the Federal
award.

The requested information for 1982 and 1983
is unavailable.

Submitted erials retained in Subcommittee file..

1 5 ,)
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February 24, 1989

TESTIMONY BEFORE

raE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

SUBCONIMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you and the ranking minority

vlember, Mr. Tauke, for holding these hearings on the

reauthorization of the Domestic Volunteer Service Act (DVSA).

As you know, volunteerism has had a long and proud tradition

throughout American history. Thus, it is fitting that Congress

nas sought to foster that tradition through its pport for

ACTION, established by the DVSA.

While there are many aspects of ACTION which the subcommittee
will be reviewing, I would like to address my remarks to the

Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP), which has made such a

significant contribution to our communities. As you are aware,

RSVP provides the opportunity for retired persons to give their

volunteer services in various settings.

For example, RSVP volunteers have provided assistance tJ

orthopedically handicapped children, to homebound individuals

needing shopping assistance or friendly visiting, to families

needing respite care, and to refugees in need of literacy

51
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training. One program in Lewiston, Maine, is a neighborhood

after-school program which provides activities in a supervised

setting for children under 12. As you can see, RSVP programs

serve a variety of community needs.

Thus, when I heard about the growing problem of latchkey children

in libraries because of a lack of adequate afterschool programs,

I began to wonder if we might not turn this situation to an

advantage.

As you know, many working families are struggling to find

adequate, affordable day care for their children. With the

average annual cost of care totaling $3,000 per child, finding

quality care can be an impossible task. Currently, 2.1 million

children, ages 5 to 13 years, regularly spend some period of time

without adult supervision afterschool.

Libraries, since the turn of the century, have made a commitment

to serving the needs of cnildren. Nothing, however, has prepared

them to deal with tr.e deluge of unsupervised children who, on a

regular basis, are spending extended periods of time in the

library because of a lack of day care.

In May, 1988, the American Library Association iLdicated that

'what to do with and about library 'latchkey children' 1 ,s become

one of the most rapidly developing public library policy

arenas." Exemplifying that problem, the report cited the
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Brooklyn Public Library which has 100 or more unattended children

a day; and Los Angeles County which in 1985 found about 2,000

children a day whose parents used the libraries as an afterschool

center.

In places as disparate as Illinois, Texas and Oregon, librarians

are trying to cope with a problem tnat is really a community

problem -- how shall we care for our children and who shall be

responsible.

One solution I have proposed is the Intergenerational Library

Literacy Act. This legislation relies on older volunteers who

will work with libraries Interested in developing afterschool

literacy and reading skills programs for latchkey children.

Additionally, older volunteers, through program and example, will

stress positive images of aging.

Support for this bill has been widespread. Indeed, it was at the

recommendation of the President of the National Association of

RSV:, Directors that I includea the concept of "Programs of

National Significance" in order to permit RSVP to better direct

volunteers Into these library programs if such programs meet the

needs of the community. In this day, RS11, could provide a core

of volunteers upon which libraries could build their programs.

153
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In keeping with the notion of better targeting RSVP resources, I

will also be introducing a bill that includes two other areas of

"national significance" -- respite care services for caregivers

and monitors for guardianship programs.

As you know, in December, 1988 a study by ACTION found both RSVP

and Senior Companion Program (SCP) volunteers offered respite

services to caregivers. RSVP volunteers were found to spend

about 15 percent of their time in providing services to family

caregivers. Most organizations surveyed who received RSVP and

SCP help indicated that without these volunteers, "they either

could not operate or would have to curtail respite activities".

Volunteers were found to derive a sense of satisfaction from

providing respite services because they were aware of the value

of allowing caregivers the opportunity to take breaks from their

earegiving activities.

Unfortunately, the study found that large numbers of caregivers

are wait-listed and tnat the insufficient supply of volunteers

was a principal resons for limitations on respite care. For this

reason, establishing respite care as a targeted program may help

to provide greater emphasis on services to caregivers.

Finally, we are all aware of the problems that abound in the

guardianship programs. Wards are individuals whose legal rights,

deeis'onmaKing authority, and possessions have been transferred

to the control of a guardian or conservator based on a judgment

`i4
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that the ward is no longer able to take care of these hatters.

Today, as many as 500,000 adults may have been made wards under

court guardianship or conservatorship programs. While guardians

can protect the well-being of those Incapable of protecting

themselves, the current fragmented system provides few safeguards

to wards.

The idea of guardian advocates to monitor guardianship orograms

was first addressed in legislation I introduced in the last

Congress and which was reintroduced in January. Advocates can be

trained by the courts to explain what wards can expect from the

court system, to provide support, and in general serve as the

eyes and ears of the court system's monitoring process. I

believe that RSVP volunteers could serve as a cadre around which

to develop a program of volunteer advocates.

I want to urge the Subcommittee to consider these proposals as

ones which, although not binding on any community, will permit

the idea of these intergenerational library programs, respite

care programs and guardianship monitoring programs to develop and

grow. I believe It is in the best interests of us all

As the population ages, there will continue to be an increasingly

large number of older adults who seek meaningful opportunities

for contributing to society outside of paid employment. Older

volunteers bring with them a lifetime of experience which many

are eager to share.
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I want to thank the Subcommittee for the opportunity to Provide

testimony on the DVSA and the new concept of "Programs of

National Significance".
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